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Dear ReadeL
S We Were aSSembling the arti-
Cles in this issue, I kept thinking
Of Charles Dickens’A肋′le Qf
Tれo C初es I’1l confess that is
Ot a Particularly unusual pro-
CeSS for me. The first paragraph of that
book has haunted me ever since I tried to
read it in the sixth grade. At the time, I
had limited直istorical comprehension. In
fact, I thought the tale was about two
Sides of one city.
The story has been sealed in my memory
for decades, because it was the first time
that I realized good and bad, justice and
injustice, Wisdom and foolishness could
be housed in the same person, the same
City, the same ideals. Had I paid more
attention to the Old Testament in Sunday
School, I might have come to that reali-
Zation a bit earlier
But then I wouldn,t have been able to
digress so easily. Our cover story lS a tale
Ofthe bright side ofthe city. Karen Cord
Taylor’s amusmg guide to the good life in
Boston will provide help for those in search
Ofmundane items like a parking place and
Cultural rewards like Celtics season tick-
ets.
Despite its contemporary glitter, Boston
has a dark underside-the city is sti11 home
to thousands of hungry children whose
ParentS earn minimum wages and live on
the verge of homelessness everyday. In
this issue we introduce a new feature
Speaking Out. This time, Shoshana Pak-
Ciarz, Who became executive director of
PrQjec Bread two years ago, eXamines
h ger in our midst. Pakciarz has ignited
the org nization hat was established to
PrOVid food for the hungry
Ours is the Dickens tale with a di餓)rent
twist. While the poor struggle with basic
deprivations’the a組uent are grappling
With poverty of a new sort. One doesn,t
have to read Bol擁γe Qf脇e Tゐ肋訪わs to
re lize that he twin gods of the 1980s
fitness and finance further deepen the
POVerty Ofthe soul.
It is ot a coincidence that in the final
analysis the path to success for both the
a触uent and the poor is community
invoIvement Compared to citizens of
industrial countries all over the world,
Americans rank highest in active mem-
bership m COmmunity organizations. Per-
haps this cultural strength will pull us
through what fooIs among us consider the
age of wisdom nd the wise consider the
age of foolishness.
Laura Freid,
Publうsheγ α筋d Hd海0γ一読Ch材
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LETTERS
AlOO脇eγ Agα Sαgα
Elizabeth Riely,s column αThe Aga Saga,,
(Gourmet, March/April) reminded me of
When I worked in the Aga agency on New-
bury Street in the late 1930s. The shop was
OWned by C. Wesley Purdy, a yachtsman from
Marblehead and his list of customers
included several North Shore mansions.
The demonstration stove we used resem_
bled the illustration in Bosto72,弧With its
COVerS OVer the tops of the cooking surfaces.
It burned a fine grade of coal’and its selling
POint was that with its level heated surface
in contact with special perfectly flat-bot-
tomed utensils, the heat would be trans-
ferred very e飴ciently.
Thanks for joggmg my memOry
Paul F Sargent
RochpoγらMαSSαChuse鵠
Cap初笹g Bostowh D砂eγS沈2/
I read with great interest Kathleen Cahill,s
article “Black in Boston,, (March/April).
Having lived in Boston for 12 years, I really
appreciated the diversity of persons and
Styles presented in the pleCe. The article
reflected the tⅢe ethnic character of Boston.
Keep up the good work.
Beryl Kalisa
A拐α初α, Geoγg狐
A Quesれo偽証ChαγαCきeγ
In the article “Black in Boston;, Richard
Brown stated that he had left Boston Tech
High School because he was “forced to retire
Or tranSfer,, and that he had been存woefully,
blatantly discriminated against because of
age and race.’’He insinuated that the head-
master of Boston Tech was responsible for
“taking his job.’’I believe these allegations
to be uI高ustified.
I have been the secretary to the headmas-
ter of Boston Tech for three years. One of
my responsiblities is to handle his personal
and private con.eSPOndence, and I am aware
Ofhow he deals with faculty and sta鮒I have
Witnessed nothing but faimess. Commen-
dations and reprlmands are glVen for one
maJOrreaSOn the individual,s level ofcom-
6　　M A YI U N E 1989∴∴B O!TO=A
PetenCy. It has nothing to do with “who
believes whom,, on any kind of racial level. I
believe Mr Brown is reading something into
his transfer that just isn,t there.
I would think a magazine with as large a
Circulation as yours would investigate the
accuracy of stories before you print them
and damage someone’s character
Mary E Fitzgerald
Bosめ脇, MαSSαChuseききs
BαChきo Bα釣CS
“Our Banana Republic,, (Finance, March/
April) confirms in a great way what I was
taught in college over 50 years ago. Wb were
reminded then that the only wealth was what
WaS PrOduced in the factories, in the mines,
On the farms and from the seas. Although
much is changed, I believe these basics still
hold true.
In my view every service is really an
expense’SuCh as. transportation, medical,
COmmunication, Sales and advertising・ Ifno
One is producing wealth, there is no one to
use or buy these services.
We appear to have a money-Oriented
economy today pump the money m and
take the money out and let the debts rise. I
Say let’s get back to basics.
John W Finlay
Hol諦αひ, Floγ胸α
Tむlh BαdlOみm短e
Many thanks for your cover story on talk
radio (January/February). As a New En-
glander temporarily living in Illinois, I pick
up talk shows from Chicago and St. Louis
Stations, and they’re just not as good as
What’s in Boston・ Even Chicagojust doesn,t
have the diversity of hosts and callers that
Boston does. I,m glad at least WBZ comes
in most nights to give me a taste ofwhat I’m
missmg.
One oversight: yOu mention the old WNAC
as being Boston,s first'try at all-talk in the
mid-1960s・ According to the article, this
WaSn’t attempted agaln until WMEX/WITS
tried it lO years later We11, if I’m not mis-
taken, WEEI was all-talk from about 1964
until it w nt t  all-neWS in 1974. I lived in
New England for part of that time and
remember hearmg SuCh people as Paul Ben-
Zaquin, Jim Westover and Bruce Lee on
WEEI. Even with about a quarter of its
SChedule glVen OVer tO neWS blocks, that left
the rest ofthe day fortalk. That omission
aside, it was a good article.
William Burpee
Spγ n徴leld, Ill沈0ね
M組ke組S軸aH de回菓
O相田S〇回b
a曹書轟es 囲oc回書ions.
MASSACH USETTS :
ACTON Village Saab
30 Main St. (Rt. 27)
(508) 635-0070
BROOKLINE Gaston Andrey
Of Boston, Inc.
5 Waldo Street
(617) 734-SAAB
FRAMINGHAM Gaston Andrey
Of Framingham, Inc.
1800 Wbrcester Street
(508) 875-0630
GARDNER Stanley Saab
W Broadway at Kinzer Drive
(508) 632-5800
HANOVER South Shore Imported Cars, Inc.
579 Wdshington Street
(617) 826-0011
HÅVERHILL Best Buick, Inc.
901 South Main Street
(508) 373-3882
HINGHAM Shaw Saab
427 Lincoln Street, Route 3A
(617)榊9-1617
LAWRENCE Central Saab
265-269 Lowell Street
(508) 682-7047
NORWOOD Hi=crest Saab
70 Providence Highway
(617) 762一祐榊
READING 128 Sales, Inc.
230 John Street
(617) 944-7760
SALEM Gauthier Motors, Inc.
142 Canal Street
(508)榊5-5500
SOMERViLLE Cambridge
Imported Cars, Inc.
259 McGrath Highway
(617) 666-4100
SOUTH YARMOUTH Hyamis Saab
527 Station Avenue
(508) 760-2700
ⅥnTERTOWN Charles River Saab
570 Arsenal Street
(617) 923-9230
WORCESTER Patrick Motors, Inc.
65 1tmple Street
(508) 756-8364
NEW HAMPSHIRE:
CONCORD Fiermonti Oldsmobile, Inc.
54 Manchester Street
(603) 224-2519
EXETER G ry Blake Saab
58 fortsmouth Avenue
(603) 778-0563
MANCHESTER Bourque Saab
984-1000 Sec d Street
(603) 623-8069
NASHUA Saab Nashua
149 Amherst Street
(603) 883-5713
α咋空:寝癖圭密晴めざ回5q組蘭Å吟γOU
Wur mother told you to be careful whose car you
got lntO. Did you forget?
Have you spent the past four or five years trapped
in a car with a bunch of empty promlSeS?
Ifyou have, take heart. It’s never too late to put good
advICe into practlCe. Ybu can do it at your Saab dealer’s.
If you’re looking for performance, a Saab can
ProVide it. Three absolutely stock Saab 9000 Thrbos
averaged 132 mph for 62,000 miles, 21 days straight at
Alabama’s嶋lladega Speedway; Without a breakdown
Do you need room? Saabs have that as well Among
a獲l lmPOrted cars, the EPA rates only the Saab 9000 and
the Rolls Royce Silver Spur limousine as “large’’cars.
Saabs are among the world’s safest cars, aCCOrdlng
to a recent lnSuranCe industry survey of personal lnJury
Claims. Yet a Saab’s safety takes nothlng aWay from
ltS drlVlng fun.
There’s one other bit of advice you may have
forgotten don’t squander your allowance. Saabs are
COnSlderably more affordable than some of their
European counterparts -they’re lntelligently prlCed
fr m $16,995 to $32,095*
Don’t get taken for a ride ln the wrong car Do the
right thing and get lntO a Saab
We’re sure your mother would approve.
聞∃
冒he mosl in書e看音igen書く9I.S eVer builL
*MSRP not lnCludingtaxes, license, freight dealercharges oroptions. PrlCeS Sub」eCttO Change. ◎ 1989 Saab-Scania ofAmerlCa, lnc.
a low-COSt, 1ow-teCh way out of
the morass. To date, however
Only seven percent of Massachu-
SettS’solid waste is recycled,
according to the state Depart-
ment of Environmental Quality
Engineermg But several cities
and towns are taking matters into
their own hands.
At Wb11esley’s 80-aCre refuse
disposal facility for example,
landscaped with flowers, treeS,
bushesand oh, yeS binsfor
trash) VOluntary recycling has
been in vogue since 1971. In fact
in Wellesley, being down in the
dumps has taken on an entirely
new meanmg In addition to
Ordinary recycling bins for card-
board’neWSPaPerS, magaZines
and glass Wellesley,s dump
boasts a take-it-Or-leave-it area
(where your trash becomes my
treasure and vice versa) a com-
POSt heap and a book exchange
Organized by a volunteer
轍i巨を「r藍‖し遭　翰日通
SA脚量NG OUR THROW“脚
SOC案ETY
Among residents who haul
their ra h here there,s no curb-
Side collection so many use prト
V te traSh hauling firms　90
PerCent Say they also recycle.
uThis doesn,t mean we get 90
PerCent Of the recyclables,’’says
Pat Berdan, Wellesley’s director
Of public works.存Some people
Only do newspapers, SOme Only
bottles.,,
However even if some recycl-
a le are tossed with the trash,
impressiv  amounts of news-
PaP r, Cardboard and glass are
CO lected for recycling. In 1988,
Well sley, amual trash heap was
reduced by almost 20 percent due
to recycling.
The year before, the nearby
I両脇Iesle2/ ”Olu初αγ裾eCgCling hαS bee72/
わe旅c的γ18ひeαγS
town of Lexington was also faced
With a mounting problem. Near-
ingthe end of its three-year traSh
hauling contract, the town was
存looking at dramatic increases,
up to $60 a ton in 1990,’’says
Richard S互er , director of public
WOrk /enginee ing in Lexington・
The town,s 29,500 residents gen-
erate 17;000 tons oftrash a year
Creating a garbage disposal bill
that would have exceeded $1 mil-
1ion by next year.
To reduce this liability, Lex
ington moved to implement one
Of the state)s first mandatory
recycling programs. Passage was
unanimous. 〃Two arguments
Were uSed to ensure
PaSSage :
financial and environmental ,,
SayS Selectwoman Jackie Smith.
“Recycling will save money m
the years ahead, and we’re
doing what we ought for the
environment.,,
Results have been positive.
During the first three months,
an average of 70 percent of town
residents have recycled 639.7 tons
Of new paper, glass and alumi-
num, reducing the refuse heap
by 14.7 pe cent. The DPW is sur-
Veymg reSidents without the
bright ye1low recycling bin at the
Curb to work out problems and
imp ove the program. Ultimately
the tow  will enforce the law by
refusi g to collect refuse from
those not r cycling
Lexington resident Jane
Archambeault cites environ-
mental motivations to recycle.
“I’m interested in protecting the
environment reuslng things
SaVmg raW material and avoiding
POllution;’she explains.
`And to
be honest, the town has made it
Very eaSy tO reCyCle.’’
Am Fahy, Of Wd1esley, WaS
recycling as usual on a recent
damp day at the dump. “It takes
a little extra organization to
bring it all here;’she says. ``But
I like to see things put to use.”
It’s not that she feels pressure to
recycle, She says, although she
might when her children reach
third grade. That’s because in
every public and private third-
grade in VⅥe11esley, reCyCling lS
Part Of a curriculum that
teaches the environmental
and economic value of recycling.
Perhaps our throw-aWay SOCi-
ety will develop a stronger con-
SerVation ethic when recycling
is considered more necessity than
novelty. In Rhode Island,
recently passed legislation
requlreS mandatory statewide
recycling, and a similar bi11 is
expected to pass in Comecticut.
As Virginia Thompson, Organizer
Of the Wellesley book exchange
and an avid recycler says,
“Recycling’s not a chore. It’s the
Only way the country has of not
getting buried in its own trash.’’
MA附Å [l州[G州
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懸擬態擬態駿
IS TEST案NG
聞H鵬ALⅣ
COR聞CT?
a genetic test on their unbom
baby not to see if it is healthy,
but so they can abort the fetus if
it is female.
● A new genetic test reveals Joe
is susceptible to heart disease.
At Joe’s request, the doctor does
not tell Jods family they may also
Carry the gene. But after suffer-
1ng a heart attack, Joe’s son sues
the doctor.
● Bill, a healthy and competent
WOrker言s fired from his job after
a genetic test reveals he may be
p‖O丁OG議A州:しU〔Y 〔OはOi iししUi丁照川0=: D即各」OしY
Within a deca
to gene mappmg and other
advances, reSearChers predict
that genetic testing may be
Widespread. While the new tests
may lead to revolutionary
advances in health care, they may
also com  with ethical issues.
Is society ready for the chal-
lenges crea ed by advances in
ge etic testing? The results ofa
recent survey of 682 geneticists
in 19 nations suggest the answer
n職Ⅳ be no.
The study, COnducted by Dor-
Othy C. Wertz of Boston Univer-
SityもSchool ofPublic Health, and
John C. Fletcher of the Univer-
Sity of Virginia Medical School,
found “impressive cross-Cultural
di節erences of opmlOn” on how
ethical issues created by genetic
testing should be resoIved.
Indeed, “the biggest shock’; says
W訂tz, WaS that geneticists in the
United States were fa.r more
Willing than those in other
nations to perform prenatal
diagnosis - eVen if they were told
the parents would use the infor-
mation as a reason for abortion.
This willingness, eXPlains
Wbrtz, is probably due to cultural
attitudes umque tO the United
States “Patient autonomy lS
more important here than almost
anywher  else,’’ she notes.
〃Patients demand doctors treat
them as equals. And American
doctors who are starting to rQj ect
m dical patemalism, Say `If they
Want the information we’ll give
it to them. What they do with it
is th ir own business.,?
Ethical i sues such as these are
not made any easier by the fact
that medical genetics which
began around 1970-is such a new
field. Indeed, in their book E脇cs
this sprmg, Wertz and Fletcher
note that the lack of agreement
and standards anong geneticists
might be because they “probably
leamed ethics bn the job:’’
The issu s Wertz believes will
POSe the toughest ethical prob-
1ems w re those regarding dis-
cIosure of information. Who has
a right to know about our genetic
“susceptibilities’’? The example
Of he man susceptible to heart
disease shows the risk doctors
tak  ifthey discover a patient has
an inheritable disorder and they
do not warn relatives who may
also carry the gene. “The situa-
tion opposes two welトknown
duties of medicine;’notes Wdrtz,
``the duty to maintain confiden-
tiality and the duty to wam
innocent third parties at risk.’’
The issue of who has a right
to our ge e ic information could
also lead to many forms of
discr mination. Apprised of a
Pe SOn’s genetic “susceptibility’’
to cont ac  cancer, 1nSuranCe
COmPanies might unfairly deny
COVer ge. And empIoyers could
refuse to hire workers whose
tests show they might “eventu
ally’’develop a disabling disease.
Genetic information could even
disrupt family ties. If doctors
discover a baby’s disease is due
to one parent’s genetic defect, for
example, Should they be told?
Indeed, aSks Wertz, ``What if one
wants to know and the other
doesn’t? Yt)u’ve opened a can of
WOrmS because people will blame
ach other, Or themselves.’’
Virtually all geneticists agreed
that women have the right to
abortion. W七rtz cites evidence
that few couples would use
genetic information as a basis to
abort for nonmedical reasons.
Neverthel ss, She worries that
SuCh cases, “Can discredit
genetics and lead to a moral
ba klash that would prohibit
abortion for other reasons.,,
While ethical issues are not
ew to medicine, advances in
genetic testing could invoke them
in new ways. The answers will
not come easily, but at least dis書
CuSSion has begun. That’s only
SOmeWhat comforting, howeveI;
for anyone leery ofmedical prac置
titi ners who may be “learmng
Onthejob.’’ 」ONQ岬0
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economist John Kenneth Gal-
braith are regular customers , and
Julia Child has often perused the
French section. Yet despite its
Ioyal illustrious and intema-
tional clientele and its reputation
as the best foreign bookstore in
the country, Schoenhof,s Forelgr
Books remains one of Boston
area’s best-kept secrets.
One reason is the Cambridge
StOre’s Iocation. Several years
ago, Schoenhof,s moved into the
basement of Harvard Universi-
ty’s Spee Club on Mount Aubum
Street, a genteel building that
does not bespeak of business.
Another reason is that languages
are not an American forte, Par-
ticularly since high schoo=an-
guage requirements were
dropped in the early 1970s. Most
Americans do not seek foreign
bookstores and, glVen a dimin-
ished market, there are increas-
mgly fewer to find.
However Schoenhof’s occupleS
a smgular place in its field and
has managed to thrive with dig-
C O M M O N W田A L T H AV E N U田
nity. Founded in 1856 by Carl
Schoenhof to satisfy the literary
needs of Boston,s German com_
mun ty, Schoenhof,s today carries
30,000 title -Orlgmal works’nOt
trans tions in 148 languages’
With special emphasis on history,
Philosophy and literary criti
In contra  other forelgn
bookstores rarely concentrate on
more than two or three lan
guages. “Se11ing foreign books is
a very tough business,’’says
Shepard Ferguson, Who is m
Charge of organization, develop-
ment and promotions for the
StOre. “We may make a $10,000
PrOfit this year Our volume is
not enough for this to be a prof
itable entity Once public schooI
SyStemS St PPed buying large
quantities offoreign books , a Vital
CuShion for foreign booksellers
WaS gOne.’’
The damage and delay of for-
eign b ok shipments is a chronic
PrOblem・ When one publisher
began usmg rObots in its shipping
d partment, Schoenhof,s orders
arrived lOO percent destroyed.
The problem took a year to
resoIve. The French postal strike
last fall meant a deluge ofbooks
in January. Foibles vary fi.om
COuntry tO COuntry’British pub-
1ishers re generally sma11 and
ine範cient, their Albanian coun-
terparts are simply impossible to
deal with; and Soviet publishers
have no qualms about withhold-
1ng books fbr yearS if forms are
not properly創ed.
S nce 1981an a綿Iiation with a
large French publishing house
has secured Schoenhof’s financial
StatuS. In addition, the bookstore
is well anchored in the local aca-
demic and inte11ectual commu-
nity Says Donald Flemmg
Trumbull Professor of History at
Harvard, “I’ve bought books at
Schoenhof,s since 1943 when I
WaS 18 years old. It’s a tremen-
dous place.’’Tom Ertman has
been a regular customer since
arrlVlng at Harvard in 1976 as an
undergraduate. “One ofthe rea-
SOnS I went to Harvard was
because Schoenhof’s was here;’
Ertman says. “I wandered in and
Out aPPrOXimately once a week.’’
Many of Boston’s foreign resi-
dents seek out the store imme-
diately after amVmg here. Fif
teen months ago Katya
Rosenzwelg emlgrated to
Boston, Which has the second
largest Russian emlgre COmmu-
nity in the country (after New
York City). She now teaches
Russian at Bridgewater State
College. “Thousands of Russians
live in this area, and every Rus-
Sian person goes to Schoenhof’s.’’
Many send books home, eSPe-
Cially dissident writing available
Only on the black market.
Schoenhof’s six managers
genera11y fluent in several lan-
guages, WOrk together to select
books Says manager David
Leyenson, “We ask ourselves. Is
it a new book by an established
author? Is it a book by a young
Writer who is getting good
reviews in his country? We’ll
gamble. We also have a knowl-
edgeable clientele and rely on
their suggestions.’’
The store runs an impressive
mail-Order service and helps
PurChasers Iocate more esoteric
items, from a French book on
termites to a $5000 German edi-
tion on Freud. Until this year
however all records were main-
talned by hand. Now the store is
developmg a database to track
Sales and orders, an unuSua11y
COmPlicated task because of the
number of languages invoIved.
Later this year the cramped
distribution center will be moved
to a new facility, freemg SPaCe
for gradual retail expansion.
But the bookstore’s underlying
Philosophy has aged well and will
not change. Says Inna Johnson,
Slavic languages manager “For
SOmeOne Who has no access to
books they’ve been longmg for
Schoenhof’s is a great resource.
That’sthe value ofourwork to
bring people and books together?’
」岨A 〔Oしし冊
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ust saymg nO’’may help
SOme PeOPle avoid the
PrObl ms of drug abuse,
but for those already
Caught in the grip ofaddiction to
drugs like cocaine, the remedy is
far more di飾.cult. Doctors treat-
1ng COCaine addicts use a variety
Of experimental substances to
help wean them o鱒cocaine. But
in most cases these chemicals,
including bromocriptine and
methylphenidate (also known by
its brand name, Ritalin) are ad-
dictive and can themselves be
abused New research offers
hope, however that the common
nutrient magnesium may be an
e士fective and safe substitute for
cocaine in the treatment of
addicts.
In laboratory tests with rats
and mice, Dr Kathleen Kantak
Of Boston University has discov-
ered that magnesium when
administered to rodents, CauSeS
the same behavior changes and
re ctions as cocaine itself.召In low
doses magnesium acts very
m ch like astimulantdrug like
COCain  or amphetamines;’Kan-
tak explains, “and as a stimulant,
it sha s some ofthe same reward
PrOPerties of cocaine.’’
Magnesium, Kantak adds, has
Iong been known as a “neurobio-
loglCa11y slgnificant” nutrient,
meaning that it plays a slgnificant
role in brain functions. However,
it does not have as great an
“abuse potenial’’as cocaine. Nei-
her are its e餓∋CtS On behavior
as destructive.
What all of this means is that
“It would thus be easier to wean
the addict ff magnesium than
any ofthe c mmonly used drugs
that are presently being substi-
tuted for cocaine in the treatment
Of addicts;’K ntak says.
Kantak’s studies show mag-
esium’s abus  potential is espe-
Cially low in animals that have
never been exposed to cocaine.
“Magnesium is a much weaker
PharmacoIoglCal agent than
COCaine,’’she explains, “yet in
animals that have experience
With drugs, it very potently sub-
Stitutes for cocaine. It,s almost
as if cocaine has primed them to
be more sensitive to magrleSium:’
Her work also indicates that
When magnesium is administered
along with cocaine, 20 times less
COCaine is required to cause the
Same behavioral change, Kantak
SayS・
Yet there’s no need for anyone
mgeSting magnesium for nutri-
tional reasons to worry about its
POWerS aS a Stimulant, Kantak
SayS. “When itもtaken orally 70%
Of the mineral is immediately
excreted. The remainder is
mainly absorbed by the small
intestines and the kidney. There
is a minimal effect on the brain,’’
She explains. ``When it is i両ected
into the bloodstream in low doses
it acts as a stimulant.,,
In fact, the amount ofinjected
magnesium required to act as a
Stimulant is so very little, “In
rats, it amounts to 15 mgs. for
each kilogram of bodyweight;’
Kantak says. That comes to about
4 mgs. forthe average rat, Which
has a daily requlrement for mag-
nesium ofabout 25-30 mgs. “so
We’re talking about a fraction
Of normal daily intake;’she adds.
Perhaps most significantly,
magnesium has also been found
to have a therapeutic e鮒ect on
addicted animals. 〃It seems to
have some protective effect. It
Can PreVent SOme Of the behav-
ioral disruptions and neuroIogical
Changes that cocaine causes ”
Kantak says. While her studies
to date have centered on rodents,
Kantak will spend the next year
WOrking with simians at Harvard
University’s Regional Primate
Center “Does magnesium act as
a stimulant in prlmateS?’’Dr
Kantak asks. 〃If so then there,s
a good possibility that it will work
the same way with humans.
“Ifwe were to take a look into
the future with a leap of faith,”
She adds, “magneSium would be
used as a substitute for cocaine
in the treatment of human
addicts, a Substitute that will
break the addiction process and
help them on the road to healing.’’
GILBERT CHEAH
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HAPPY B音RTHDAY
SPORTS HUDDLE!
My asslgnment WaS tOinterview the SportsHuddle crew for a storyabout the radio talk
Show’s 20th amiversary. My real
Cha11enge, however, WaS tO Wind
up on the ai東After a11, We Sports
Huddle groupies have come to
expect the unexpected from
WHDH’s popular Sunday night
call-in show
I was not disappointed. Just
minutes before a recent live air-
mg, the show’s quarterback
Eddie Andelman invited me to
be a “special guest star” along
With the regular line-uP Of Jim
McCarthy, a Bostonbased
insurance broker and Mark Wit-
kin, a local attomey. Seated
around a cramped table with four
microphones in a sma11, SmOky
Studio, I witnessed Sports Hud-
dle firsthand.
Not unexpectedly, the scene
was casual, although Andelman
made a fashion statement with
his bl ckjoggmg Suit. The banter
got even livelier as I encouraged
the hos s to reminisce∴fou see,
the Sports Huddle is proud to
ca11 itseIf the countryもfirst radio
Ca11-in show dedicated to sports.
It w s born in a time when the
Red Sox’1967 Impossible Dream
season was ill fresh in fans,
minds, Bobby Orr ruled Boston
Garde重でs ice and the Celtics were
in on  oftheir prlmeS.
Four r dio stations later the
Sports Huddle has built up a
fai hful followmg Of listeners who
expect not only discussion but
also pranks. Over the years, they
hav included calling London’s
Buckingham Palace to swap a
COuPle ofPatriots
guards for Pal-
ace guards, Playmg 〃comect the
dots,’by randomly calling women
across the country named Dot;
and calling Tokyo, Which is 13
hours ahead, tO find outwho won
the Super Bowl in order to place
a sure bet on the game here.
The unlikely threesome got
their start in radio in 1969 via a
Chance meeting with the general
manager of a Brookline radio
sta ion at a downtown Boston
bar. elman, McCarthy and
Wi kin met regularly after work
to talk sports with a group of
friends. But one night the
unknown tation manager over-
heard their sports banter and
amounced that he had to get that
〃sound,, on the air存Vlfe told him
We’d start right away just to get
him off our backs;’Andelman
qulPPed. “I didn’t think we’d last
beyon the first week;’Witkin
Said.
The show had a rough start.
When th  phones didn’t work the
first night, Andelman and Witkin
WOund up talking to each other
McCarthy didn’t even show up
because he thought the program
was such a silly idea. “Who cared
about thi  kind of show? I didn’t;’
he said.
Looking back, however the
show,s hosts acknowledge
their e節ect on the Bos-
ton sports scene. ``I
think we have made
everything a lot
looser for not
Only our col-
Fbγ青海o
decαdes
Mαγh W練れ,
Eddie Andebmα偽,
α1)d訪m McCαγ脇g
hαUe bγO伽ghき脇eうγ
沈$ゆh拐0脇e
SpoγおHuddbe.
1eagues in this media, but in the
Written media;’Andelman said.
“Twenty years ago sports were
treated more like a sacred cow,,
According to McCarthy, the
Showもappea=ies in its hosts’
W皿ngness to speak what is on
th ir inds. “On other sports
Shows the hosts basically think
alike,’’he said. “We probably
disagr e on 50 percent of the
Subjects that come up.’’And
throughout their 20 years, he
added, “Ifwe felt something was
WrOng We Said so.’’
While Sports Huddle may have
de some enemies with its
brashness, it has also fostered
many friendships. Among the
hosts’favorite guests have been
“Dandy’’Don Meredith, the for-
mer Dallas Cowboys’quarter-
back and Leo “The Lip’’Duro-
Cher, the former maJOr league
baseball player and manager
Durocher said he could only
appear on Sports Huddle for five
mi utes, but ended up staying
on the air for more than three
hours and j oining the show’s hosts
for a nightcap afterwards.
For bette  or worse, neither
the show,s hosts nor its callers
have changed much over the
years, eXCept for the increasmg
number of female callers. 〃Our
Whole philosophy is to have some
fun,’’Andelman said. “That’s
What sports have always been to
me:,
Sp rts Huddle has captured
Boston’s “street-COmer’’岨avor;
Witkin said. “The sort of attitude
We foster on the progr.am and
with the callers is a little bit of
freshness, a little bit of `wise-
guyness.タ)タ
``The fans around here are very
PaSSionate and they like to have
a good time talking about their
SPOrtS;, Andelman added・ ``They
don’t worship as much as they do
in other places.’’
As for my contribution to
Sports Huddle氏皿ore (I confess
I,ve never ca11ed in), I got the
crew thinking early about a cre-
ative way to celebrate the 20th
amiversary perhaps by
broadcasting live from the North
Pole, Andelman suggested. And
after that? Who knows? “Maybe
once the Red Sox win the pen-
nant we,ll have nothing left to talk
about;’hesaid.　BOBBROWN
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MusEUMS
田駅KS晴iR各Mus則M, Thγ0砂h 6/」8
“ “O Say Can Ybu See’’Celebrating
the first lOO years of photography,
1839-1939, in the 150th year of
American photography. Majority
Of prints from co11ection of George
R. Rinhart, Curated by Thomas
Fels. Tues-Sat lO-5, Sun l-5;
donations. 39 ‘south St. , Pittsfield,
413) 4437171.
BosTON C間丁駅FoR THE ARTS, 6/8-7/80
“ “Tenth Amual Drawing Show’’A
Juried show open to all Massachu-
SettS artists, With 250 on display.
Tues-Sat 12-5; $2　donation.
CycIorama Building, 539 Tremont
St. Boston. 426-5000.
CAPE ÅNN HiSTORICÅしÅssocIATION,
ThγOugh 7/8
Sculpture by Walker Hancock,
featuring 30-40 pieces. Tues-Sat
lO-5; $ general, $1.50 students and
Seniors, under 12 and members
fr.ee. 27 Pleasant St. GIoucester.
(508) 283-0455.
THE CoMMONWEÅしTH Mus則M, O偽-
go諦g
“ “Creating Community. The Afri葛
Can Experience in Massachusetts’’
An exhibit of Afro-American his-
tory in Massachusetts focusmg On
three key communities. Plymouth,
New Bedford and Springfield.
Mon-Fri 9-5; Free. Adjacent to
JFK Library, Columbia Point,
Boston. 727-9268.
CoMPUTER MusEUM
" ``SIGGRAPH ,89 Art Show’’6/29-9/5 Inter-
national showing of the latest computer art
and graphics, including sculpture, animation,
2-D and polydimensional works.
“ ``Treasures Within tt)ur Reach’’O偽gomg A
new permanent exhibit, a hands-On telecom-
munications station, 1S OPen for leammg and
browsing. Tues-Sun lO-5, Fri til1 9; $4.50 gen-
eral, $3.50 students and seniors, halfprice Fri
evenlng. Museum Wharf, 300 Congress St.
Boston. 423-6758.
CoNCORD Mus則M, ThγOugh祝6
" ``Harvey Littlds Concord: Domestic and Public
Architecture, 1914-41” DrawmgS and models
Of the many Concord buildings Little designed.
10-3:30 Mon-Sat, Sun l-4; Free. 200 Lexington
Rd. Concord. (508) 369-9763.
CoNNECTICUT YÅし」とY HISTORICAL MusEUM, ThγOugh
6/5
" `A Commonwealth to Keep’’Highlights of
Massachusetts engmeermg and architectural
history. Tues-Thurs 12-9; Fri-Mon 12-5;
donations.State and Chestnut Sts. Spring-
鰯eld. (413) 732-3080.
DANFORTH Mus剛M, ThγOugh 6/2
"存Explorations in Realism. 1875-1885,, Frank
Duveneck and his circle of friends fi.om Bavaria
i4　　　MÅYl」U=[ i989　　B O!丁O N=
to Venice.
“ αSecond Annual Members Art Show and Sale,,
Wed-Fri 12-4:30, Sat-Sun l-4:30; $3 general,
$2 students and seniors, under 12 free. 123
Union St. Framingham. (508) 620-0050.
DE⊂ORDOVÅ Mus則M, ThγOugh 614
“ “The Sumealism of Everyday Life: Paintings
by Gerry Bergsteirr’An exhibition ofthis artists
evolution, including H large-SCale paintings and
several sma11er works.
" “Mark Wethli: Paintings’’New realistic paint-
mgS Of informal studio and domestic settings.
Tues-Thurs lO-5, Fri 9-5, Sat-Sun 12-5; $2
general, $1 seniors and c皿dren, members free.
Sandy Pond Road, Lincoln. 259-8355.
EssEX INSTITUTE, O偽gomg
“ “Cabinet Wbrk of All Kinds: Iもderal Furniture
from the Essex Institute Co11ection” Pieces built
between 1790 and 1820 reflecting the “Salem
School’’of neoclassical furhiture. Tues-Sat 9-5,
Sun l-5;街general, $1.50 students and seniors.
132 Essex St. Salem. (508) 744-3390.
FITCHBURG ART MusEUM, 5/2L9/ZO
S “Costumes From the Forbidden City’’Robes
and other garments from the Chinese Imperial
Court of the Qing Dynasty.
“ “Contemporary New England Realists’’
S “Panoramic Landscape Photographs’’by
Worcester photographer David
SauL The recently remodeled
Museum opens 5/21. Tues-Sat
lO-4:30, Sun 」5; $2 general, under
18 and students free. Merriam
Parkw鋤Fitchburg (508) 345-
4207
FoGG Mus則M OF HÅRVARD, rhγOugh
5月々
“ “Rembrandt and His Contempo-
raries’’Small and carefully selected
group of paintings by Rembrandt
Van R鵡n and his circle offriends.
Tues-Sat lO-5, Thurs til1 9, Sun
L5; $3 general, $1. 50 students and
Seniors, under 18, SOme Students
and members free. 32 Quincy St.
Cambridge. 495-9400.
GEORGE WÅしTER YINCENT SMITH ÅRT
Mus則MタThγOugh 5似
。 “Country Paths and City Side-
walks: The Art of J.G Brown,,
19th-Century artist who gained a
reputation for his scenes of street
Children in New Ybrk City.
Tues-Sun 12-5; donations. Comer
of State and Chestnut Sts.
Springfield. 413) 733置4214.
HIGGⅢS ÅRMORY MusEUM, 5/8-5〃0
“ “Magical Moment In the Merry
Month ofMay. A FIoral Tribute to
lめur Favorite Knights in Shining
Armor’’FIoral arrangements by
local gardeners in the Great Hall.
Opening5/8 6-10; 5/9 9-9;班0 9-4,
$4 general, $2.75 seniors and chil-
dren 5-12, under 5 free. 100 Bahoer
Ave. Worcester. (508) 853-6015.
IsABEししA STEWART GÅRDNER Mus則M
" `Amateurs Professionals and
Kodak Fiends: Portraits and Other Photo-
graphs from the Gardner Collection’’ThγOu′gh
6/25 A display of old photography, including
da糾erreotypes, the miniature tintype family
album and an early example of coIor
Photogr.aphy.
" O偽go宅ng The Gardner collection on permanent
display conta s pleCeS ranglng 30 centuries.
Tues 12-8, Wed-Fri 12-5, Sat-Sun lO-5; $5
general, $2.50 students and seniors. 2 Palace
Road, Boston (near the Fens). 566-1401.
MusEUM OF FiNE ARTS BosTON
" ``The Gods Delight: The Human Figure In
Classic Bronze’’6/7L9/8 Greek, Roman and
Etruscan statues from American collections,
ranging from 800 B.C. to 400 A.D. surveylng
the imagination, 1magery and craftsmanship
of a cient man.
" “The Human Figure in Early Greek Art’’
6/㌃9β Spanning the lOth to 5th centuries B.C.
many of these works have never before traveled
outside Gr ece. Tues-Sun lO-5, ved lO-10,
Thurs and Fri West Wing lO-10; $5 general, $4
seniors, under 16, members and some students
free. 465 Huntington Ave. 267-9300.
???????
MusEUM OF ScIENCE
" “From the Land of Dragons,, ThγOugh親ら
An extensive exhibit of Chinese fossils.
“ uNature,s Fury,, rhγOugh 5/29 Natural dis-
aster explained’With a walk-through voIcano,
Walk-On earthquake and continental dr班
models.
“存Treasures ofthe Tar Pits,, 6/8」2〃O, Ice Age
remains from the rich Rancho La Brea tar pits,
including a saber-tOOthed cat, a Harlads ground
SIoth and a 9000-year Old La Brea woman.
“King Herod’s Dream: Caesarea-On-the-Sea,,
6〃7-9月O The 22 B.C. city, Caesarea-by-the-
Sea, nOW in ruins on the Israeli coast is recre_
ated in historical details, including artifacts.
Mon-Sun 9-5,Fri til1 9; $6 general, $4 children
and seniors. Science Park, Boston. 723-2500.
PHOTOGRAPHI⊂ RESOURCE C剛TER, 5/5-6〃8
" ``Image and Publication: the Photographic
Book in the Nineteenth Century,, A survey
Celebrating the 150th anniversary of photog-
raphy’including earliest books, early photo-
Chemical processes and halftones. Openlng
reception 5/5 5〇十p.m. Tues-Sun 12-5, Thurs
til1 8;$2 general, $1 students and seniors. 602
Comm. Ave. Boston. 353-0700.
PEABODY MusEuM OF SAし帥, Th7OOugh祝8
S “Magnificent V〕yagerS’’The massive US.
exploring expedition of 1838-1842 is recreated
more than 500 objects on display. Mon-Sat
lO-5, Thurs til19, Sun 12-5; $4 general, $3
Seniors and students, $1. 50 children 6-16. East
India Square, Salem. (508) 745-9000.
ARTHUR M. SÅCKしER Mus則M
" “The Ottoman Emplre: A Culture and Its
Impact’’ThγOugh 5傷Displays ofthe arts and
Crafts of the expansive Ottoman Emplre, aS
Well as paintings, POrtraits and prints of Otto-
man court life.
" `Aubrey Beardsley, 1872-1898,, 5/18-7/9
Beardsleyも50 drawmgS from the Fogg Museum
Will be displayed as a group for the first time
in more than 12 years. Expressive of English
“decadence’’of the late 19th century. Tues-Sat
lO-5, Thurs til1 9, Sun l-5; $3 general, $1.50
Students and seniors, free to some students
and members　485 Broadway, Cambridge.
495-4544.
GALLERIES
ARTISTS FouNDATlON GÅLし駅Y, 5/9-6/」0
S “Our Wider Selves’’A cross-Cultural display
Of multi-media art, Curated by Jane Chiong.
Tues-Fri lO-6, Thurs til1 8, Sat ll-4. 8 Park
Plaza, Boston. 227-ARTS.
RÅND仙し田各CK GÅしし[RY, ThγOugh班0
〃 W〕rks on Paper by Daniel Kelly and Selected
Prints by Katja Oxman. Mon-Sat 9:30-5:30.
168 Newbury St. Boston. 266-2475.
HÅRCUS GAしし駅Y, 5/6-6/7
“Pat Steir:, Tues-Sat lO-5:30. 210 South St.
Boston. 262-4445.
BARBARA KRAI(OW GAししERY
"召Lois Lane,, 5/6賀5働Opening 5/6, 3-5 p.m・
○ “FIora Natapoff’’6/8-6/28 Opemng 6/3, 3-5
P.m. Tues-Sat lO-5:30. 10 Newbury St. Boston.
262-4490.
」と各GA○○各RY
" “J. Harold Leighton: British Pictorialist Pho-
tographs from the 1920s’’mγOugh祝8
0 ``The American Wdy’’就9-6/29 Farm Security
Administration photographs from the 1930s by
Rothstein, Lee, Lange, Post and others.
Mon-S t l」6, Sun l-5. 119 Charles St. Boston.
395-8913.
NICHOしS G乱しERY, ThγOugh 6/80
" “Battle Lines,, Shields and house boards from
South Pac fic villages. Tues-Sat lO喜5:30. 39
Newbury St. Boston. 536-0936.
王o各GÅしし各RY
“存Louis Risoli,, ThγOugh 5/20 Paintings.
`Assumed Identities,, 5偽-6/Z7 Including Ame
Rowland, Cindy Sherman and the Stam Twins.
Reception 5/23, 6-8 p.m. Tues-Sat lO-6. 207
Newbury St. Boston. 536-6800.
TH州EW EHRLICH Tl+EATRE) mγ0砂h班8
。 ``Saf Sex’’and “The Children of Sunset Lake,,
In repertory, the campy, POlgnant WOrk of
Harvey Fierstein examiIling AIDS, and the 1989
WOrld premiere by Charles Anastas Iooking at
POllution. Thur-Fri 8 p.m. Sat 5:30 and 8:30,
Sun 2 p.m. $12喜14.
S存Serious Money,, 6佐招5 A play by Caryl
Churchill. Wed-Sat 8 p.m. $12-$15. 539 Tre-
mont St. Boston. 482-6316.
NEW REP駅TORY THEATRE, ThγOugh 5侮
“ ``Painting Churches,, by Tina Howe. A高bit-
tersweet,, fami y drama. Thurs-Fri 8 p.m. Sat
5:30 & 8:30 p.m. Sun 3 p.m. $10-$14 general,
$2 discount ftIr Students and seniors. 54 Lincoln
St. Newton Highlands (one block from Green
Line). 332-1646.
THE PuBLICl( THEATRE, lNC. 5/8L6/25
“Taming of the Shrew’’by William Shake置
SPeare. The comic courtship ofKate the shrew
Wbd-Sun 8 p.m. Wed, Thurs and Sun $7-$9
general, Fri-Sat $9-$11 general, 16 and under
$4.50 on Weds. Outdoor Theatre, Christian
Herter Park, Soldiers Field Road, Boston
(across from WBZ-TV). 720-1007
ScHOOしOF THEÅTRE ARTS ÅT BosTON UNIVERS!TY,
5/2-6/7
“ “King Lear’’dy Wilham Shakespeare. Jacques
Cartier director 5/2-5/68p.m, 5/72p.m. $8
general, $3 students and seniors. Mainstage,
Boston Un versity Theatre, 264 Huntington
Ave. Boston. 353-3345.
露os丁ON寄Aしした丁, 5〃L5傷
“ “Don Quixote’’A comedia dell,arte adaptation
Of Miguel De Cervantes, masterpiece. Opemng
7 p.m., Wed-Sat 8 p.m・ Sat and Sun 2 p.m・
matinees; $18.50-馳4.50. The VAng Center; 270
Tremont St. Boston. 787-8000 (Ticketmaster).
CoNC駅T DANCE CoMPANY,祝9-5/20
``Spring Concert,, V恥rld Premieres from Bebe
B O!丁O N=∴∴∴=A YI U NとI989　　1与
??????
Mi11er and Artistic Director Deborah Wolf and
Others. Plus premiere screenmg Of“Hysterical
Hootenanny;’a dance video directed by Charles
Moulton. 8 p.m. $12. Boston Conservatory
Theatre, 31 Hemenway St. Boston. 661-0237
MASS MoYES DAN⊂E FESTIVÅし
S The first statewide dance festival, PrOduced
by East Street Contemporary Dance Series of
Hadley. Performances throughout the month
in Boston and Amherst. Boston events:
6/2-6/8 Beth Soll and Company. Freedman/
Coleman Dance Company.
“ 6/9-6HO Pooh Kaye/Eccentric Motions; Wendy
Woodson and Present Company.
“ 6H6-6/17 Andrea OIsen (Informal at 6 p.m.);
New Directions Artists, Showcase.
S 6/28-6/豹Susan Rose and Danceworks; Ruth
Bimberg Dance; Katharine Sanderson and
Syllepsis Performance Ensemble.
All shows 8 p.m. unles叩Oted; $10.50 general,
$8.50 students and senlOrS. Boston Conserva-
tory Theatre, 31 Hemenway St. Boston. 734-
0985 or 413) 586-4507 (for AmheI St SChedule).
MARK MoRRIS AND THE MoNNAiE DÅNCE GROUP,
6/6-6/」」
S “Dido and Aeneas’’Direct from Belgium, these
exclusive U.S. performances of Morris’new
WOrk will also feature 35 singers and musicians
from the Emmanuel Music Group m a mOdem
reworking of Purcell’s Baroque opera. 6/6-祝0
8 p.m. 6伍2 p.m. $18-$38. The Emerson
Majestic Theatre, 217 Tremont St. Boston・
4927578.
THE BosTON EARLY MusiC FESTiYÅし, 5/28置6/4
S The biennial Festival of Baroque and Medieval
music played on period instuments by today’s
Virtuosos. AIso, Seminars and workshops for
the participants. Major concerts are:
“-5/28 αγ乙d 5/80 Montiverdi’s MαSS 8 p.m. St.
Paul’s Church, Cambridge.
S 5/29 Ste批mi’s Eγ諦co Leo12/e. 8 p,m. Jordan
Ha11 at New England Conservatory
5/29 Hortus Musicus Tallinn押’αCtuS Stellαe.
11 p.m. Emmanuel Church.
" 5/80 α7t/d 6〃 Sequencia Plα7硯us Mαγうαe.
8 p.m. A11 Saints Parish, Brookline.
" 5働Sequencia M脇eα?ｿl動2gnsh. 11 p.m.
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Emmanuel Church.
。 6〃 Horticus Musicus Ta11inn J6th &」7th Ce7∂-
f高γひMu′Sわ. 11 p.m. Emmanuel Church.
m 6/2 αγ)d 6/8 Mozart’s IdomemO. 8 p.m. Con-
VerSe Hall at Tremont Temple.
S 6/8 Stephano Imocenti O7gα偽Bec海l. 4 p.m.,
Old Wbst Church.
S 6/4 Les Go祝s Beu海s. 3 p.m. Jordan Hall at
New England Conservatory. Tickets range $9
to $31, depending on event. Centered at The
Park Plaza Hotel and Castle, Boston. 661 1812.
BosTON UNiYERSITY SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA, 5〃
S David Hoose, COnductor. 8 p.m. Free. Tsai
Performance Center 685 Comm. Ave. Boston.
353-3345.
DINOSAUR ANNEX MusIC ENSEMBLE, 5/7
S “Third Stream and Beyond’’Gunther Schuller,
guest conductor. Ran Blake, gueSt Pianist. An
evenmg Of premieres by two pIOneerS in Third
Stream music. 7:30 prelude, 8 p.m. concert;
$10 and $14 gen al, $6 students and seniors.
Jordan Hall of the New England Conservatory,
Boston. 536-2412
GREÅTEl] BosTON YouTH SYMPHONY ORCHESTRÅ, 5佐
賀Repertory orchestra concert. David Milnes,
COnductor. 4 p.m. Free. Boston University
Concert Hal1 855　Comm. Ave. ’Boston.
353-3348.
" Senior and Repertory Orchestras.鮒0 8 p.m.
Free. Jordan Hall, New England Conservatory,
Boston. 353-3348.
HÅNDEしAND HAYDN SocIETY, 5H9
"バClassic Meets Neo-Classic,, Chamber music
Of Mozart and Stravinsky Je批・ey Rink, COn-
ductor 8p.m. $12,50, $5 rushtickets available
One hour before concert. St. Paul’s Cathedral,
Boston. 2 6-3605.
THE MÅSTEl] SINGとRS,祝O
" “20th Amiversary Gala Concert’’Betsy Bur-
leigh, director. Britten’s Hひmlれo St. Cecel宅α,
Handel,s Co7.012,α揚o偽A7沈hems and selections
OfWilliam Byrd. 8 p.m. $10 general, $6 students
and seniors. First Parish Church, 7 Harrison
Rd. Lexington. 862-4310.
MAST駅WORK  CI]ORAしE, 5〃8
“存Music in the Jewish Tradition,, BIochもSαC74ed
Se門)乞ce and Bernstein,s Chわhesteγ PsαZm$
A11en Lannom, muSical directo意James meyla,
SOIoist. 8 p.  $8-$17, $6 students and seniors.
Sanders Theatre, Cambridge. 924-8073.
NEWTON CHORAしSoc惟TY, 5/20
S Montaverdi’s ThspγO dellα Beαt両e7海砂e with
Period instrument accompaniment. 8 p.m. $9
general, $7 students and seniors. Sanders
Theatre, Memorial Hall, Cambridge. 527-SING.
Nu CしÅSSiX, 6〃9
“ Premieres by Resident Composers Chad
Crumm, Russell Steinberg, Amelia Rogers,
Tamar Meiksin and Wes Ybrk. Guest composer
Andy V)reS. Featuring Anthony De Mare,
Piano. 8 p.m. $5. Pickman Hall, Longy School
Of Music, Cambridge. 421-9870.
THE OpERA CoMP州Y OF BosTON, 6/L6/」で
“ “La Boheme’’by Giacomo Puccini. Staged and
COnducted by Sarah Caldwell. Soprano Teresa
Stratas in the role ofMimi. 8p.m.祝　3 p.m.
614 and祝」 $25-$75. The Opera House, 539
Washington St. Boston. 426-5300.
EvENTS & FAIRS
ARNOしD ARBORETUM Ol: HARVÅRD UNIVERSITY uLうlαC
下彬e応el∂d’’班9 Champagne reception and auc-
tion of lilacs and lilac art to benefit the Arbo-
retum. 5:30十:30; $25 advance, $35 at the door.
“ “Lilac Sunday’’5傷　the century-Old tradition
Of viewmg lilacs at full bloom. Dawn till dusk;
Free. The Arborway Jamaica Plain. 524-1718.
BIG SiST駅AssocIATION OF GREAT駅BosTON弓/80
“ “Fifth Annual Auction’’Fine dining followed
by both silent and live auctions. 5 p.m. $40.
Charles Hotel, Cambridge. 236-8060.
CAMBRiDGE RIYER FESTIVÅし, 6/2-6/4
“ The 13th Amual Festival which expects
lOO,000 people to pack the shores ofthe Charles
for its three days Entertainment, food
Parades, artS & crafts and events throughout
the city. Dawn to dusk. Memorial Drive between
JFK St. and VⅥestern Ave. 498-9033.
GoR各PしACと, 5/20
賀`A Festival of Herbs’’The New England unit
Of The Herb S ciety of America celebrates
SPrlng With a plant sale, demonstrations and
exibits at the mansion. 10-2 p.m. Plant sale
and dem strations free; Museum charges $4
adults, $3 seniors, $2 children 12 and under. 52
Gore St. W別tham. (617) 894-2798.
MYOPIA HuNT CしUB, 6/」6-6〃8
S “Rolex Myopia Driving Event 1989’’Inter-
national carrl ge driving competition, last of
he national selection trials before the World
ChamplOnShip in Balaton, Hungary later this
year. $5 per year advance tickets available.
Myopia Hunt Club, Hamilton. (508) 468-4433.
OしD STURBRiDGE ViししAGE `M初窃α Dα2/’’5/20
Hometovm militia practices marching and drills
and carry out a mock battle. 9-5; $12 general,
$6 children 6-15, under 6 free. One Old Stur-
bridge Village Road, Sturbridge. (508) 347-3362.
S “WooI Days’’5/27L6〃, Sheep shearlng WOOI
Carding, SPmnmg and weavmg, With hands-On
activities. 9-5; $12 gener.al, $6 children 6-15,
under 6 fr e. One Old Sturbridge Village Road,
Sturbridge. (508) 347-3362.

Eu叩e S Econonic W111s
Breaking Them Down Wi1漢Require Coope「ation and Compromise
that he practices intemational trade and
forelgn-CurrenCy COnVerSion on a weekly
basis. Wondering why a reporter has to
actually practice what he writes, We j oined
him for his weekly grocery shoppmg.
The excursion started in his hometown,
Allschwil, a Suburb of Basel. Driving
northeast for 15 minutes, We CrOSSed the
Swiss border into Germany and found
OurSelves paymg a butcher in Deutsche
marks. Dr Huemann explained. “The
meat in Germany is 30 to 50 percent
Cheaper than in Switzerland.’’Then we
headed west for another 20 minutes,
CrOSSmg the border to France. Now Dr
Huemann used French francs to buy
Wines, Cheese and vegetables. On the way
back to Switzerland, Dr Huemam sum-
marized his shoppmg Strategy.
“Di餓nent countries in Europe
have di鯖erent taxation and
Subsidization policies ∴めu have
to be foolish not to take advan-
tage of the situation.”
Easier said than done. Unlike
D東Huemann, mOSt Europeans
don,t live on the border Fur-
thermore, OnCe One tries to
transfer a large quantity of
goods across Europe’s borders,
One StartS hitting economic
“walls ” Eliminating those
“walls’’is the European Com-
munity’s (EC) top priority.
The reason for breaking them
down lS, Of course, eCOnOmic.
Fundamentally, Europe is we11
POSitioned to become the
WOrld’s number one power Its
POPulation of 324 million is
almost the size of the United
States and Japan combined.
However, Europe is laggmg
behind the US. and Japan on
every economic count. Its GNP
Per CaPita, $11,690, is Iower
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than the U S:s $18,200 and Japads $13,180.
Its GNP lags in both industrial and agrl-
Cultural roductivity: In the seven years
after 1980, for example, Japan’s gross
domestic production grew by 27 percent,
the United tates’by 20 percent and the
EC’s b only 16 percent.
Europe’s leaders have long been both-
ered by these figures. As early as 1957
tar亜barriers b gan to be dismantled.
But noW more than ever before, the EC
is serious about the advent of a unified
EC m rket. The European Commission
the EC’s executive body forecasts that
he e餓∋Ct Of a smgle market will increase
EC exports to the rest of the world by
about lO percent. Economies of scale wi11
be realized; a PrlCe-Cutting process wi11
be achieved; and the standardization of
many products will save European man-
ufacturers mi11ions of dollars. And to that
end, the European Act, Which came into
force July l, 1987 has called for the com-
Pletion ofthe integration process by 1992.
If impleme ted, it will mean a free岨ow
Of goods, free capital movement and free
trade in service , aS Well as the freedom
Of employees to Iook for jobs throughout
the EC.
Currently, PrOteCtionism in Europe
mea s additi nal cost for both the pro-
ducer nd the consume意A driver traveling
from Ger y to the United Kingdom via
Belgium, for example, needs three differ葛
ent car phones in order to make ca11s from
each country The French pay 43 percent
more for telephone equlPment than nec-
essary, aCCOrding to an analysis conducted
by the European Commission. Germans
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Pay an eXtra 39 percent. Com-
mon switching systems could
result in 60 percent lower tele-
Phone ca11 charges in Belgium
and as much as 70 percent lower
in some other EC countries. In
addition, both France and
Germany have extremely
Stringent laws regulating the
technical standards of building
materials. Forelgn PrOducers
must wait as Iong as five years
to be certified to sell into these
COuntries. Similarly, in most
EC countries ludicrous health
Standards are applied to foreigrl
but not to domestic food
PrOducts.
The increased e範ciency from
a unified market will also have
a slgnificant impact on the
quality of financial services, aS
Well as speed and cost ofthose
SerVices. The Cecchini Report,
an extensive analysis conducted
under the guidance of the
European Commission, fore-
CaStS Iower prlCeS for financial
山間議A丁IO町O州D【V州とY
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SerVices. up to eight percent lower in the
Netherlands, 13 percent in the United
Kingdom, 18 percent in Luxembourg, 22
PerCent in Belgium, 24 percent in France,
25 percent in West Germany, 28 percent
in Italy and up to 34 percent in Spain.
Even if prlCeS fall only half as much as
Predicted, CuStOmerS aCrOSS the EC will
bene飢greatly
Is a united Europe a wonderful dream
Or an aChievable reality? In order to inake
it a reality, Europe’s leaders will have to
OVerCOme Slgnificant cultural, POlitical and
economic barriers. The political structure
Of the EC is unbelievably complex. In a
White paper entitled “Completing the
Internal Market;’for example, the Euro-
Pean Commission listed 300 proposals
aimed at eliminating most intra-EC bar-
riers. To date, Only 75 of the 300 have
been accepted by the Council of Ministers,
the EC’s decision-making body; The rest
have been held up by red tape and national
interests. Obviously, eVery EC govem-
ment would like to e叩oy the benefits of a
unified market. HoweveI巨t is also obvious
that each nation is determined to defend
its own market and interests. And unfor-
tunately most EC members’interests are
not compatible.
Consider the issue of taxation. While
in Spain tax revenue (from all types of
taxes) as a percent of GNP is 28 percent,
taxes represent 40 to 50 percent of GNP
in Belgium, Denmark and the Nether-
1ands. The tax on gasoline, liquors and
tobacco is slgnificantly lower in Luxem-
bourg than it is in neighboring Belgium.
In addition, the VAlue Added Tax (VAT),
Which comes on top ofthe duty, is 19 per-
Cent in Belgium but only 12 percent in
Luxembourg
EC leaders will have to agree on a tax
ation policy But an identical tax structure
is an unrealistic goal. At best, the Com-
mission can expect an agreement of
“approximation’’rather than “harmoni-
Zation’, The standard VAT rate would be
between 14 percent and 20 percent, a range
COVermg mOSt PreSent rateS in EC coun-
tries. While Denmark and Ireland will
have to reduce their rates, Luxembourg
and Spain will have to increase their rates.
Though “approximation’’rather than
“harmonization’’is politically the most
acceptable proposal, it still leaves Europe
With a taste ofine餓ciency
The current practice, Whereby exports
are relieved of VAT in one country and
then taxed upon importing by another,
Will have to be changed. Instead, the
export ofgoods from, Say France to Lux
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mbourg, WOuld be charged at an 18.6
PerCe t rate in France, and it would be
added in French francs on the invoice
accompanying th  goods. The importer in
Luxembourg would deduct the tax against
the 14 percent VAT which he charges his
CuStOmer Clearly, the Luxembourg
importer would lose out, Since he would
be paymg Out taXeS that he has never
received.
Another complicated issue is the har-
monizat on of monetary policy; Economi-
Cally the deal means for i卿tegration would
be a currency union. It would eliminate
exchange-rate risk and enhance capital
market e餓ciency Politically, however言t
implies a loss of national sovereignty in
terms of economic policy for the govem-
en s ofthe EC states. Policy-makers in
the various nations will be less able to use
economlC POlicy to achieve national goals.
Aware of the political limitations of a
Slngle currency, European experts are
Curr ntly tinkering with various models
for a para11el currency that will coexist
with the national currencies. Numerous
issues must b  resoIved: Who will deter-
mine how much currency will be issued?
What problems would two cumenCies pose
to national monetary policy? This coop-
eration will be essential in case of a mon-
etary crisis in one of the member’s
domestic mark t. As Iong as the economy
in most EC markets does well, a Para11el
CurrenCy SeemS like a feasible solution.
However, it is not a stable one. The prob-
ems will start if a recession hits Europe,
result in h gh unempIQyment aCrOSS the
COntinent, requlrmg a COmbination of fiscal
and monetary olicies. Then, the mem-
bers’governments will realize that the
goal of accommodating domestic empIoy-
ment is not necessarily compatible with
that of stabilizing the newly-unified Euro-
Pean market.
Now only three years before the 1992
deadline, POliticians are hedging their
POSitions. Portugal successfully negotiated
the right to derogate directives concemng
the liberalizati n of capital controIs, Which
are due to come nto force in 1990, for two
mor  years E偽γOmOl彬ひ　magaZine
reported that Portuguese Prime Minister;
Anib l Ca vaco Silva, WaS Careful to side-
SteP queStions regarding renegotiating
With th  EC, PuShing back even further
the fu11 application of EC laws. Spain and
Greece didn,t wait long before requesting
Similar co cessio s.
AIso hedging is Denmark Finance Min-
ister Pall  Simonsen, Who told E初.OmOn′eq
that “Dermark does not see harmonization
Of in irect taxes as a necessary measure
to real ze the single market’’Even Mar-
garet T atcheI㌧ Europe’s champIOn Of
POlitics, SuPPO tS a unified market as Iong
as it doesn’t dilute her po耽ical power She
is the chief opponent to the European
Mon tary System and the proposal to
Create a Smgle central bank for Europe.
When considering supporting the
domestic economy versus a continent-Wide
Value creation, the most obvious arena
for conflict is that of mergers and acqul-
Sitions. The European Commission has
drafted a Uniform Takeover Code, tO be
mandatory ln a11 the EC states. However,
disagreements have arisen because
European politicians are not unlike their
COunte PartS in the US.
Like Michael Dukakis, Who mistakenly
believe that by enacting antitakeover bi11s
he helps to maintain employment in
Massachusetts, SOme Of Europe’s leaders
ar  reluctan  to glVe uP their rights to
PrOteCt their home-based corporations.
For examp e, Spain’s Finance Minister
already reveal d a plan to stem the massive
flow offore gn investments to his country,
to legislate a special protection from for-
elgn Predators for his banking industry
and to approve an extensive package of
antitrust laws. Similarl坊local patriotism
dominated th  takeover battle between
ItalyもDe Benedetti and BelgiumもSociete
Gen rale. Potentia  acqulrerS in a unified
market may meet similar resistance
Most likely the EC market will not be
unified by 1992. It will take more than
three years to agr e on several ofthe most
debated issue  and to fine-tune the
remammg PaCkag  of 225 directives. It
Will take open-minded leaders to complete
the process. Preoccupation with national
interest, trying to please the voters at
home, believmg that specific positions on
issues such as taxation and monetary pol-
1Cy are a “muSt;’and lobbying for numerous
exc ptions for each rule, are all certain
WayS tO l ave a unified European Com-
munity market on the Europeans’list of
WOnderful dreans. In contrast, having the
COurage tO Place Europeもinterest ahead
Of one’s national interest, believmg that
the ben fits of a free組ow of goods and
CaPital ou weigh its side e鱒ects, and
understanding that a “perfect’’solution
exists only in academic theory are neces-
Sary COndit ons to make a uni範d and
dominant Europe an achievable goal.
AlleJ! Michel α偽d IsrtIel Sha応ed αγe pγ0一
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T血e GoveⅢ∬ S七akes
Politiくa1 8nsiders Say音t,s Sti漢音Å Three漢Ho「se Race
工n the Bay State a race for the third-
楓oor corner o飴ce under the Golden
Dome is never far fr.om the minds of
the maJOr POlitical players. And now
that the present occupant, Mic ael
Dukakis, has taken himself out of the
runnlng for 1990, the race is gearmg uP
for a photo finish.
With Govemor Dukakis, Boston Mayor
Ray Flym who startled the local press
COrPS in January by announcmg that he
COuld best govern Boston by not being a
Candidate for higher o範ce and Con-
gressman Joseph Kemedy out of the
gubematorial picture, State House hand-
icappers are a bit edgy. Who is the front-
runner? Who will rescue the Democratic
Party’s lmage in the wake of a lame-duck
govemor who overspent himself to the
tune of $650 million and lost a presidential
race he should have easily won? And wi11
the Democrats be able to withstand a
Surge by state Republicans who are
Champmg at the bit to capitalize
On the 75 State Street scandal?
Among insiders, anSWerS are
a little di飴cult to come by
especially since candidates
have been droppmg like flies
Since the first ofthe year-this
COlumn has gone through three
revisions already ). Political
junkies seem to agr.ee, however
that only three politicians
remain with any degree of
leverage in the race: Frank
Bellotti, Evelyn Murphy and
Ray Flynn. Ray Flym? Didn’t
he dropout?Well, yeS, but not
exactly.
Former Attorney General
Frank Be11otti was the first to
line his horse up at the guber-
natorial starting gate. The
JOVial apd perpetually tanned
POI couched his announcement
Carefully. Instead of giving the
StOry tO Boston’s newspaper of
record, he broke it in December
through his former press aide,
Peter Lucas, a POlitical col-
IしLU!TRAT10N: BRIANしIE!
umnist at the Bosわn, HeγαLd.
Nonetheless, the problem with the
Bellotti candidacy is threefold. in the
tumultuous world of Bay State politics four
years is a very long time to be on the
OutSide looki g m. As former Boston
Mayor Kevin Whit  recently pointed out
to real estate professionals gathered at a
Building Owners and Managers Associa-
tion luncheon, the voting demographics
in cities like Boston have completely
Changed in the six years since he left o範ce.
So Fr nk Bellotti has a maJOr PrOblem
r ght from the start: many neW VOterS in
Massachuset s on,t know him.
In addition, Be11otti is not nearly as for-
midable a candidate as he once was. For
One thing, by 1990 Frank Bellotti will be
67 years of age. A number of political
Observers wonder ifhe has the stamina to
mount a winnmg CamPalgn. Or as one
Pundit recently asked, “General, do you
have the fire in your belly?” Bellotti,s hes-
itant response seemed to be a clear indi-
Cation that some ofthat old fire has indeed
gone out.
A hird problem is that Frank Bellotti,s
brand of politics represents the ghost of
Christ as past the politics ofcronylSm
Which have come under increaslng attaCk
a d disfavor with the Massachusetts
electo ate. And those particular ghosts
W ll haunt Frank Bellotti in a tough prl-
mary just as surely as Marley’s ghost
haunted o d Scrooge. Bellotti has relatives
and p ls strewn all over state payrolls.
Most r cently his son was appointed to a
high-Paymg job with State Treasurer
Robert Crane,s favorite political charity
for unqua皿ed but well-COn-
nected political hacks the
Massachusetts State Lottery
Commission. In addition, there
are still unanswered questions
about a bungled investigation
into the State Revenue Com-
mission that Bellotti ran while
attomey general. A great
many skeptics remam, includ-
mg former Revenue Commis-
Sioner L Joyce Hampers, Who
Say that Bellotti短nvestigation,
Which cost the taxpayers a
Small fortune and ended vir-
tually nowhere, WaS POlitically
motivated.
Although Frank Bellotti may
be bored with making money
PraCticing laW it would seem
that his heavy political baggage
makes him no better than a long
Shot in the governor’s race.
Whatever he does, 1990 will be
Frank Be11otti’s last possible
hurrah. And he knows it.
Next on the gubematorial hit
Parade for 1990 is Lt. Govemor
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as a dip看omat?
Of course you wouIdi No boring drllls, nO
diCtIOnary SearChes. no endlessverb con」Uga-
tlOnS andal thatmemorlZing
That’s why the U.S, Department oI State
SPent a fortune developlng these language
COurSeS for fore/gn SerV/Ce PerSOme/ who
must be able to understand and speak a
forelgn language fiuently
ThlS eaSy tO uSe Seif study SpaniSh
COUrSe COnSIStS O=anguage cassettes, SPOken
bynatIVelnStrUCtOrSWhoth旧klnthelanguage
and know ltS Cadence, ldIOmS. and llIt. Asyou
llSten tO them speak and draw you intO the
Ianguage, yOu Can be assured that you are
lea「ning Latln-AmerlCan SpanlSh as lt’sspoken
today
TURN YOUR CASSE丁TE PしAYER
看NTO A TIREしESS PRIVATETUTOR!
Ai you need iSafew mlnuteSdaIlytoleam
by the eye-ear method as you fo=ow the
CaSSette and the accompanying teXtbook. You
Can learn atyourowr) paCe. 1n the prlVaCy Of
yourhomeoroffiCeOreVenaSyOUIOgOrS両n
traffiC
You’il masterSpanlSh ustas you learned
to speak EngllSh by白stenlng and repeatlng
and understanding lt’seasy and funl
The cassette tapes come tO yOu m a
handsome book-=ke case, aCCOmPa川ed by a
textbook, SO yOU Can eVentua=y even read
newspapers ln yOur foreIgn languagel
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YOU can bet that
the next Democ「atic can“
d曲e fo「g?Ve「nO「Wi!看
be a B 漢!ott一, a Mu「phy
O「a 「漢lm・ Right now;
the best b t is the whi「看“
一ng derYish who governs
Bosto n.
Evelyn Murphy. If Governor Dukakis
cannot adequately overcome a budget def
icit that will, aCCOrding to knowledgeable
State House budget experts, aPPrOaCh
$500-650 million, Murphy will unfortu-
nately be saddled with much ofthe political
fallout of a maligned and unpopular
administration. Unfair?耽s, because the
Dukakis budg t mess is not even remotely
Evelyn Murphy,s fault. But it was John F
Kemedy who once said, 〃Life is unfair,,
On th  plus slde, Murphy, like Mayor
Flynn, has a well-Oiled and wel皿nanced
political operatlOn at the ready. Murphy,s
obvious advantage is that she has already
organized across the state and is, neXt tO
Govemor Dukakis, Still the best-known
candidate in the field. However, in the past
year, Murphy has had serious sta飴ng
rob ems that in the last few months of
1988 led to maJOr Staffdefections. In recent
weeks she has moved to correct her staffing
deficiencies. However, SOme State House
observers claim that her problems were
SymPtOmatic of weak leadership.
Lt. Govemor Murphy also has an image
problem. Her intelligence and excellent
academic background notwithstanding
(She has a Ph.D. in economics from Duke
University), Murphy is often viewed by
the press as being aloof and icy. On tele-
vision especially, Murphy,s cooI often
comes across as o触cious and somewhat
removed fr・Om the kind of basic human
emotion the medium demands of candi-
dates. The reality is that Murphy is a warm
and carmg POlitician. But she must some-
how cross the great electronic divide that
separates reality fr.om image if she is to
mount a successful candidacy for govemor.
And last, but hardly least, there is Ray
Flym・ Flym took himself out of the race
in January But with Joe Kemedy no
Ionger a player, Flym and his people smell
Victory in the air As one advisor cIose to
the mayor recently confided, “My feeling
is he never left the race. Nothing was ever
really final. He knew he could win numer-
ically, and politically there was never a
PrOblem:’
But don,t hold your breath waiting for
Flym to jump into this one. He might
Wait until the City Council races are over
next November before commg back into
the game. There are only three reasons
why a candidate needs to declare loud and
early. 1) low name recognition Ray
Flynn’s is high, 2) the candidate needs
money Ray Flym has around $1 million
and the potential to raise much more; and
3) lack of support from the many cities
and towns that dot the state. Nobody yet
has a lock on that support, but where do
you see Flynn traveling most these days?
So for Flynn timing lS SOmeWhat super-
fluous. For the rest of 1989 it is on his side.
There are, Of ourse, Other potential
candidates for 1990. But you can make
book that th next Democratic candidate
for go rnor f Massachusetts will be a
Bellot l, a Murphy or a Flynn. Right noW
the best bet is the whirlmg dervish who
govems Boston as he adjusts for changes
in the politlCal winds.
And let’s not forget the Republicans.
The Bay State GOP seems to be dead set
On aVOid ng its quadremial self-destruct
mode. With the stench of Democratic
scandal a d the poor national showlng by
Dukakis, the Republicans smell Demo-
cratic blood, and they have some attractive
cand dates in the wlngS. Mike Dufty
di ctor of commumCations for the
Republican State Committee, SayS that
the Bay State GOP chairman Ray Shamie
h s been talking to former US. Attomey
William Weld White House staffer
Andrew Card and former senatorial can-
didate Joe Malo e. Don,t discount the
Republicans in 1990. Especially if the
state,s fiscal crunch worsens.
After what will be 12 years ofthe but-
toned-down, teChnocratic style of Michael
D kakis, Massachusetts voters will be m
the mood for some new ldeas and a fresh
infusion of political blood. In fa′Ct, if you
listen carefully, yOu Can hear a lot of
Massachuset s) happy warriors saddling
up. They are just waiting for the slgnal
“They’re off;’
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The Walk for Hunger has gr.own incredibly
Last year 30,000 walkers raised a申out $2.5
million, mOSt Of which will feed hungry
PeOPle in Eastem Massachusetts. But that
growth is a two-Sided sword. It,s heart-
Warmmg tO See how the community has
COme Out in support of the hungry But
he other edge is that hunger is worse
than ever The Walk wouldn,t grow if it
didn,t have to.
But he notion we are celebrating this
year is: If you want to help the hungry,
there’s something you can do. The W机k
itselfis for everybody people who walk
halfa mile, PeOPle who walk 20 miles. Our
Oldest walker was 93 last year and our
youngest was a few weeks old, Carried in
a pouch by parents. And if you cannot
Walk, yOu VOlunteer. We have 2000 volun-
teers that day other than walkers.
The VAlk has never been
rained out since it began in
1969. But we worry. Since Jan-
uary I am the perfect insom-
niac. This year not only will it
砂otoe washed out, We are gOlng
to force the sun to be there the
Whole day. I have a fr.iend from
India who told me that to keep
rain away I should identify
SeVen One-eyed men and then
tie a ribbon around a tree. V料y
faithfully last year, I went to
Boston Common after I had
identified seven one-eyed men
and tied aribbon on a tree. I’11
do whatever it takes.
People ask, “Don’t you get
depressed with the hunger
PrOblem as bad as it is?,, I say,
“lたs, that’s part ofthe story.’’
What I choose to focus on
is the people who do
SOmething I have been
blessed with imer happl-
ness and lots of energy.
Why waste it on the bad
things?
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I te11 them, “If you glVe a Chance to
anything, just give a chance to this:’Come
Out and walk. I don’tjust want your money;
I want you. I want the money, don’t get
me wrong, I’m greedy! But I want you to
COme Out and share your concern with
PeOPle. Create a movement that says
30,000 people came out to do a long walk,
you’d better pay attention.
Somed勤I want everybody in Massa-
Chusletts to walk the first Sunday in May
and show their concem for the hungry
We have what? Six million people in
Massachusetts? We’11 figure it out techni-
Cally. If it grows too big for Boston Com-
mon, We’11 build a loft.
But how can it be that hunger is now an
epidemic? Why has the Walk become so
Vital? Let’s assume we have lO,000 home-
less people in Massachusetts. The people
at risk ofbeing hungry are cIose to halfa
million. These are not the people we see
in the streets, these are people with
homes, PeOPle who are one heartbeat
to use a metaphor from the election-One
heartbeat from being homeless.
Hunger is not very sophisticated, yOu
understand. The minimum wage is $3.35,
S P E A K看N6　0U T
but if you’re lucky and you make $6 an
hour and work 40 hours a week, that’s
$960 a m nth. If you’ve got a family and
you choose o be housed, then you’ve
alreadymade one choice you’re gomgtO
be hungry Mos  hungry people have
housmg; mOSt hungry people work. When
We talk about ow′unemPIoyment in this
State, We don’t talk about the high
underempIoyment.
We are living now in a tale oftwo cities.
In the glittering city everyone talks about
OPPOrtunity and low unempIoyment, and
We WatCh a11 these buildings golng uP
downtown. But there’s another America,
an America in the service industries at
$4, $5 an hour. It’s an America of poor
children.
Hunger in this country is not like hunger
in Sudan. You don’t see it. But you feel it.
Ifnot for Pr句ect Bread and the VAlk for
Hunger, infant mortality in Eastem
M ssachusetts would be higher There
would be more malnutrition and more
dis ase. Most of the 400 or so soup kit-
Chens and food pantries in Massachusetts
don’t receive any city or state funds. We
estimate that in 1988 these programs
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SerVed about 14 million meals, and Pr句-
ect Br ad is the maJOr SuPPOrter
In the U S. one out ofevery four children
un er six lives below the poverty level.
Among black children itもone out ofevery
two. And if you eam more than $11,000
for a family offour you live αbo彬the pov-
erty l vel.
1fet as a society we have a very short
fuse. We don’t think about the long-term
economic savmgS that result from feeding
PeOPle. Hungry children will have a life-
time of problems at the taxpayer’s
expense. It is cheaper to feed people than
to subsidize the consequences, this has
been proven, and no public o範cial wi11 say
that,s not true. But that doesn,t mean it
CreateS urgent aCtion.
In Massach setts, for example, the
federal program that provides food to
nee y women, infants and children (WIC),
is underfunded by 51 percent. That pro-
gram provides food, nOthing else, tO
P egrla t WOmen and to their children until
the age ofthree. It has been proven that
for every tax dollar spent on WIC, We
SaVe $3 later on. But when push comes to
Shove, the WIC budget isn’t funded.
I wish I could have high hopes for a new
era, but I don’t thinkthe Bush priorities
are any different from the Reagan prlOr-
ities, Which is very discouragmg. How-
ever, an administration is responsible to
its constituents. So the more of us who
believe that America is not a place where
hunger should exist, the more our po-
1iticaI system will respond.
Yet I don’t believe that only govemment
Can SOIve problems. All of us must work
together That means every part of this
COuntry has to play its role, and right now
the public sector is not playing, SO nO mat-
ter how much the charitable sector grows,
it cannot soIve the problem by itself.
From the public sector we need housmg.
Before 1980 there were 300,000 units of
low- and moderate-income housmg built
annually in this country. Last year there
Were 15,000 built. Do you think Pr(カect
Bread, aS SuCCeSSful as we are, COuld go
Out and build housing? We need a national
poliey
I don’t want to go out and talk only about
hunger in situations where everyone is
Sitting around sipplng COffee. Someone
OnCe Said, SOCial consciousness starts with
your feet. Everybody who walks will know
how to spell hunger That’s a great start.
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髄裁
In this cultural anusement p秘k, yOu’re looking
for elegance and orderL Ybur daily cormute
Will be a leisurely stro11. 1めur evemngs will
invoIve small dimers at local bistros, Plenty of
CeltlCS ganeS and excursions to Symphony on
a weekly basis∴めur children, if you have them, Will
grow up sophlSticated, aS City children , COnSidermg
themselves part of a diverse, intematlOnal wo血d,
職人-月り軸教i981　　か
unconstrained by suburban horizons.
But the Athens of America is not fu上
皿Iing your Platonic ideal. Reason appears
to have failed. Perfectly sound people
scream at one another over resident
Parking spaces. The Celtics front o飴ce
SayS yOu’ll have to wait 15 years for a sea-
SOn ticket. The social scene, nOW that the
Brahmins have dispersed, aPPearS tO have
no center Every day you tangle with
SWirling trash, POtholes and broken side-
Walks. And in the most prestigious aca-
demic city in the nation, nOt One Of your
neighbors sends a child to public school.
You’ve begun to realize that this city is
nothing like ancient Athens. It’s more like
modem-day Beirut-COntentious, unPre-
dictable and unmanageable.
HOWDO BOSTONIANS LIVE IN THE ATHENS
Of America without gomg CraZy? Some
appear to thrive amidst the chaos・ Jim
Carroll does it. So does Liv U11mann. And
Mort Zuckerman did it until he began
聾や謹書盤謹豊宝器
¥　nl△音∴∴′高…nOiバハかこ調′†十h`⊃　∩′ヽ〇十　′ヽf　これ十′ヽ1責TnPle considering the cost of intown
1iving, these people may not be so regular
do it. The question is, how can you do
it? The keys, SayS Francine Pemino, a
Vice president at the Boston Company
Real Estat  Council and intown resident
for 15 years, are “tOlerance, a SenSe Of
humor and a very good network:’
It also helps to have a little history.
Pemino cquired a mortgage in the prlm-
itive d ys ofthe 1970s when intown living
WaSn’t fashionable, SO She has had more
ime for nsider moves. But in Boston,
i sider status is limited by lack of longevity
in itself. Alt ugh intown is not like it
OnCe WaS, Where you felt as ifyou needed
China Trade or LαSt Huγrαh antecedents
to be admitted to the Public Garden, One
Of Bostods insu節erable qualities continues
to be that if you’ve not been around long
enough to have it already, mOSt PeOPle
feel you don’t deserve it.
This pattern persists despite the fact
that most i siders have come from some-
Where e se. Like Pennino, they may have
lived in a Boston suburb and needed a
Change to the more sophisticated style of
the center city. Almost two-thirds were
not even bom in Massachusetts, aCCOrding
to B ston Redevelopment Authority fig-
ures. The insiders are not the recent
immlgra tS from Europe and Asia, for
whom Boston has traditionally served as
a way st tio  to a more prosperous life in
the suburbs. Today’s insiders have made
conscious choice to move intown and stay
Maybe they went to college here and
COuldn’t go back to Little Rock or L.A.
OnC they realized they wouldn’t have
access to bookstores on every block.
Maybe they considered New Ybrk, but,
after tallying up the cost ofliving and suc-
Ceeding, decided Boston oifered most of
What they wanted at a better prlCe.
No matter how they got here, Boston
insiders are absolutely committed to living
downtown, Partly because the thought of
living where the r st of America has since
ⅥbrldⅥなr II the suburbs isintolera-
bl . As Russell A. Gaudreau, Jr” a Beacon
Hill and former Back Bay resident who
moved into Boston 25 years ago, SayS, “I
hate the suburbs. I hate commuting I
e叩Oy interchangmg the professional and
the personal. I sometimes like to meet my
your stairwell. One family had
to order a special mattress
that came in two parts since it
Boston insiders
are absolute音y
COmmitted to living dowⅡ -
town, Partly because皿e
thought of living where
the rest ofAmerica has
Since W)rld l柵r I量-皿e
Suburbs - is intolerable.
Wife for lunch. I go offand teach at Boston
University in the mlddle ofthe day. I hate
the ldea that jobs are separate from per-
sonal llfe.,,
Boston inslders conslder themselves
urbane and sophisticated, believlng that
they would feel confident in any city in
the world, at least for a visit. But Boston
is not New耽)rk, With what we percelVe
as a rarefied social landscape as chronicled
by Tom Wolfe. Back Bay and Beacon Hill,
in particular are full of stories of disap-
POinted Brahmin Wannabes who hit the
ground runmng When they arrive in
Boston decorating lavishly, throwlng
Parties, getting on this or that board and
SCrutlnizing the scene to find the存in,,
grOuP.
They don’t last. Their children don’t get
into the rlght private schooIs, SmCe a
serious lntellectual attltude and luck, nOt
PretenSe, determine acceptance at Park
SchooI or Shady Hill. The women join the
Beacon Hill Garden Club. But the Garden
Club is pretty much open to anyone with
a garden, a Willingness to show it off and
a few connections on the Hill. The men
l VeStigate the Somerset Club. But their
next door nelghbors who come fl.om the
Suburbs, for heaven’s sake, have recently
become members. They meet the well-
1iked downtown couple named by Fbγbes
as th  fifth rlChest in Massachusetts but
these two llVe mOdestly and have friends
from many social strata. What happened
to he old standards, anyWay?
They’re here and in many ways
unchanged. N neteenth century Bosto-
nians, for all their reputed snobbery val-
ued family t es, Civic mtereStS and intel-
lectual achieveme t as much as wealth or
business acumen. Today you only have to
Io k o The Vなult to see the contlnuation
Of thlS attitude. ThlS grOuP Of about 30
businessmen, and sometimes a woman,
meet quietly to try to influence events
and city pollCy. Their pro創es are low The
Boston sty e is to conduct buslneSS, nOt
to create tycoons. It wouldn’t know how
to accomm date a Donald and Ivana
Trump, Cutting a wlde swath in both the
business and the social worlds. It rewards
th se who know thelr OWn minds and con-
fident y pursue their interests wlthout
regard to social approbation. “I live here
because I like to do my own thing;’says
One LoulSburg Square resident who
Wished to remain anonymous.
So, in Boston, it’s hard to find an “in’’
CrOWd or people that you simply must know
to get ahead socially or in business. You’d
have to comb the medical, POlitical, Cul-
tural, university and business worlds and
you’d only have just begun. “People used
to say that Boston had a stratified social
StruCture, but that’s not true today;’says
Gaudreau. “There’s plenty of opportunity
to make your own way without having to
get to know certain people:’
JUST BECAUSE BOSTONIANS ARE MODEST
it doesn’t mean they are invisible. In fact,
insiders generally belong to dozens of
OrganlZations, reSulting m OVerlappmg,
not mterlocking groups. Cultural insti-
tutions especially count in the social
StruCture. The boards of the Aquarium
and the American Repertory Theatre
even though it is Iocated in Cambridge
are particularly hot right now
It,s also a Boston custom to work for
SOCial service agencies. Non-PrO飢orga-
nizations really need the money, SO galmng
access can be as easy as volunteermg,
Paymg uP and working hard. Some gr.oups
SuCh as the Boys Club and the Children,s
Museum glVe gOOd parties benefiting their
CauSeS. If you’re willing to pay the fr.eight,
you can get invited by calling them up.
Charity work is a good way to meet
PeOPle, SayS Gunway Company real estate
developer Roslyn Watson, a long-time
South En  resident. Wbtson serves on the
board of the H ams Trust, the second
largest pr va e foundation in New
England, and on the Museum of Fine Arts
Council. She has also been a leader in the
United Way “Working with someone to
achieve a goal gives people a good basis
On Which to b come r.iends;’she observes.
John Winthro , With his Purltan WOrk
ethic, WOu d be proud. witson’s attitude
is pure 1980  Boston.
T day’s insiders are not without their
PaSSions. Interest in architecture is big
row That eans the city-Wise join the
Boston Society of Architects, Which has
more n n-arChitect members than any
COmParable group in the country. Pres-
ervation groups and the Historic Neigh-
borhoods Foundation also are popular.
Active downtown women belong to book
Clubs this is Boston, after a11. Men, and
WOmen nOW tOO, COntinue to join the tra-
ditional din ng clubs, but they are no
Ionger the social and business necessity
they once wer . Gaudreau, for example,
as a lawyer at Ropes & Gray, One Ofthe
City’s largest old-1ine law firms, WOuld at
one time have been a natural candidate
for a club lik  the Somerset, an Old, male,
lぬnkee bast on. But he says he hasn’t
bothered, Preferrmg instead the more
family atmosphere of the University Club
On Stuart Street, With its extensive sports
faci ities.
Insiders, lik  people everywhere, are
SPending more time on the job, SO PrO-
fes ional organizations have become
important in knowmg yOur Way arOund.
Downtown women like Wbtson and Pen-
nino join The Boston Club, a grOuP Of
executives who lunch at Maison Robert
twice a week, Or an industry group like
N w England Women in Real Estate, Or
The first group
you shou量d link up
With on yourway to be-
COmmg an insider is your
neighborhood association
Ifyou’re not a part of
your neighborhood, yOu’ll
never be a part ofthe city
NEWIRE Lawyers, bankers, mSuranCe
executives, developers, mOney mana-
gers they all are JOmmg PrOfessional
Organizations to keep abreast of down-
town doings.
But the first group you should link up
With on your way to becommg an insider,
everyone agrees, 1S yOur neighborhood
association. These groups teach residents
the protocoI of living together in close
quarters and historic districts∴めu don’t
Want tO Paint your front door only to have
your neighbors bring suit against you for
Changlng yOur house’s facade without a
Permit. It’s happened and it’s not the way
to feel comfortable on your block. In fa.ct,
the neighborhood associations are the
frontline defense for the quaint Boston
CuStOm that maintains if you’re not a part
Of your neighborhood, yOu’ll never be a
Part Ofthe city.
You see, SOOner Or lateI〕 yOu’11 feel
the trash, the abandoned cars and the
arbitrary nature of city government
OPPreSSing you (The city once changed
the direction of a street without bothering
to inform its residents and then gave out
Parking tickets for parking the wrong
Way). At this point, the neighborhood
ass()Ciation offers the only inside track for
tackling the problems. It also o節ers the
best access to gossip through its parties.
Ybu’11 find out who is getting divorced
and which next-door neighbors are
troublemake s.
Once you’ve been satiated with the
re ular sagas of crime, divorces and
neighborhood intrigue, however, yOu’1l
Want tO mOVe On tO mOre Substantive
ssues, like what people do with their
money. For that, hard-COre insiders
depend n Bαγ沈eγ & ZWes棚n′. The first
SeCtion of this weekly publicatioh is stan-
dard joumalism, COVermg banking and
real estate. The second lists the o飾.cial
reco ds of the Commonwealth begimmg
With Su批)1k County real estate transac-
tions and ending with probated wills. Ybu’ll
acqulre a lot ofuseless scraps ofinforma-
tion that most people keep dose to their
Chests. So th  house next door was on
the mark t for $1.2 million, but they only
got $900,000 for it! Why do you suppose
the people two s reets over remortgaged
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their house for $300,000? So that’s what
the old geezer was worth.
GossIP IS a WOrthy activity if you want
to be an insider, but in between neighbor-
hood parties, dⅢgStOre COunter Chats and
Bα1沈eγ &幼odesmal) editions, yOu’ll have
to rely on the street. That’s because to
SaVOr the flavor of Boston, insiders walk.
The packs ofpeople on the sidewalk make
the city safer, mOre neighborly and more
fun. “My family can’t understand why I
live here, but the best part of my day lS
When my husband and I walk to work
together;’says Pennino. “You run into
PeOPle on the street. A friend of ours was
in town. The first weekend he ran into
two people he went to Dartmouth with.
It wouldn’t have happened had he been in
a car))
The distaste for cars is a determmmg
factor in whether or not you’ll ever become
an insider. The right to drive one, m mOSt
Americans’eyes, WaS endowed by the
Creator and inscribed as inalienable by
Je餓∋rSOn along with life, liberty and the
PurSuit of happmeSS But Bostonians
aren,t like other Americans. Insiders view
automobiles, nOt aS a right, but as a form
Of tyranny If you do not adopt that atti-
tude, yOu’re probably gomg tO Prefer
Indianapolis. As Watson says, “One ofthe
best things about living here is not having
to get in my car at a11 during a weekend.
Ins ead, I have a whole set ofbags I drag
around on Saturdays to do my errands,
buy my v getables, get my flowers:’
Just because Bostonians care little about
CarS doesn’t mean they don’t own them.
The city-Wise can drive to any neighbor-
hood, down wn or outlying, because they
have their own personal street map
engraved permanently on their brain. It
takes s veral years of making left hand
tums from right lanes to develop this
Vision. Insiders also have acquired the
infallible sense of how to get anywhere by
the old Boston enterprlSe Of politics.
Watson, for xa ple, 1eamed the streets
Of Bost  by gomg door to door for Tom
Atkins in a long ago mayoral contest. The
inner map IS SOmetimes supplemented by
Clever dow towners with a detailed 80-
Page Stree  atl s secreted under the front
Seat. And when they get to where they
Harvard Square. They have
by John at Gino’s or at Le Pli. They com葛
Plain about how Harvard Square has
Changed since they were in college, but
they frequent the Charles Hotel never-
theless. They converge on the Cambridge
Temis Club, Or ifthey are young and
PrOfessional, at the Mt. Auburn Tennis
yOu m卦y
no one ever tackles
Ifyo ’ve got what he has - Wit, Charm,
COmPaSSion, SOCial conscience, intelli-
gence, SuCCeSS, POWer and confidence -
y u have what Cambridge insiders know
is neccessary to coexist here-the most
Civilized place on earth. K(T
are going they always double park・
Until heir car is stolen, that is. Massa-
Chusetts has th  highest auto theft rate
in the nation and Boston, itself, has pos-
Sibly the highest theft rate in the world,
SPeCulates th  Insurance Information
In titute located in the downtown area.
Insiders do正t get agitated about the easy-
COme, eaSy-gO nature Of cars in the city.
“Walost a BMW then an Alfa;’says for-
mer car lover Pennino. 〃now we have a
Plymouth Champ. You have to buy a car
no one wants to st al. Wちdon,t use it much
anyway because I can’t stand parking ”
She’s not alone. Parking in the neigh-
borhoods comes cIose to a sacri宜cial dance.
Insiders have no advantage. First, yOu
dri  around for 45 minutes. Then you
have an ltercation with the driver of an
unstickered car, When you tell him to get
Out Ofthe parking place hejust pulled into
ahead ofyou since, aS a nOnreSident, he is
not entitled o park. Even if you prevail
and claim the space, yOu WOn’t remember
three ays ater where you parked.
Automobiles are so powerful in this
Culture t at no  ven all intowners escape
their lure. In fact, insiders would agree
that when buying real estate you first look
for a parking place and buy whatever is
attached. It is one of the reasons you’ll
find insiders living m unOrthodox circum-
StanCeS the kind that would confound
PeOPle with more conventional expecta-
tions. Some downtown houses have fur-
naces Iocated in boiler rooms next door
Some houses share gardens in back. A
number of half-mi11ion-dollar houses on
Beacon Hi11, the North End and Bay Vil-
1age have only one room on each of their
four floors. Some families carry groceries
up one批ght because someone decided to
Put the living room on the first floor and
the kitchen and dining room on the second.
All insiders own at least one pleCe Of fur-
niture rescued from the street trash. In
One downtown house, turnmg On the
Shower empties the neighbor’s hot water
tank.
INTOWN INSIDERS TOLERATE THESE
unusual domestic arrangements because
after parking, they care only about fire-
Places and flexibility In many slngle fa.mily
areas, eVen those along the most expensive
StreetS, tWO households share the same
house, Often without a dividing wa11 or
Private entrance. The practice started as
an approved method ofhelping to pay the
mortgage, but soon moved onto a more
Philosophical plane. In the South End, the
PraCtice amounts to a cult. ``We first moved
into the bottom and rented out the top to
another fa,mily;’explains South End resi-
dent Ken Kruckemeyer, an aSSOCiate
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COmmissioner with the Massachusetts
Department of Public Thrks. “Ⅵb listened
for one another,s kids when we went out.
Wるnever got around to building the wall
that would separate us. It’s a nice way of
having more than an insular relationship
to the rest ofthe world.,,
Actually kids, Who comprise between
five and 13 percent of the downtown pop-
ulation, O節er the greatest challenge to
insiders, neXt tO Parking. Yct, mOSt City
ParentS believe the city isjust as good for
their children as it is for them. With Little
Leagues, Scouts, COmmunity centers like
the Harriet Tubman House and Hill
House, 1Ce Skating at the North End rink,
the Swan Boats, muSeumS and dozens of
Playgrounds, City kids have plenty to do.
The cIose neighborhood feeling boIsters
ParentS and protects children as they grow
Older and get about more on their own. In
COmParison to the highways of suburbia,
Where teenagers spend their discretionary
time in cars, the streets and subways of
Boston seem pretty tame. Boston kids
learn the subway early and educate their
ParentS With a lot oftips on getting around.
For example, it’s he kids who will tell you
that the MBTA sometimes unaccountably
PaSSeS Out French lO-Centi叩es pleCeS aS
tokens and they work. Few adults would
bother to notice.
Even d termi ed arents , though, Seem
less able than in years past to cope with
the schooIs. “Ⅵねfigured we’d try the public
SyStem;’explains Kruckemeyer, Whose
daughter, nOW a  Brown University, Went
through the Boston system and whose son
is now h ppily en olled at Boston Latin.
“I don’t know whether it is better or worse,
but few r people are trying it now ifthey
Can a餓)rd not to.’’Many fa,milies glVe uP
the ci y for better public schooIs in the
Suburbs. Th  ones with extra resources
Who stay downtown must face the tough
COmP tition for a place in a private school.
But even ually, those who have weath-
ered  traumas of the social scene,
Parking and parenthood begin to feel con-
fident. Th y add up the years and feel
they belong. The chaos still thwarts them,
but little successes convince them that
h pplneSS Can be found. So can other
thi gs. You pull your car into the only free
SPaCe in your neighborhood after 45 min-
utes of circling at midnight. There on the
Sidewalk, aWaiting the next momm!率
trash pickup, 1S a Perfectly good ping-POng
table, missmg Only four legs. It is exactly
What y  need fbr yOur Summer house.
1めu pile the table on top ofyour car; Steady
it with your eft hand, and carefully drive
the four blocks to your front door., hauling
the table into your hall and incumng the
Wrath of five drivers behind you who lean
On heir homs awakening all your neigh-
bors. tt)u retum tO yOur Car and finally
Park illegally, Setting your alarm for seven
a.m., SO that you can move it b6fore the
meter maid goes on duty.
If, after this ndeavoI) yOu gO tO bed
happy; yOu’11 know you have come to
understand int wn living. The stakes are
hig , but success is invlgOrating.
K瓦がen CoJ研rわめr短t’eu) boo厄Blue Laws ,
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n Boston, Where education has always been of
fundamental importance, One eXPeCtS tO See
prominent educators and scientists, mathe-
maticians and philosophers chatting together
at street comers. And longtime residents are
rather cavalier about letting intemationally
knownpoets and physicists sip coffee in peace along
Charles or Brattle Streets.
Yct even Boston took notice ofthe astounding con-
fluence of talent assembled here last month to exam-
ine cosmic evolution before audiences that at times
topped 1500 spectators. A two-day symposium
“origins. from Matter to Mind;’part of Boston
University,s SesqulCentennial celebration, brought
together ll of the world,s outstanding scientists
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four ofthem Nobel laureates to examine the astro-
nomical, geOIogical, Physical, Chemical and bioIogical
orlgm and evolution of matter, life, man and mind.
Discussion ranged in size and scope from an exam-
ination of the m llest units of matter to the search
for life on other worlds. 1ynn Margulis, PrOfessor of
bioIogy at Boston University and the University of
Massachusetts, Amherst, maintained that science
must not be leamed simply fi.om textbooks. ``Science;’
she said, αis what makes you interact directly with
nature, With atoms, With stars. No authoritative book
can ever tell ou what the material itself holds forth:,
If lively discussio  slgnals assent’then the other
speake s nearly a11 of whom have authored text-
books seemed o agree.
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Steven Weinberg of the University of Texas at
Austin spoke of the universe as a laboratory. He
Cautioned, however, that the physicist must be “very
Skeptical of any experiment that detects something
that’s just barely detectable until it’s confirmed by
theory:’’
Peter Raven, a WOrld-renOWned botanist and
director of the Missouri Botanical Garden, SPOke
alarmmgly of the current rate of extinction of the
WOrld’s trees and plants and of the underlying eco-
nomic burden that all nations must bear as extinction
continues.
The symposium culminated in a roundtable dis-
CuSSion of the future evolution of man, mind and
machines with noted theoretical physicists Freeman
Dyson and Murray Gell-Mann and biochemist Isaac
Asimov, Whose works of science fiction now nuinber
more than 400.
“Human beings aren’t really that great;’Dyson
began. “Robinson Je鮒ers, the poet, Said it well;’
he continued, “`One day this earth will shrug and
SCraPe herself clean and shake off humanity.’”
GelトMam, a Nobel Prize recipient in PhysioIogy
and Medicine, eChoed Dyson’s sentiment. “In the
long run, Our WOrks will disappear no matter what,
SO Will any glVen life from any glVen teChnical civ
illZation,’’Gell-Mann said.
A maJOr Player in the development of quantum
electrodynamics, Dyson added that “God designed
the universe to be as interesting as possible. Our
function is to keep it so.’’If we take that seriously,
he said, We muSt aCCePt the consequences.
Asimov; a faculty member ofthe Boston University
SchooI of Medicine, Called himself `bnly a science
fiction writer’’who would add “realism’’to the lively
discussion. His remarks are excerpted below for the
first time.
IsAAC AsIMOV
OSt Of my fame in science fiction came
through the writing of robot stories, tO
the point where I am considered ty some
hopeless romantics to be the grandfather
ofrobots. I used to be the father but I
grew older
In my stories robots gradually developed until they
Were aS intelligent as human beings. In fact, my
favorite robot, RTdeneal, COuld be distinguished from
a human being only by the fact that he was more
intelligent, mOre Virtuous, mOre honorable, mOre
ethical and more in every possible way than any
human character I ever described. And, Of course,
the question arises, do I really believe this is so? Do
I rea11y think that robots, Or tO be more general,
COmPuterS, Will ever replace the human being?
Actually I don’t think they will replace the human
being. There are lO-billion neurons in the human
brain; there are also 90-billion glio-Cells acting as
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SuPPOrt, there are a mi11ion bi11ion interconnects in
the human brain. We can’t come anywhere near this
in the computer., and we may never do so because
the indiv dual neurons are not merely on/off switches,
and therefore aren’t to be compared with the units
in a computer Each neuron is an extremely complex
bioIogical factory whose functionlng We do not yet
rea11y understand. And certainly no concoction of
Silicone or ga11ium arsenide isgoing to come dose to
duplicating the human brain.
H wev r this does ’t mean that I don,t think robots
Will be useful. Because when you stop to think ofit,
Whe  we speak ofintelligence, it is so easy to discuss
it s though it is a smgle thing. A human being lS
intellig t, a rObot is not intelligent. Is it not possible
at in e11igence is so complex a phenomenon that
there are a large numb r of sub-Varieties? Is it not
POSSible at there are some human beings that are
inte11igent in one fa′Shion, Other human beings intel-
1igent in another fa,Shion? Is it not possible that even
the most intelligent human being may be a jackass
in some respects? And that even the most stupid
human may tum out to have some talents that are
quite unusual?
Now then言f human beings can di節er from each
Other widely in intelligence, isn’t it likely that com-
PuterS, When they behave in such a way that we are
fooled into thinking that they are showing intelligence,
may be even more widely diiferent? There may be
human beings divided into species of intelligence.
The computers ar  of a diiferent genus ofintelligence.
The two a e not comparable and there’s no reason
they should be.
On the other hand, the kind ofintelligence that a
COmPuter Or a rObot may be is of extreme importance
to the future ofthe human species because a11 through
his ory here h ve be n tasks that have fallen into
the huge gap b tween human intelligence and the
inte11ig nce of a11 other living creatures and machines.
Living creatures other than homo saplenS and
machin s are extremely unintelligent in comparison
to us, howev r you want to define intelligence. And
there are a great many tasks that are too complicated
for any machine or any animal to do for us, and at
the same time ar so simple that they seriously under-
use the human brain. Yct these tasks must be per-
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formed. If they can’t be performed by animals or
machines, they must be performed by human beings,
even though they are beneath, far beneath the dignity
Of human intelligence.
So most ofthe human population is forced to spend
its entire life under-uSmg its brain by working at
tasks that do not properly use the brain. And after
a while it becomes impossible for human beings who
have been working like that all their lives to use their
brains to their full potential. Just as if you spent
your life tied in a chair, yOur muSCles would then lose
their tone and their ability to work・ Ifyou were then
untied and told “Stand up;’you couldn,t do it any
longer There,s no reason to suspect that the brain
WOuld behave any di範3rently.
So the human species consists of a vast number of
PeOPle whose brains have been ruined not through
their fault but through the fault of circumstance.
Now it may be that with computers and with the
mobile computers we call robots, We Will finally have
devices that can do the work that hitherto no one
but human beings could do; devices that can do the
WOrk that hitherto has underutilized the human brain.
Work that is too dull for human beings too repeti-
tious and stultifying, tOO dirty for human beings,
too dangerous Let’s leave to human beings work
that is truly human.
This raises two questions. As the robots develop
Will they not always be able to do more and cleverer
things? Will human beings metaphorica11y be sca血g
a mountain with the robots cIose behind as the human
beings go from peak to sti11 higher peak searching
for work they can do? And the robots alvys followmg
until we come to the highest peak and are forced to
JumP Off, While the robot stands there triumphantly
as the new human being? Will we be replaced by a
kinder., gentler breed?
In my more cynical moments, I say yes and the
faster the better But I know it won,t happen. It
WOn,t happen because no matter how well computers
develop, they merely become more intelligent
according to the genus of intelligence they possess.
They won,t approach us. We have a diiferent genus
Of intelligence. Not necessarily a higher one, a dif
ferent one. Already there are computers that are
better than us in some very lmPOrtant things. I have
a little pocket calculator It doesn,t even deserve the
dignity of being called a computer When I have to
add, multiply; divide, a11 these things that I used to
do by pen and paper, I now push buttons. IfI,ve left
it in the other room I have to go and get it, because
it doesn,t even occur to me that I know how to do it
On PaPer. It never makes mistakes if I press the
right keys. It never takes any time, it gives me the
answer immediately I am糾ed with confidence about
it, nOt SO With my own calculations.
That machine can multiply better than I can, ergO
it is more inte11igent. But no, I won,t admit that. It
is just a machine, and multiplication was not what
my brain was designed to do. What,s the human brain
designed to do? Well novy there is one human being
I,ve spent my whole life observlng・ And the result is
that I have had only one suhiect, but it’s been a very
unusual subject, me. So far, I have published 414
books, despite my obvious youth. Now there is only
One Way m Which a person can publish 414 books and
do it all by himself. One is to write as fast as he
POSS bly can鵜believe me there isn,t enough time to
do it any other way And two, tO reVise very little. I
hate having to admit his, it would sound much better
ifI told you I sat there and thought very deeply and
Car ful y revised and polished and made it beautiful.
But who would believe it? That way I might write
four books not 414
ve11 then, the question is how do I write that fa,St?
After all  Writ ng a book is worse than playmg Chess.
In chess t ere is a limited number ofpieces, a limited
number ofmoves you can make, and no matter how
COmPlicated it is, it is by my orders of magnitude,
less complicated than picking from thousands of
WOrds, and putting them togethe意And yet, yOu knoW
after each word I have to decide what is the next
WOrd・ Or if I work in phrases, What phrase comes
af er ano r phrase. And I type lOO words a minute.
And I don’t stop and I make the decisions. Now it is,
Ofcourse, POSSible to do that and tum outjibberish.
But the fact is that my stuff; however good it is or
however not good it i  1S Publishable. People publish
it and no one seems to ohiect.
The question is how is it done? Now I ca批possibly
know how anyon  se does it, but I have studied
myself very carefu11y becanse I have lived in constant
fear of losmg the knack・ So I have studied myself
and I ave the answer The answer is. I do72,’雄n,0砂
I hav n,t the faintest idea how it is done. And from
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this I deduce that human beings can do things that
are extraordinarily complex, do them without
noticeable di鯖culty and without knowmg how they
do them. It is not appliedjust to me and it is notjust
about intellectual endeavors. A prlZe athlete has
no di範culty whatsoever in doing things that you
wouldn,t believe were possible. And you are so used
to seeing them done, that ifhe stumbles, ifhe misses
the ball or whateveI㌧ yOu boo. I have noticed when
WatChing baseba11 games that when there is a crack
Of a bat, SOme joker in the outfield immediately tums
around and starts rumlng tO SOme SPOt he has
selected in his mind, throws up his arm and catches
the ball. How did he know the ball would be there,
for goodness, sake? In fa,Ct, aS I said to Steven
Weinberg when he doubted that dogs understood
Newton, yOu throw a frisbee, and the dog catches it
in his mouth without misslng. He can’t do it without
understanding Newton’s Laws of Motion.
I am looking forward to a future in which human
beings are liberated from the kinds of tasks they
have been suhiected to through all their history and
allowed to develop those typically human talents they
POSSeSS, Which are almost miraculous in their e節ects.
How do we decide what it is each individual can do?
And the answer is that,s what he wants to do. What
he longs more than anything else to do, is what he
can do.
All my life I have wanted to write. When I was ll
years old I started writing, SO that it was a cinch
that I would be able to do it. And everyone could if
glVen a Chance.
The education ofthe world will have to be changed
drastica11y. There was a time when hardly anyone
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knew how to read or write. I am sure it was thought
that it took a particular mind to be able to read and
Write. Most people didn’t have it. When the Industrial
Revolution came, it became necessary to have a lit-
erate population, Or yOu COuldn’t tum them loose in
the mi11s. In the farms, yeS, nOt in the mills, Where
there is expensive machinery. So the industrialized
nations began to have free public schooIs, and they
forced children to attend. And when they started to
teach people to read and write at a young age, it
tumed out that almost everybody could leam to read
and write after a fashion.
In the same way ifwe start children young enou如,
in order to leam accordingto their own way not as
it is today now where we have cuFTicula, Where
everyone goes to sChool, eVeryOne leams the same
Subject, at the same rate, On the same day, in the
Same Way. So when some children find that it goes
too fa,St for them, they get confused. Some children
find that it goes too sIow for them, they get bored.
Some people find that it goes in the wrong direction,
and they get furious. Ybu have to get a kid like me,
Whojust happened to be matched by the school. He
WaS happy. It happens very rarely But when we
have teaching machines, When we have computers
that are advanced enough and easy enou如to interact
With human beings, and make available the contents
Of a computerized library, SO that every child can
discover for himself what interests him at a young
a e, then he will continue to enJOy leammg.
People must e叩oy leammg. There isn’t a form of
life that does not do what it is well adapted to do.
I’ve seen cell divide. When I first went to medical
SChool, they showed me cells dividing, and you
watched them and they pulled apart fina11y And they
Seeme t  enJOy it. And I laughed because I can
recog Ze an OrgaS  Wh n I see it. Ifcells e叩Oy Cell
division, and birds enjoy flying, and fish enjoy swim-
mmg, then for goodness’sake what is it that human
be ngs e巾oy? They have three pounds of the most
miraculous organ in their skulls, a11 of us, eVeryOne
Of us. No other species has anything remotely like
this. And its function is to learn. We learn more
easily than any other species and it has got to be fun
if done right.
When the day omes when we all begin to enJOy
l ammg and we all become truly human, and we all
do human things, and leave the scut work of the
world to the robots and computers, this will be a
di節erent w rld all togetherL I admit a transition stage
Wil  be unpleasant, but ifwe can leam how to make
it work, We might enter a completely new world, a
COmPletely new kind of society, a COmPletely new
Way Of thought, d it will be wonderful if we can
get over the immediate problems of the future, Which
I frankly adm t is doubtful.
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BY TOM EHRENFELD
Picture this. Bobby Orr is at a
local college arena. Only he isn’t
Playlng hockey, the game in
which he transcended stardom.
He’s in the stands watching
a baseball game which
doesn’t really exist What’s
more, the crowd surrounding
Orr includes only 16 people. 1fet
When viewed through a movie
camera this crowd can and
does pass forapacked house
at Fenway Park.
Whats the hockey idol up to?
Appearing in a BayBank
commercial that,s what. The
former Boston Bruins star and
his crowd are being創med as
they cheer an imagmary Red
Sox victory And the 40-PerSOn
CreW CaPturing their enthusi-
asm for this 30-SeCOnd spot is
as large and able as any pro-
ducing a feature創m. AIso in
the wlngS are high-POWered
electrical trucks and a profes-
Commercia看s
Are a群O賀Mi=ion音ndustry
in Boston. Maintaining that
Status Is Quite a Production.
Sional catering company that will serve
lunch (see box). They are allpart ofalocal
創m industry with the experience and
PrOficiency to bring 15- and 30-SeCOnd
movies to the sma11 screen.
Without these behind-the-SCene SPe-
Cialists Bobby Orr would not have made
the transition from hockey star to highly
Visible BayBank spokesperson. And Emie
Boch would not be dropplng his Rs to all
Of New England without their technical
know-how Barry and Eliott of Jordan’s
Fumiture and even the dramatic late night
Public service announcements for AIDS
Action Committee or Massachusetts
Adoption Resource Center would be
unfamiliar ifnot for the work ofthis grow-
mg local industry.
Boston has matured as a center for the
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SPeCialized art ofproducing commercials.
“More good work is being done;’says Anne
Funicane, Executive Vice Presldent of the
Hi11 Holliday Comors and Cosmopulos
adver ising agency “There are more
PrOfe sional people, better fa,Cilities, mOre
directors, mOre editors. And the whole
Caliber of the production community has
mproved significantly;’she says.
A survey commlSSioned by the Massa-
Chus t Film O綿ce reports that com-
mercial production in the state has grown
Sigmficantly in the last five years. In 1983
it comprised $5.5million ofthe $35.5-mil-
1ion創m business including features, edu-
C tio al and corporate films (known as
industrials and documenta-
ries. By 1988 it had grown to
$53 mi11ion of a state total of
$193.1 million. That represents
an average amual gr.owth rate
Of43 percent for the 1980s.
The growth has occurred
despite what local producer
Steve Wbx describes as a
reglOnal “self hatred.” The on-
golng debate over whether top
quality-a la New York and Los
Angeles can be duplicated
locally rages in Boston. Ad
agencies have traditionally fol-
lowed a “two-tier’’syndrome:
While willing to hire local
resources for low-end, low
budget commercials, they go
Out Of town for big budget
accounts The most recent
example was the fabled “Jill’’
Series for New England Tele-
Phone Co. While produced by
local company Chelsea Pic-
tur.es, the創ming was done in
Los Angeles with Hollywood
actors and technicians.
Despite this inferiority complex, COm-
mercials have, in fact, become a Boston
COttage industry. Consultant John Craine
Of Butterfield Communications Group says
approximately 1700 people work full time
in various aspects of commercial produc-
tion and that another 1400 do it on a part-
tim  basis. About a dozen independent
P Oducers working prlmarily in commer-
Cials have emerged in the city in the last
lO years. Several large production houses
have emerged as producers themselves.
There are several factors contributing
to this growth. Most importantl坊Bostond
advertising industry the contractors for
television commercials has grown slg-
Action!: Bob砂Orr andjれendsかゆa従局o
“cheer Jhe Red SoガJo c/bCtOクツ.’’
間O丁OGRAP耶: 」ON 60としし

nificantly Hill Holliday
Boston’s largest agency, bi11s
more than $250 million amually
and has slgned on high-POWered
Clients that mClude VAng John
Hancock and a line of Nissan
CarS. By all accounts Hill Hol-
1iday lS a natlOnal player
Commercial production has
also benefited from the feature
film business ln the state. The
Boston area has attracted many
maJOr PrOJeCtS in the last five
years, including The W宛ches Qf
EαS七の従鳥　The Good Motheγ
and Speγ乙Seγ foγ Hぴe television
SerleS. These blg置time productions beget
multi-SerVice studlOS that offdr editing,
audlO and other post-PrOduction facilit]eS.
And it’s these facilltleSthat provide
empIoyment for local free-lancers through
commerclals As Massachusetts Film
O範ce DlreCtOr Mary Lou Crane says, “The
bread and butter of what people llVe On
here is commerclals and lndustrials.,,
Business agent Rosemary Whlte Of
NABET (National AssoclatlOn Of Broad-
CaSt EmpIoyees and TechmCians Loca1 15,
the technical union, eChoes that statement.
“New England people will never make
thelr hVing on feature創ms made in New
England. This ain’t Hollywood.’’She pomtS
Out that while most NABET empIoyees
eIIJOy feature work the vast maJOrity of
NABET members’incomes up to 90
percent comes from commercials.
In fact, SOmeOne lS making a commerclal
in Boston just about every day ofthe week.
One recent week found WNEVTV創ming
a woman walkmg Offa bus and mtO a dark
alley. Director Michael Plnkey an
acclaimed local veteran, Patlently walked
the actress down the sldewalk for take
after take, Checkmg the results afterward
On a Vldeo feed. With February sweeps
approaching the 15-SeCOnd commerclal
needed drama, SO the statlOn aSSlgned this
SPOt tO Pinkey to hlghllght an upcommg
news series on mlSSlng WOmen.
Later that week another crew assem-
bled in the Boston studio of photographer/
director John Goodman to shoot a 15-SeC-
Ond publlC SerVICe amOunCement f。r
IRARE a Somerville organization seekmg
foster parents. The scene was trendy: the
Travelmg Wilburys blared over a styllSh
Studio adomed wlth fa,ShlOn Photographs
and slick magazines. DlreCtOr Goodman,
Seekmg the right expression and llghtlng
filmed more than 20 takes ofa bitter-1ook-
mg teen-age girl staring at the camera.A
SCrlPt describmg how Iong children often
Walt forhomestugged at viewers, hearts.
Even thlS however, Will not be an easy
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sell. As W加ter Lubars, Chairman of the
Scho I of Mass Communication and Public
RelatlOnS at Boston University, SayS, “ The
ypical viewer is golng tO See maybe lOOO
to 1500 me sages a day. With all that clut-
ter you’ve got to build mtO that commercial
as much creativity as you can.’’
Making a commercial is no easy task.
Each spot is the result of thousands of
hours of plannmg and mVOIves hundreds
Of workers in its path from agency ldea
to television broadcast. In addition, thlS
intensely co11aboratlVe Craft follows certain
gr"Ound rules. “Ⅵね’re ln a SerVice industry
and as soon as directors forget that they’re
m trOuble;’says Dan Driscoll of September
ProductlOnS, an mdependent productlOn
COmPany. Not only do executives from the
advertising agencies people the set but
SO do the agency’s cllentS. Thus the inde-
Pe dent crew for the WNEVTV promo-
tlOnal創m s ared their work with Channel
Seven execut ve producer Diane Szaw-
lowski. DARE F mily ServICeS emPIoyees
Wer  also present at the創mlng Of the
PubllC SerVice announcement.
Vice Presldent Maggle Hines of Hill
Holllday descibes the創m crew’s role as
One PleCe Of a jigsaw puzzle that the ad
agency ultimately assembles. The agency
COnCeives the commercia] and designs
the s oryboards. The productlOn COmPany
then does “everything it takes to roll that
Camera and make lt aS Perfect as possible:’
ThlS lnCludes assembllng the crew and
CaSting agency, SCOuting locatlOnS and of
COurSe, aking the film. Then lt’s back to
the ad agency for all post-PrOduction
aspects such as dltlng addlng muSIC,
mixmg and dubbing the創m and even
maki g c pleS and sending them out to
the local statlO S. The entire process fbr
a 30-SeCOnd spot takes about slⅩ tO eight
weeks.
The process isn’t cheap elther “Com-
mercials-for better or worse -COSt mOre
money per second than anything else;’says
Driscoll, addlng that when he started lO
years ago, $75,000-$100,000 was
the most a local agency would
SPend on an ad. Today “to go
Out and do things correctly can
take $55,000-$60,000 a day;’he
SayS. And the budgets on some
maJOr local campalgnS Can
reach $500 000.
What makes these messages
COme tO life, however is not
budget, but talented profes-
Sionals. And in Boston, there
is a large group of free-lance
actors, directors, muSicians and
PrOduction people who know
how to make television maglC.
By pleC g tOge r part-time jobs these
free-lancers work full time. Some belong
to NABET Loca1 15, Which sets mlnimum
rates for its empIoyees (although most
demand and receive hlgher pay), OVerSeeS
WOrklng COndlt ons provides health care
for its members and forces contractors to
Pay emPIo ees promptly Members, SuCh
as John MacNeil, OWner and operator of a
Steadicam camera, COmmand salaries of
$1000 a day. But the union can’t land them
jobs. So hat means constantly hustling
Hustling lS nOthing new to actors who
rece v  only part of their money from
COmm rCials. Paul Dunn, PreSident of New
Eng and creen Actors Guild says, “I
do正t think as a Boston actor you can make
your livmg SOlely doing commercials. If
you do a half dozen commerclals a year
that’s good;’Dunn says, “anythlng OVer
that is very g od・,, Actors who appear in
a local advertisements earn about $350
for every 13-Week cycle that lt airs. The
national ads can net up to $25,000
0ther creative contributors with less
Visible roles are technical people such as
editors or the a l important composers.
Peter Bell and Davld ShaplrO, CO-PartnerS
OfMuslteCh say that some 80 percent of
the r WOrk com s from commercials. 〃The
BayBank s songlSOur greateSt hlt;’says
Bell, a fomer gultarist for BomleRaitt
And Bell, Who started the company with
former partner Peter Johnson five years
ago, has no regrets about leavmg the
traveling music scene to hook up with the
world of Jingle writlng for corporate
AmerlCa. “Be ause a lot of money gets
spent on co mercials really good artlStS
work on them;, he says adding “Y)u’d be
surprised・ The people m the ad world car‘e
about thel  WOrk. They are notjaded・ ’’
Several Boston directors serve as the
PrOOf of how the industry has matured.
Dan DrlSCO11 ofSeptember Productions IS
One The former photographer鯖〕rmed
cont2nued on如嫁e 62








朋A T Ⅲ圏W w。k。 uP Wh。n ,h。 m。rning pap。r hit ,h。
POrCh and the dog barked・ It wasn,t their paper; the paper and
the porch belonged to Mr. D,Amico downstairs. It wasn,t their
dog, either It was Sara,s dog・ They were only keepmg it while
She was in China.
㊨
“Why didn’t Balto go to China?,, Matthew had asked his father.
uWith Sara.?
“Because they eat dogs in China;’his father replied.
〃Huh?,,
“Eat them. People eat them.’’
“When they’re bad?’’
uNo:,
召When? ,,
`Ⅶenever they feel皿e it:’His father laughed. ``Only kidding,
Matt.,,
αOh:,
“Can’t you tell when I’m kidding anymore?,,
It was hard to tell. Even when he was making ajoke, it wasn,t
a happy joke. It was teasmg. But Matthew wouldn,t admit it
WaS hard・ uUh-huh. I can te11・ Ybu mean they don,t eat dogs m
China, right?’’
They were walking across the Common. Matthew carried a
big paper bag under his arm and tried not to let it drag on the
Sidewalk・ In the bag was an expensive dragon kite his father
had just bought him in a toy shop on Newbury Street.
αNo, they do. They eat some dogs. Or they used to. But I
don’t think they’d eat Balto:’
㊧
Balto was a black Lab. He was named after a famous dog that
Pulled a sled a thousand miles in a blizzard to bring medicine to
the hospital in Alaska and save a baby,s life. Sara told Matthew
the story and she wasn,t kidding It was a true story. Only her
Balto didn’t pull a sled because he was a black Lab and black
Labs did things like swim and chase ducks. Matthew wanted
to surprlSe Sara and teach Balto how to pull a sled while she
WaS gOne, but it was hard to find the right kind ofsled. Most of
the sleds in the stores were shaped like doughnuts and made of
Plastic. And Matthew,s father said it was too late for a sled,
now it was kite season・ That was why they bought the kite.
0
Matthew opened his eyes and cIosed them again・ Soft light was
COmmg through the curtains on the window behind his head
PHO†OGRA州: FL州T BORN
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and waIdng MrL Stuff. M東Stuffwas a stu節ed rabbit who always
kep  h s eyes open, eVen When he was asleep in the dark. Matthew
lay eyeball to eyeball with Mr Stuff; listening to Balto,s toenails
Pattering sleepily up and down the wooden porch. The sun was
not up, and everything was still like a dream. The plywood
Partition separating his comer from the rest of the living room
WaS COVered wit  knotholes that sometimes tumed into mis-
Shapen faces with gapmg mOuths and no eyes. The scraggly
One along the top was always the sucking arm of an octopus・
Matthew,s mother had promised they would cover all the
knotholes with cut-Out Pictures he could choose himself, but
She kept forgetting to unpack the magazine. So he sat up in bed
With his back to the partition and eased across the covers side-
WayS, keepmg his eyes on his toy box until he got to the end of
the bed. It was a roll-aWay bed・ His pillow was always getting
StuCk between the mattress and the aluminum bar across the
top. His Disney World sweatshirt was folded over the bar along
the bottom・ Matthew pulled the sweatshirt on over his paJamaS.
He had to force himself not to turn and check the octopus,s
PrOgreSS into his come東He could feel the slimy tentacle at his
neck as he jumped off the bed with a little thump and padded
OVer tO the porch in his sock feet. Balto heard his descent
and barked agaln, OnCe.
o
“D d you have a dog?’’Matthew asked. “Before me?,,
“No;’his father said shortly
They were standing on a little bridge. The wind was trying
to snatch the kite bag from Matthew’s grasp. He held on tight・
〃No, Wait a minute, I take that back・ W訪うd have a dog?
Matthew’s eyes widened. “lめu did? Before me?,,
uY己S, We did・ It was a wedding present. From one of your
mother’s friends. Naturally’’
存What kind?,,
αThe strange kind・ Oh, yOu mean What kind ofdog?,,
〃Uh-huh.,, Matthew sensed the paper slipplng through his
gloves. He grabb d the bottom ofthe bag with one hand and
half the top sprang open・ The wind rattled it like a pmWheel.
He tucked the loose halfunder his chin.
αWindy up here. V柵nt me to carry that for you?,,
Matthew shook his head, keepmg his chin tucked over the
bag αWhat kind?,, he asked agam・
uOh. One ofthose, uh, Foo dogs, I think they,re called:,
“Food dogs?’’
“No, Fbo. Like phooey Not food.,, He chuckled. “Wこdidn,t
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eat this one. Even though they came from China, Foo dogs.’’
“What happened to it?’’
“Oh, gOSh, What d諦happen to it?”
〃Did it die?,,
“No, nO:’
〃Get runned over?,,
“Run over. No. I better tell you, Matt;’he explained, “it
WaSn’t a γeαZ dog.’’
バⅥsn,t?,,
αNo:,
〃Stuffed?,,
“No, nOt Stuffed. It was a statue. Like the ducks over there,
remember the duck family?’’
“Mα厄;e Ⅵ海舟γ Duc鳥海ngs?’’
“Right. V料y good:’His father watched him struggling with
the bag and put out a hand. “Sure you don’t want me to carry
it?,,
“No;’Matthew said firmly “Tell about the dog ”
“Well, it was a statue, made ofplain concrete, I guess. Like
a birdbath. That’s why I put it in the garden. We had a little
garden beside that camage house where we were living.’’uWhat did it look like?,,
“It was the ugliest well, it wasn’t very ” He hesitated,
and then went on. “I won’t lie to you, Matt. It was awful.’’
`Aw乱11?,,
`Awful. Big dog’s lips, POinty teeth, bulgy eyes, Claws on its
PaWS, terrible. Ugliest thing I ever saw in my life:’He screwed
up his face and stuck out his tongue.
“Why?’’
“Why was it so ugly? Well, they sαtd, Whoever gave it to us,
that it frightened evil spirits away and brought good luck to
the mamage. So much for that theory” He laughed the way he
always laughed noW through his nose, With a shake ofhis head,
his lips pressed thinly together
Matthew didn’t like that laugh. It made him feel cheated out
ofa real one.存Where is it now?,,
“Oh;’and his father looked up at the sky absently, “I expect
it’s still there, by the camage house, unless someone in a fit of
good taste had it hauled away’’
Matthew Iooked up, tOO. For an instant the cIouds broke and
let one tiny ray of sunlight pour over the city. The boy almost
Choked on his words. “Can we go get it?” he asked breathlessly
o
The porch floor was cold and hard and full of splinters. He
Closed the door behind him quietly. Balto was curled up on the
brown vmyl couch against the wall. When he saw MattheW he
raised his head, SneeZed, thumped his tail on the cushion, and
Put his head down between his front paws again. Balto’s bed, a
PleCe Of round foam rubber covered with an old plaid blanket,
WaS in the corner with his bowl and water dish. In the early
dawn light Balto was at once himselfand a dark scary monster
SO Matthew sklrted the couch cautiously and edged along the
Outer Wall with its wooden shelfjutting lnWard above his head,
dividing the porch walls from the glass windows on three sides
that looked out on the neighborhood below He stopped at Baltds
bed. Ifhe grasped the shelfwith all hlS fingers and jumped on
the foam rubber like a trampoline, When he went up he could
See the things on the shelf. He could even see outslde and all
the way to the bus stop on the corner if he looked quickly
enough.
There were two potted plants on the shelf, both fems that
had tumed yellow and died after the move. There was also an
ashtray fu11 of cigarette butts. Matthew’s mother didn’t allow
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SmOking  the house, and now that his father had started
SmOking agam, he smoked on the porch when he came for a
Visit. So did some other people. The ashtray never got emptied
because it made the garbage can smell.
Those were the things on the shelf that were always there.
Now there was also a can opener and a spoon and a big paper
bag from the Star Market. Sara had put them there. “This is
Balto’s dinner’’she said. Matthew pictured a bagful oftiny dead
dogs for Balto to eat. He jumped up higher and looked out the
Window A car was parked on the street where the bus stopped.
The windshield had been smashed with a baseball bat and the
tiles were flat. He jumped agam and saw the plastic sheeting
that flapped day and night like a loose, CraZy tOngue On the roof
Ofthe burned-Out building on the comer He had been listening
to the flappmg With his eyes cIosed while they waited for the
bus one mommg Wh n a strange man walked by and said some-
thing to his mother that Matthew didn’t understand. It sounded
like a growl. When Matthew opened his eyes the man was on
the other slde of the street and his mother was facing in the
OPPOSite directlOn, Stralmng tO See the bus approaching in the
distanc . “God, I hate it here;’she said.
She never let him stay outside by himself. The fr.onts ofthe
houses were only a few feet from the sidewalk, and the yards
in back were small and cluttered with grape arbors, PICnic
tables, garage Sheds. Mrs. D’Amico downstairs had a vegetable
garden out back the size of Matthew’s bed. No one in the house
WaS llowed in the ba kyar  except the D’Amicos because it
WaS their house. He knew there were some older boys in the
Other houses, he’d heard them shouting bad words and seen
them in the street once when he came home with his mother
They stopped playlng and leaned on thelr hockey sticks and
WatChed hlm gO lnSide. As he climbed the stairs to the apartment,
S Veral steps behind his mother Matthew heard a temis ba11
thump hard against the front door It made his heart go hollow
The street was mpty now Empty and grey and lined on
both sides with cars riddled with dents and dings, and houses
SqueeZed into spaces too small for them. Matthew imagined a
bagf l oftiny cars and houses and boys with hockey sticks. He
POured them into Balto’s bowl and Balto gobbled them up.
“Ⅵ1m;’he said, and letting go ofthe shelfhe landed with his
feet on the floor ofthe porch and made a noise. Balto raised his
head and listened.
“I’m commg ” Matthew whispered. “Commg tO eat Balto!’’
The dog’s tail thumped, and the little boy shivered.
o
“Can we go get it?’’Matthew repeated, Sti11 watching that golden
beam streammg Out Of heaven like a Sunday schooI picture.
“What’s that?’’His father was trying to light a clgarette With
his back to the win .
“Foo dog Let’s get it.’’
“Oh:’He tumed to Matthew The sunlit sky was squarely in
front of him, but if he saw it he gave no slgn. “Well, Sure, I
guess I can take you out to see it sometime.’’
“No, get it back.’’His nose was begimlng tO run, and he trie,d
to wIPe it on his coat collar
“Oh, Matt, it’s not a nice dog, yOu WOuldn’t like it:’
“%s. Would.’’He was afraid to raise his chin offthe kite bag
long nough to sni埠so he sni鮒ed with his head down. It didn’t
help much.
“No, I’ll get you a nice one like Mr Stuff. Then you can name
it Foo ifyou want to:’
“No.’’The combination of raw cold and edgy emotlOnS WaS
ge ting the best ofhim.
“Hey, look over there!,,
Pointing away from the sun
and giving Matthew a gentle
nudge between his shoulder
blades, he hoped to change
the su切ect. “Thatb where we
rode in the swanboat,
remember? Remember those
SWanboats?’’Matthew only
grunted in reply, SO he talked
fasteI; “They’re not out noW
Of course. `Hey; MisteI〕 Where
do the swanboats go when the
lake freezes over?, Holden.
Just, uh, literary allusion
Well, neVer mind, We,11 do it
agaln SOOn, WOuld you like
削輔弼記聞wasc。1d,buth。
didn’t want to go back to bed and
miss walking Baito and seelng his
m ther not so tired. He crawled up
On th  couch with Baito and patted a
hind paw gently The dog thumped
im in the face with his tail. Matthew
giggIed.“Com-ng tO eat yOur he said.
that? H)u know; there,s some-
body I want you to meet, and we could do that, We COuld a11
ride the swanboat together, WOuld you like that, Matt?,,
〃YE)S!,, Matthew said, tO StOP the flow ofwords cascading onto
his shoulders, and he raised his chin and rubbed his nose. The
kite bagJumPed out ofhis other hand and flung itself over the
bridge and skidded along the watery lCe.
“Oh-Wait!’’’His father gr’・abbed his shoulder with one hand
and flailed the other in the alr, Vainly attempting to reel the
kite in by an invisible string・ As the bag got wetter, it came to
a stop at a point equally distant from both banks and the bridge
Where they were standing They watched as a thin sheet of
Water CrePt OVer the red and white lettering on the bag and
distorted the drawmg Of Noah,s Ark above it.
“Oh, I,m soFTy; Matt・ The wind. I should,ve carried it for you:,
Matthew sniffed loudly, nOW that he could raise his chin.
“Can you get it?’’he asked.
〃Well, nO, the ice is too thin, and there,s nothing to reach it
With. Besides, the paper,s soaking throtigh, it won,t be any
good now I,ll get you another one. Just like it, Or better,, He
grasped Matthew,s shoulders tightly and squeezed them hard.
The boy was feeling in his coat pockets for the little packet of
Kleenex his mother had given him and blinking at the place in
the sky where the ray oflight had been.“It,s gone;, he mumbled.
uBut we,11 go get another one. Right noW before the store
cIoses.,,
Matthew found a used Kleenex and blew into it. 〃Stupid
kites; he said softly
His father bent down and hugged him sti組y, his voice trem-
bling “Don’t cry, Matt;’he begged, aS Matthew sniffed and
Squlrmed uncomfortably, “Please don’t cry.,,
㊧
Ifhe stayed awake, maybe he could go with his mother to walk
Balto. She took Balto for a walk in the momlng before they
Went Out and in the evenmg When they came home. In the
mommg She was always in a hurry and she told Matthew he
Walked too sIow He had to sit on his bed and promise not to go
anywhere while she and Balto went outside for five minutes.
She let him hold her watch.
`Uust five minutes, Matt;, she said. “Promise.,,
``Promise:, Balto would bound out the door draggmg his chain
and Matthew’s mother after him, and Matthew would sit on the
bed, kicking his shoes against the fi.ame and repeating “Promise,,
to himself, listening to the ticking ofthe watch and hoping that
as Iong as he stayed on his bed the octopus wouldn,t dare come
OVer the screen and devour him.
In the evemng he walked
With them. She held Baltoも
leash while he did what
She called his “business:, Balto
always seemed to be on the
Verge Of choking himself.
“He wants to run;’she said
that first evemng. It was un-
SeaSOnably warm and almost
dark. “Poor thing. There,s no
Place for him to run here. Sara,s
is no betteI巨he park is a mile
away, and when does she have
the time to take him?,, Balto
gasped and gagged onthe side-
Walk・ “She had no business get-
ting a dog. Dogs don’t belong
in the city. They need to run:,
“I can run;’Matthew called out and started to go ahead of
them.
“MattheW stop There’s a car commg!,,
He didn,t s e a caI〕 but he stopped two houses down and
leaned on the meta  gate. The latch gave way, the gate opened,
and he fell into the concrete yard on his hands and knees. The
Skin on his palms shredded like pink coleslaw Matthew screamed.
A woman s ood at he window ofthe house, her arms folded,
and watched his mother pick him up in her arms and carry him
home, dragging the dog behind them.
He went out wi  his mother and Balto in the evening becanse
he didn,t wa t to sit on his bed, but he didn’t run anymore. His
hands w re still sore in the middle. He walked in his mother,s
footsteps and watched Balto,s tail waggmg madly, Slicing the
air like the sword ofthe prlnCe Who killed the dragon・
“Prince Balto;’he murmured, hypnotized by the tail ih battle.
“Matthew, COme On! Keep up. PbeαSe don,t make me have to
Say it again. Balto Stop, Wait, heel!,,
㊨
Maybe this mornlng She wouldn,t be so tired, and if he was all
rea y she’d take him a ong・ Matthew was cold, but he didn,t
Want tO gO back to bed and fall asleep and miss walking Balto
and seelng his mother not so tired・ He crawled up on the couch
With Balto and patted a hind paw gently with the tender palm
Of his hand・ The dog humped him in the face with his tail.
Matthew glggled. “Commg tO eat yOu,,, he said.
Balto rose up on his f ont legs and leaned over to sniff the
boy’s fa′Ce. Matthew put an arm over his back and nestled into
the black short-haired coat・ He pressed his open mouth against
the warmth ofthe silk, muSCled chest and made smacking sounds.
Balto stood firm against the childもonslanght・ Matthew stopped・
He was cIose enoug  to see the dog,s shiny gums and long, hard
SnOut, tO Sme l his meaty breath when he opened his powerful
JaWS and to touch the sharp points on his white dagger teeth.
He kissed Balto’s soft, tipped ear. “I won,t eat you anymore;,
e said. “Ⅵbn’t eat you:,
㊧
They were on the train taking Matthew home. His father was
mad because they couldn,t find another dragon kite like the one
they had to leave on he ice. “But I,m not mad at you, Matt;, he
Said, OnCe in the store and agam On the platform and a third
time on the train between stops. Between his legs he held an
identical bag with red and white lettering on the outside and a
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What could be alhipper Mother’s
Day present than a rock video?
No, don’t send her the Talking
Heads’1atest opus, Send her your
OWn PrOduction that’s right
you belting out “Greatest Love
Of A11,, or αThat,s What Friends
Are For?r %Born To Be Wild,,
(so maybe your mo正s a Step-
PenWOlf fan) in a professionally-
mixed video with a host ofback-
grounds and special e節ects. The
folks at Center Stage/On Loca-
tion Videos wi11 make you a star
for less than $30 and in less than
30 minutes. Pick a tune fi.om their
lengthy playlist and step into the
Studio and lip-SynCh it, Or they’11
dub your voice over the back up.
You also get to pick a video back-
ground New Ybrk cityscape or
SunSetS, for example. It’s a one-
take deal while you’re rocking
in the studio, a PrOfessional
technician will zap special e節ects
OntO yOur Performance (if you’d
like), and the result is believable
and hilarious. The studios,
1ocated on the ground floor of
Jordan Marsh at Downtown
Crosslng, are full-SerVice audio
and visual studios, and you can
rent them for any use ($50thour
for audio, $175thour for video). A
lip-SynCh video is only $18.95
SO brush up on your octaves now
Centeγ Sfαg /On Locαtjon st肌
俄0$,ゐγdα7急MαγSh, Do砂海ou)偽
CγOSSm,g, Boston′, MA, 6Z7
ん5手O彬0
FRAMED
In their ex-dairy facility in
Charlestown, the framlng SPe-
Cialists of The Old Cambridge
Company convey a sense of
Craftsmanship from a wood-
WOrker honing a pleCe Of mahog-
any to a stitcher mending the
backing on a Burmese textile.
The challenges of framing extend
far beyond mounting a poster
between foamcore and glass,
however. According to president
Ken Totah, the company per-
forms the usual restoration
and archival treatments but also
finds ways to frame three-
dim nsional objects African
fertility belts, antique neck
aces, quilts, kimonos, WatChes,
tooIs, Stained-glass windows,
CarVed masks and weather vanes.
Even in two-dimensions, Totah
explain , there are refinements
- Creating a gap between a pastel
WOrk and its mat, for example,
to a11ow some of the pastel to
not smudge the mat. The Old
Cambridge Company is sta節ed
by aesthetic watchdogs - artists
and craftspeople dedicated, aS
Totah says, tO “PreSerVe and
PrOteCt the artwork.’’The Old
Cambridge Company works
dosely with co11ectors, COrPOra-
tion  and museums, but it is an
egalitarian organization they
海Il fra e your MFA poste東
Who knows? Maybe next time
you’11 bring in an ancient
Nepalese prayer flag.
TⅥe Old Cαmbγiくねe CoJ卿an拐
56 B0lα12d SらC庇γle$to脇, MA
O名129　6」7　628-5200
P esident Ken Tbtah disp音ays
The Oid C mbridge Company,s
handiwork including a
``Kalanga; a beaded waIi"
hanging from northem
Thai音and.
WHO」」Y COWS
The cow has always been a sym-
boI of peaceful, COuntry life, but
it took artist Thody Jackson to
v ult ‡he cow the black-and-
White hoIstein into idolatry.
Although Jackson’s been painting
hoIsteins in his native Vermont
Since the 1970s, it was his 1983
bucolic bovine logo for Ben and
Jerry’s Ice Cream that made the
COW a Star NoW Jackson’s nearly
7t’αげcows are imitated every-
Where, but you can only find the
Original in his coIorful catalog.
The text is rampant with cow
PunS -COffee “moogs;’for exam-
Ple, Or a trOPical T-Shirt called
``Cowribbean’’and the commg
year’s “cowlender.’’The best by
far, though, is a Tshirt design of
a hoIstein’s head sticking out of
aMaojacket called what else?
Chairman Moo. Besides the
expected fare of note cards and
Tshirts, Jackso重瓦company, Holy
Cow, has taken the cow motif
to its outer limits hoIstein-
Pattemed salt and pepper shak-
ers, a kangaroo cutout with a
hoIstein’s markings and cow
COVered , bright-red boxer shorts
(watch out for bu11s, the catalog
WarnS, When wearing these.)
Hb砂Co均, Boom 」6　5名Seひ-
mouγ SらM舌ddbeduγひ, W o5符8,
停00) 888-6?87・ Cα硯(妙馳
PHOTOGMPH: FRED !WÅY
ALTERED STA丁ES
The kaleidoscope has come a long
Way from the toy box version
a cardboard tube with some
Plastic chips at one end・ Just step
into Boston,s Art餌Hand Gallery
to see how far With one ofthe
largest collections of kaleido-
SCOPeS in the area, the gallery lS
home to nearly every mirrored
OCular plaything available. Take
the traditional kaleidoscope, for
example the ones with the
turnable ends artists have
VaStly improved the images both
by increasing the number ofmir-
rors inside the tube and by usmg
more distinct objects at the fa,r
end. But what you see inside
is not a11 that appeals about
kaleidoscopes. Tom Reardon’s
American Parlor Kaleidoscope
-Crafted from solid brass, Seated
On a Walnut base’1ooks Hke a ship
Captain’s spyglass. Another breed
Of the instrument, dubbed a
t leidoscope, has no movlng
PartS, but uses its mirrors to
COntOI.t the world around you
Suddenly your living I.OOm is a
SWirling m ndala. Other design-
ers h v  taken the movmg PaI.tS
OutSide the tube rolascopes
have splnnable glass cylinders
a t ched to the scope, Wheel
kaleidoscopes have stained glass
Whe ls at the end・ Some design-
erS are uSmg SOldered metals,
Oth rs are usmg hardwoods.
There’s even an auditory kalei-
do cope t e存Electrascope,,
mimOrS Sma11 1ights that respond
to sound・ From Va′n Corts tiny
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●　●●●●●　●●●●●●●
SI丁丁ING PRE丁TY
Heγe are SOme Chairs that would
have supported the literal and
figurative weight of the Great
Sitters of the past Churchi11,
Say Or Roosevelt. Rooted solidly
On an eXPanSe Of New England
lawn, Weatherend Estate Fur-
niture looks as if it both sprang
from the landscape and will be
there until the end oftime. The
PleCeS are rePrOduced from a set
Of lawn fumiture that was
designed by Hans Heistad in the
early 1900s for the Weatherend
PHOTOGRAP聴fRED !WAY, WILしi州TH咽
e tate in Rockport’ Maine.
Heis ad,s father was a boat
builder声nd the pieces reflect the
S urdy e餓ciency that the ocean
demand  the seats of chairs
SCOOP just e ough to let rainfall
Slide o埠for instance. And since
Heistad, himself a landscape
architect’also designed the
exteriors for the estate, the
PleCeS Often curve to fit his
ounded stone walls. The result
lS gr Ceful p rmanence. Make no
mistake ownmg Weatherend
Kaleidoscopes are beくom-ng
Valuab書e coliector,s items and
The Art仙Hand has many unu"
Suai ones.
“Dragon組y,, (a knob-Sized telei-
doscope for $10) up to Prism
Design,s sculpted 〃Metaphor,,
($750), each scope has an interior
and exterior personality. Just
take a look. 7%e Aγ噺ul HdJ!d
Gαlle門y’36 CapleひPlαCe, ZOO
H初妨ng o砂A2,e・, Boston, MA
O滋」6; α7 262-96α
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●
furniture is an investment: Chair
Prices begin around $900 and
SOme table/chair sets can run as
much as $11,000. But who knows
When a future Winston ChuI.Chill
Will visit your lawn and need a
Place to sit? For further infor-
mation and a catalog, COntaCt
I確α肋erend E8露わF五γnit霊(購,
PO Boα, α8, Boc短α偽′d, MH
の84′」 (名07 596-α88
0wning Wtatherend Estate
l:umitureくomeS at a P「!Ce
ranging from $900 to $1 1,000.
●●●◆●　●　●　●　●　●●●●　●　　●●
丁HOROUGH」Y
MODERN
MILL書NG
Tbm David was in the midst of
COOking a cream sauce when the
recIPe Called for fresh ground
PepPer. As David set down his
COOking spoon and reached for the
PePPer mill, howeveI; it struck
him that αit was too easy an
OP ration to occupy two hands.?
So the house designer and builder
from Nantucke , Massachusetts,
turn d inv nt r. And the result
is the P pp rgun, a Sleek, Clever
80!丁O N iÅ
little mill that a11ows a cook to
Stir and grind simultaneously. A
Patented spnng and ratchet sys-
tem lets the user keep gr.inding
by squeezmg, rather than twist-
mg・ Plus, David adds, his Pep-
Pergun holds more peppercoms,
loads more easily and adjusts
gI.ind sizes faster than conven_
tional models. The folks at Mich_
el秘, the tony Cambridge res-
taurant) Seem tO agree. There the
Peppergun is used both by the
Che鰹and servers (and is also for
Sale). The Peppergun, $19, is
availdble in black, red and white.
David lso se11s a Saltgun ft-r the
Same PrlCe, for grinding coarse
Sea Salt-in white only, Of course.
めm Dのりi岬的 IgI肋, PO Bo錆
54ZD, Nd72’きuche‡ I8lαn′d, MA
O255ん　80の68右8881高砂Mα8Sα-
Chu8e拐3∴508　228-6288　Add
紅50 po8さ的e, MA γeS宅den,ts αdd
$0 95きαα; AIso α宅)αilαble αき
M宅chelα七, Cαmbγidye　α偽d
K海hel∂ Aγお　　　　Bo$め偽.
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患e置】ゆu富e紬S
Ope血】O調富評S・
Momlng EdltlOn
More than ]uSt the headllneS, We Start the daywith mtelllgenCe
and mSlght. That’s why every momlng,
mllllOnS Of people open thelr eyeS tO the
WOrld wlth Momlng EdltlOn
WB聞く900耳M
a B体的肋ひu関り妙
韓Praper Picnics
丁hese Sp「ing Excursions Can Be Imaginative, Fun and Catered to Ybur Tastes
enneth Grahame’s
The Wれd宅偽脇e W宅l-
lou)S OPenS WithMole
emergmg from his
dreary tunnel with
SPrmg Stirring all around him.
In the `toy of living and the
delight of sprmg;’the prospect
Of boatlng On the rlVer makes
Mole waggle his toes `亀om
Sheer happlneSS, SPread his
Chest wlth a sigh of full con-
tentment and lean back bliss-
fully `Whαt a day I’m having!’”
We know exactly how Mole
feels, eSPeCially when Rat
retums from his hole stag-
germg under a fat, Wicker
luncheon basket. “Whatもinside
it?’’asks Mole, Wrlggling with
Curiosity.
uThere,s cold chicken inside
lt;’replies Rat. “coldtongue-
COldpickledgherkinssalad
frenchrollscressandwidges-
POtted me atgingerbeerlemon-
adesodawater ,,
“O stop, StOP;’cries Mole in
ectasy. “This is too much!’’
That one-WOrd description ofthe picnic
basket’s contents delights me even now
And we, Who havejust emerged from our
winter habltatlOnS Can Share in Mole,s
enthusiasm. The anticipation of a fine
SPrmg day spent picnicking, Preferably
On Or near Water, lS irresistible. We long
to feel “intoxicated with the sparkle, the
rlPPle, the scents and the sounds and the
Sunlight.’’
Much of Kenneth Grahame,s childhood
WaS SPent along the River Thames, both
at his grandmother’s house in Berkshire
CIoser to London and at St. Edward,s
School in Oxford. He likely spent idyllic
aftemoons along the riverbank on the Isis
(as the Thames is called at Oxford) or the
Cherwell, a tributary of the Thames. It
is a pleasure still enJOyed by children and
Students today who, aS SOOn aS Warm
Weather comes, gO Out On the water in
PuntS, rOWboats ski鯖s, Whatever is
IししU!TRATION: CAROしViDiNGHO肝
available.
Another pICnic that made its way into
the amals of literature took place in the
Su mer Of 1862, When that other master
Of Victorian storyte11ing, C.L. Dodgson
Otherwise known as Lewis Carroll) set
Out in a gig fr.om Fully Bridge in Oxford
up the Isis for outdoor tea. His passengers
Were the young Alice Liddell, her two sis-
ters and a university friend. On that occa-
Sion he told them the story ofAnce m
Wmd γlα偽′d. “I can call it up almost as
Clea ly s if it were yesterday,’’Carro11
rem mber d many years later, “the
CIoudless blue above, the watery mirror
below, th  boat drifting idly on its way.’’
As a gI.OWn WOman Alice described the
Outing on the iver to her son, “With the
heat shimmerlng OVer the meadows where
the party anded to shelter for a while in
the shadow cast by the haycocks near
Godstow I think the stories he told us
that afternoon must have been better than
usual, because I have such a
distmCt reCOllection of the
expedition.’’
Although the contents ofthe
SPread Alice and Carroll shared
are lost in the translation, We
can be sure that food added to
the memory of the event. As
for your own sprmg reVeries,
there is only one thing to do
When you sense that something
OutSide, “With its spirit of divine
discontent and longlng’’as
Grahame put it, is ca11ing you
imperiously. Put down your
SPrmg Cleanlng Or Other tire-
SOme Chore. Find some fi.iends,
PaCk a pICnic basket for lunch
Or tea Or any eXCuSe Ofa meal,
and set forth.
Ybu must have a picturesque
SPOt inmind, Ofcourse, SuCh as
Grahame’s sylvan backwater or
Carroll’s haystack by the riv
er’s edge. In the New England
area, Walden Pond immediately
comes to mind as a site with its
OWn literary slgnificance. But
the Charles River and the DeCordova
Mus umwill do quite nicely.And if at all
POSSible find a boat of some description,
SO that you can fo11ow Mole’s example
Reveries asi e, a PrOPer PICnic takes
SOme Plammg tO be successful. Choose
food that s easily contained and served,
SuCh as the cold chicken and other pICnic
Classics in Rat’  wicker basket. Finger food
is ideal. Remember that appetites tend
to be heartier outdoors. If you include
Salad, make sure it’s one that won’t wilt
along the w y-either dress it on location
Or Choos  some hing like a pasta or chick
Pea and vegetable combination that is
sturdier th n delicate lettuce.
Bring a tablecIoth and blankets to
SP ead out on, both food and people. Take
more napkin t an you can imagme yOu’11
ev  need, and be sure to pack insect
repe11ent (preferably non-SPray, SO yOu
d n’t poison your food). Bring a hamper
w ll i sula ed with lots of ice for bottles
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Or CanS. Be absolutely certain that you
have remembered the corkscrew or
Churchkey. AIso put on your list a big gar-
bage bag to help the cleanup (“Packing
the basket was not quite such pleasant
WOrk as unpacking the basket;’thought
Mole).
Ifthis is more than you care to handle,
especially for a special boating party or
SPrmg regatta, many CatererS, delicates-
SenS and specialty food shops are happy
to help you out with box lunches and
gourmet picnics on short notice
In particular, Damson & Greengage at
One Design Center Place in Boston [(617)
482-4242] and also in Osterville [(508) 428-
4200],Can make a picnic of a sandwich, light
Salad, Cheese, fruit and cookies for about
$10 per person. For something a little fan-
Cier choose tenderloin on French bread
With horseradish sauce, Pat6 with fruit
and cheese, artichoke salad and fudge or
POPPySeed cake, Prettily packed in a bas-
ket for about $15 perperson
Cremaldi,s at 31 Putnam Ave. in Cam-
bridge [(617) 354J7969] has many Italian
SPeCialties to choose from starting at $25
for two. At the top of their line, Chilled
SOuP Or Shrimp cocktail, SmOked bluefish
60U R M圏T
P含t6 w th cornichons and sun-dried
tomatoes, Wedge f Brie, PearS and choc-
Olate tru触es costs about $40-45 for two.
Other possiblities include Rudi’s [ 617)
482-5544], Whose five Boston locations
Oifer The Box Lunch, With sandwich, lin-
Zer COOkies, fruit and chips at $725 per
PerSOn, J. Bildner & Sons [(617) 566-6639]
Will prepare two deluxe sandwiches, PaSta
Or marinade salad, fruit cheese and
gourmet cookies in a box ($20-25 for two)
Or basket ($10-25 extra); and The Concord
Caterer, at lO Lowell St. in Winchester
[(617) 729-9666], has steak teriyaki on a
roll, Salad and dessert fbr about $28-30
めr two.
If you’d rather make your own pICmC,
here is an elegan  pat6 you can do well
ahead nd carry easily in its pan to your
PICnic site It goes we11 with most alfresco
fare, ranging from chicken, tOngue Or ham
to the watercr ss sandwiches in The Wmd
れthe W初ou)S For exquisite且avoI; uSe
halfwild mushrooms in the recIPe-mOrels
are available at specialty shops m SPrmg葛
time. H ppy Picnicking!
Hlizabe拐Bie匂篤α Cun偽αγひhtsわγiα1も
のho c祝件e偽り7aeS諦 s m O碕γd, E偽glα1rd.
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@⑥蘭画@測MORE I悶BOSTON H⑨R通過SS。
日　置　書　事
主　要」墓も
We have it a菓漢,
nea「 it a看漢。
Over 300 spacious guest
rooms and suites with gra-
cious anenities. A sauna,
sun-deck and in-door pool.
閣議圏園圏
認諾器器量
講読叢籠e ・
hi董薄雲岩u ●
5 7 Restaurant and Lounge,
a Boston landrnark, just
next door; for fine dining.
OI; for less fomal dining,
in a casual mamer; have a
dr血k, Or a COmPlete neal’
at our convenient Plaza
Cafe on the nezzanine
level. And, be sure to ask
about our ``Boston’s Best,’
Weekend packages and our
諾諾蒜o
丁HE
FIARK PLAZA
HOTEL
200 Stuart Street
Boston, MA O2116
617) 482-1800
HOWARD 」OHNSON
間Be耽)r Late皿an N七ver
看ndividual Success Doesn)t A音ways Fo看音0W a St「ict Schedu8e
r William Levin is
PrOfessor of sociol-
Ogy at Bridgewater
State College, an
award winning
teacher and the prolific author
Ofa number ofrespected books
in his field. He also flunked the
eighth grade.
I met Bill Levin almost 20
years ago as his master’s thesis
advisor in what was then the
SchooI of Public Communica-
tion at Boston University. We
hit it off almost immediately.
Not only did we share the same
last name (though not the same
ParentS , but we also discov-
ered we were both educational
late bloomers -mediocre high
schooI students who later
developed into serious-minded ,
dedicated college students (I
Can’t say that I且unked the eighth
grade, but I can still “brag’’
about being on academic pro-
bation during my first year of
COllege).
Bi11 Levin’s escape from educational
mediocrity is fa,r from umque. In fact,
there are thousands of educational late
bloomers who go on to become brilliant
COllege or graduate students. Thousands
more interrupt their collegiate pursuits,
Only to return years later In fact, We live
in a society where second chances are fast
becommg a Way Of life, eSPeCially in the
educational field. V林e tolerate late bloom-
mg, but do we know why? Trying to
answer just that question, Bill and I
recently talked with college students in
the Boston area. And in interviews with
both late and early bloomers, We Were
able to identify four important factors.
CaPaCity, OPPOrtunity, a triggermg eVent
and a period of readiness to accept change.
Intellectual capacity is a prerequisite
for almost any success, Whenever it occurs
in the life cycle. But for late bloomers,
CaPaCity has an important emotional
COmPOnent. Those who lack intellectua1
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CaPaCity more than make up for it with
COm itment and invoIvement. Many of the
late blo mers we interviewed were, aS
high-SChooI students, almost fanatically
devoted to a cause, a hobby, ajob, a SPOrt
Or an idea. For example, While in high
SChool, One late bloomer became commit-
ted to physical exercise. Hard-PreSSed to
find the time to study, he sti11 managed to
JOg, run, 1ift weights, bike and swim on a
regular basis. Another student was heavily
int  illicit drugs. He spent hours in the
library, but not doing his homework.
I stead, h  read and researched articles
relat d to his addiction. Then there was
the mechani al englneermg maJOr Who
now has a 3.6 grade草oint average, but
had only a 2.5 average in high school. He,
howeve , WaS a member of his school’s
debating team and chorus in addition to
WO king more than 20 houIs a week.
In a sense, the presence of emotional
COmmitment in high school may indicate
later academic potential. The
question is how do we transfer
that commitment from an
extracurricular activity, ath-
1etics or a cause to the college
classroom?
Part of the answer invoIves
the second factor in late
bloommg・ the presence of
OPPOrtunity. Almost every
where outside the United
States, the timing of academic
success is inflexible. Students
must achieve high grades and
achievement test scores early
in their academic careers,
they must also enter college
by a specified age. Thus, 1n
England, India andJapan, Stu-
dents who have not excelled by
the time they reach high school
are eifectively disqua舶ed as
COllege material. What is more,
Students are expected to enfOll
in college by their late teens
and are not given opportunities
to do so later in life, regardless
Of their potential. Even after
the educational reforms of the post-Wbrld
Wir II er , highly-Structured lines of study
SeParating high-SChool attendance from
ccess to college remain the modal pattern
around the rest ofthe world.
In s arp contrast, the American edu-
Cational system glVeS Students a second,
third, eVen a fourth chance for a college
education. If they or their parents are
a le to pay the bills, eVen Students who
have low grad s n high school are granted
an opport nity to nroll in higher educa-
tion. One-third of all co11eges have open
admission policies. Moreover, hundreds of
thousands of students who begin at com-
munity and junior colleges later transfer
nto fou -year institutions. The increaslng
number of women who retum to college
after ralSmg Children provides a slgrificant
new pooI ofpoten ial late bloomers. Sim-
ilarly, th  increasmg aCCePtanCe Of mid-
1if career cha ges has created an entirely
new category of late, late bloomers who
iししU5丁議川0町用言!肌恥=
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COntinue their education after spending
decades in the work force.
But capacity and opportunity are not
always enough for late bloommg tO OCCur.
Bill Levin, for example, had the oppor-
tunity to attend college because his par-
ents saved the money to send him. And
like millions of other middle-Class students,
he went to college prlmarily because thats
What was expected ofhim. But for Levin
and others like him, the commitment to
education only materialized because of a
triggermg eVent - a reWard, a Punishment
Or both that provided a rationale for mak-
1ng a PrOfound change in their lifestyle.
For some ofthe late bloomers we stud-
ied, that triggermg eVent WaS a WOrk
experience during college. Some sug-
gested that a job showed them, Perhaps
for the first time, the strong comection
between grades and the kind of work they
Were likely to do after they graduated.
Even an unpleasant job during college was
motivating; it forced them to deal with
the likelihood that, unless things changed
drastically, this was the kind of boring,
monotonous work they might expect to be
doing for the rest of their lives.
Other late bloomers pointed to more
POSitive events as triggermg their com-
mitment to academics. Some, SuCh as Bi11
Levin, gaVe Credit to a great teacher who
had inspired them to study or to a course
that was new and exciting to them. Others
Were a few years older than their class-
mates, having dropped out to work for a
year or two; tranSferred from another
COllege; Or SPent a few years in the m址tary
Peers also made a di節erence. For example,
One late-bloomlng COllege senior reported
that it was a bright, aChievement-Oriented
girlfriend who motivated him by threat-
ening to end their relationship if he didn’t
バbuckle down?
If the series of triggermg eVentS is
effective, a Student enters a period of
readiness to change. During this stage,
the academic community gradually
becomes an important reference point, a
SOurCe Of norms and values. The student
froquently changes his or her major based
On PerSOnal interest rather than practi-
Cality or parental guidance. For the first
time, grades are used as markers ofper-
SOnal worth and school takes on prlmary
importance. The individual is ready to
bloom. He talks informally with instruc-
tors during their o範ce hours and after
Classes, She discusses a lecture with her
friends. He spends more time in the
library; She writes for the campus news-
PaPer and runs for student govemment.
The time I first met Bi11 Levin, he had
recently discovered the social sciences.
Wi hin a year, he had become tota11y
immersed in graduate student culture.
Like so many of his early bloomlng Class-
mates, he read, talked and slept socioI
Ogy; it became the focal point of his life.
It is legitimate to ask whether it is worth
focuslng SO muC  attention on late bloom細
ers After a11, are ’t they less successful
than their counterparts who achieve `bn
time’’? Actually, One Of the few studies to
COmPare late and early bloomers con-
Cludes just the opposite. Scientists whose
educational achievements came relatively
late were more productive than those sci-
entis s who achieved early Educational
burnout may be less severe for late
bloomers nOt Only because they begin
later to a hieve n eamest, but also because
they are more lik ly to achieve for their
OWn Sake rather than for the sake of a
Parent. The success ofa late bloomer may
be par icul rly sweet. Ybu’ve heard the
express on, “Better late than neveI?’Have
you ever considered the possibility; “Better
late than early;’at least where education
is concerned?
Given our present state of knowledge,
We are nOt able to predict who wi11 and
will not turn out to be a late bloomer
Until our theories and methods permit
SuCh accurate p dictions, We muSt treat
every student as a potential late bloome東
This means that we must never glVe uP
On anyOne. Bill Levin is living proof and
he has plenty of company.
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Lett rs of distineti(m.
ThlS OVerSIZed Boston UnlVerSlty
umbrella will keep you and a few
Of your血ends dry this season.
Available along wlth many other
fine dfts at the B.U. Bookstore
Mall and through the EmblematlC
C atalog.
Whenever you retum to
CamPuS, be sure to vISlt the
EmblematlC Sportswear and
Insignia Gift Departments on
the Street and Lower Levels of
the B.U. Bookstore Mall, and
take advantage of your Alumn1
10% discount.
Please call or write for your
free Emblematic Catalog:
Distribution CenteI;
300 Babcock Street,
Boston, MA O2215,
Attention: EmblematlC Dept.
Telephone (617) 353-5190.
B:u Bodkstore Mall
Kenmore Square
M-F 9:307PM, Sa=O-6PM, (Sept-May) Sun 12-5PM, (617) 267-8484,
M到ior Credit Cards Accepted, Free恥rking on Deerfield Street, MRA Green Line to Kenmore
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September after learnmg his craft at the
now defunct Ealing Films. In his first years
he lived offhis credit cards before scormg
a breakthrough with a series of Red Cross
Public service announcements featuring
Govemor Frank Sargent jumpmg fully
CIothed into a swimmmg POOl and Boston
Symphony Pops Conductor Arthur Fiedler
JumPmg into a fireman’s net.He believes
the city has improved its capabilities yet
Still suffers from the perception that good
WOrk must leave town. “If I had started
in New tt)rk I feel I would be considered
an A’di ector now I think I,m considered
a `B’d rector instead;’he says.
The Boston versus New York versus Los
Ang les d bate causes much bittemess
in this town. “Ifyou want cars, yOu gO tO
De roit; ifyou want cereal, yOu gO tO Battle
Creek, Michigan. And if you want pro-
duction companies you go to Los Angeles
Or New York;’maintains Boston Univer-
SityもLu ars. But local professionals, SuCh
as cameraman MacNeil insist, “Boston is
0鮪cial Videotex Service for the World Trade Center
¶K
めBo釦n
The keys to Boston are at your fingertlPS Wlth CltiNetsm -
Boston’s free onlme vldeotex servlCe for findmg emPIoyment,
keepmg uP Wlth local events, Shoppmg, dmmg m and around
the metro area, and more.
Over 30,000 users take advantage of CltiNet’s mformatlOn Ser-
vICeS, advertlSmg SPeClals, and electronlC netWOrk.
CaⅡ CltiNet today The best of Boston lS JuSt keystrokes away
Wlth a personal computer and CltiNet your wmdow to
New England.
CitiNet Computer: 617-439-5699
Advertisers! For more lnformatlOn Cal1 617-439-5678
C工TI NET
Copyright 1986・ CitiNet is a service mark ofApplied Videotex Systems.
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no Ionger the bastard son of New York.,,
``People in New England are limited only
by their own imagination and their sense
th t they are small-timers;’says Steve
W乙x, founder ofChelsea Pictures. “We do
the same typeof production just aswell.,,
Traditiona11y, however, larger agencies
SuCh as Hi11 Hol闘ay award maJOr aCCOuntS
SuCh as Whng or John Hancock to Los
Angeles or New Y)rk producers because
it seeks individual directors who live there.
In fact, aCCOrding to Hines, the agency
Only produces 30 percent of its commer-
Cials Iocally “What you do is Iook at what
you want to accomplish who is gomg tO
make that concept come to life;’Hines
SayS. “Ⅵ)u look at the boards and say I
need a certain type ofdirector・ a tabletop
director or a comedy director ’’In general
the A, 1ist directors are found out oftown.
Even V砺x falls victim to theA’versus
`B’debate. His company was the one
awarded the `Jill” series for New England
Telephone, Where a sister named Cathy
PatChes up a family rift over the phone.
To make this series, Wax hired two vet-
eran Los Angeles feature創m directors
(Rohanda Haines of“Children ofa Lesser
God,萄r the `肌11,, series and Eugene Carr
Of “Desert BIoom” for another series set
in a business) and produced the two series
in Los Angeles
Wax and Driscoll, however, enVision
heir companies as national players with
a Boston base. And th  ability of these
directors to break out of the reglOnal
market is proof of the maturing of the
Boston market. Another pleCe Of evidence
is the fact that Editel, the largest chain
Of teleproduction fa,Cilities in the country,
recently purchased Boston’s Century
Three and now runs the 80-emPIoyee
multi-SerVice facility Sales and marketing
director Lee Rubenstein says that in
addition to production facilities E ditel bids
on local commercials for national directors
a飴Iiated with the company.
Of course, Editel camot by its mere
PreSenCe guarantee grOWth in the indus-
try A recent conference on all film and
television production in the state painted
a gloomy picture of low to no growth in
feature創m production. Commercials, On
the other hand, follow di餓∋rent rules. As
Doug Houston of Houston Advertising
SayS, “You are only as good as your last
COmmerCial ;’implying that future growth
is tied to the quality and (perhaps more
important the perception oflocal work.
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From血e b屯bang
to血e future of the Universe
and any皿ng i血eresting m between …
that,§ SMITHSONIAN m昭azine.
Ybu十e mVlted to JOm ln Smlthsonla壷explorat10n Of the human adventure.
When you open the covers of SMITHSONIAN magazlne
be prepared to be entertalned・ And be ready to have your hfe
enrlChed. Because no other magazlne Offers
SMITHSONIAN’s dellghtful varlety and wealth of ldeas.
SMITHSONIAN looks lntO fasclnatlng, little-known
COmerS Of hlStOry. It l11ummateS the arts. It stlmulates and
lntrlgueS Wlth storleS COVerlng nature, SClenCe, mVentlOn-
PeOPle同ther cIVlllZatlOnS and cultures’Here s juSt a SamPling
from recent lSSueS Of SMITHSONIAN
Did you know about the bizarre, brutal riot that wa§
SParked by the rivalry of two actors?
Did Rodin purloin the ideas of his pupil, the beautiful
Camille Claudel?
Can animals actuaIly think what do山e §Cientists say
now?
Did the politicians even in ancient Rome bamboozle the
voters?
Is it too rash to §ay We十e close to a cure for poISOn-1Vy
reactions?
Ha§ the mystery of the Arctic,s mo§t traglC
expedition finally been §OIved?
Shakespeare portrayed Richard III as one of
history,s vilest villains was the Bard wrong?
High fashion, hard work, Wheeling and dealing just what
goe§ On in New York’s Garment District?
Ybu and your whole famlly wlll enJOy SMITHSONIAN
magazlne Wlth ltS eXCltmg, VIVld量y wrltten artldes and
beautlful l=ustratlOnS, And what a superb glft ldea lt makes,
Perfect for any occas10n aPPreClated every month of the
year
Subscrlbe to SMITHSONIAN and you,1l recelVe mOre
than a great magazlne・ You automatlCa11y become a NatlOnal
Assoclate Member As a member youle ellgible for discounts
On SO many beautlful and lntereStlng PrOducts that are the
OutgrOWth of the Sm thsoman InstltutlOn’s work m the arts
hlStOry・ SClenCe and nature art reproduct10nS. JeWelry,
Crafts. books and records avallable at the Smlthsonlan
Museum shops and through our mail catalogs There are
domestlC and forelgn traVel benefits too plus semlnarS yOu
Can attend. and a great deal more.
Jom tOday retum the coupon below
Don’t walt’Share ln the excltlng Smlthson獲an eXPerlenCe’
SlmPly fi= ln the coupon and mal=t tOday for twelve
months of beautlful SMITHSONIAN Magazlne and
a= the benefits of assoclate membershlP
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228 East 45th Street
Suite 1546
New tbrk, New lbrk lOO17
Please enro= me as a Memberof the Smithsonian National
Associates' and enter my subscrlPtlOn for the next year 12
issues of SMITHSONIAN.
Bill me the amual dues of $20.
State_Zip
Member Benefit§
. SMITHSONIAN magazine 12issues
廿avel Program Domestic and Forelgn
. Book and Gift Discounts
' Reception desk at Smithsonian Institution in
Washington, DC
巳　　　　　　　　　Foreign: add $13 for postage.
ited time offer　　　　(Payment with order in U.S. fund
Smithsonian.
Join in the human adventure.
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similar but different kit inside. Matthew
sat beside him on the orange plastic bench
Seat.
〃But if you like this dragon, that,s all
that counts; he said, raising his voice above
the rattle ofthe subway car in motion・ “I
just thought the coIors were better on the
other one:,
Matthew wished he wouldn,t shout.
People up and down the car were begin-
mng tO look at them, eXCePt for that man
sitting across the aisle whose eyes were
closed. He was a lot younger than Mat-
thewもfather and a lot older than Matthew
He had a red toboggan cap pulled down
over one knee. His hands were picking at
things in the air that Matthew couldn,t
“IfI didn,t have these plans tonight, We
could put it together and see how it was
going to Iook up there in the sky; his father
continued. “Ⅷ,ll do it next week, Okay?
We’11 have more time then. Maybe we can
take it over to the Arboretum:’
Matthew leaned against his father
uWith Balto?,,
αHmm?,,
WBUR
Wishes to
血ank 270,000
Plus New Englanders
め章血e wee鳳y
Pleasure of血eir
CO皿pany
Rndio一一It can be a lonely Business- -
壮No蘭y Hstens
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〃Wb’11 take Balto??
“oh:, He cleared his throat. “Well, I
think Balto,s gomg home this week, isn,t
he?,,
〃No:, But Matthew wasn,t sure.
“I think so, Matt. Sara?s commg back,
and she,1l want to take him home.’’
“Huh-uh:, His father was making it up
because he didn,t like Balto. He didn’t like
Sara, either or Matthew,s mother, Or
Matthew They all made him mad. Every-
thing made Matthew,s mother tired, and
verybody made Matthew,s father mad.
αWe11, I know who we can take. I,ve
b en wanting you to meet her A special
frie d of mine. tt? ,,
“廿h-huh.” It must be somebody his
father wasn’t mad at yet.
He cleared his throat twice. “W割l, We’ll
plan on that, then・ I’1l check it out tonight:,
He rubbed his face all over with his hand
and tilted is h ad back and sighed.
Across the aisle that man went on pull-
mg bits of invisible things out of the air
with his fingers. Maybe he could only see
them with his eyes cIosed that way. Mat-
th w dosed his eyes and saw spots ofli如t.
He ried to grab them with his hands・
They were either right in紐ont of him,
behind his eyeballs, Or nOWhere at all・
Two teen-age girls with blonde teased
hair and braces pointed at Matthew and
laughed, throwmg all four of their hands
up to cover their mouths fu1l of gleammg
hardware. Matthew’s father turned and
saw him mimicking the motions of the
junkie across the aisle. “Matt;’he hissed
between his teeth, taPPmg him sharply
on the shoulder, “Stop it! Stop that!’’
Matthew put his hands dovm and opened
his eyes. The girls were laughing harder
He blinked at them and one collapsed on
the other,s shoulderL
“You must never do that, MattheW it
isn,t nice:,
He gave his father a bewildered look・
What had he done?
The train stopped again. The two girls
fell out the door together, doubled over
with their hair in their eyes, Still holding
two hands over their mouths and with the
other two picking at the air around them.
A fiddler on the subway platform began
to play an Irishjig. Several people sitting
farther down the aisle chuckled indul-
gently. Across the aisle that man had put
his hands down in his lap. His red cap
popped off his knee and rolled along the
租oor, COming to rest in front of Matthew
The boy looked at his father who was
staring out the window at the fiddler and
smiling Had he finished being mad
because those girls laughed? Wdsn,t that
what made him mad? Or was it wrong to
Iook for things in the air with your eyes
cIosed? W乙s it bad, like a private thing?
Whs that man with his cap on the floor
being bad?
The young man, his head bobbing like
a prmg-aCtion toy on his neck, rubbed
first one knee and then the other before
he opened two slits ofeyes and managed
to focus them on the spot ofred floor that
marked his cap. Just as he reached for it’
1eanlng OVe , his arm extended sti鮒y and
his fingers splayed apart, the doors cIosed
and t  train lurched forward. He fell in
sIow motion, his knees gomg down and
his body curling into the fetal position,
with just that one stiff arm coming toward
th  cap and Matthew The fiddle music
faded as the train rumbled into the next
tunnel.
M tthew f lt his father stir uncomfort-
ably and place the kite bag on the empty
set t  his left. He seemed to be moving
reluctantly to help the man, but a boy
with a blue nylon daypack on his shoulder
was quicker: He spread his feet wide to
keep his balance,雌ed the man up by his
shoulders and helped him back into his
seat. Matthew,s father perched on the
rounded edge ofhis own seat, guiding the
production with his hands and looking
appr priately concemed.
Matthew slid his feet to the岨oor and,
wobbling with the train, he crouched on
his haunches, Put Out his hand and took
the red wooI cap in his fingers. It was
coarsely woven and damp around the rolled
headband. With a11 eyes still on the two
men the junki  and the Samaritan
Matthew crawled halfway across the aisle
on his scr ed palms and bruised knees,
draggmg the cap between two fingers.
The grit y租oor of the train was spattered
with sticky patches of unknowable orlgm.
“This is bad;, he thought, “I’m bad and I
just don,t listen. They’re going to eat me:’
He rose up on his knees, eyeS Wide open
and jaw slack with fear, and oifered the
man his cap. The man was Iooking strai色ht
through him. Simultaneously the boy with
the daypack took the cap and Matthew,s
father grabbed him from behind by the
neck of his parka and yanked him to his
feet. Then he reeled the boy in more gently
but firmly, CrOOnmg all the while, “Come
back, SOn・ Come back now, MattheW son・
Come back:,
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Antiques
HALF-DoLLS (Ge「many). Rare, high-qua時Objects. Ask
fo「 photo, Price. Postage $2: F Doye, D-5064 Roesrath 3, West
Ge「manyl.
CIGAR Box LABEL ART Five diffe「ent originai stone
冊hog「aphed iabeis p山s comp「ehensive cata10g $5; Cata10g a10ne, $2.
50 0id fruit C「ate labeis $16 postpaid. Cereb「0, Box 1221, Lancaster,
恥17603. (717) 656-7875.
ANCIENT INDIAN RELICS. No shop. Maii only
SASE Charies Heste「, Guntown, MS 38849.
32-Page CataIogue shows
every皿ng you need to
restore your t「unk. $3.OO
7hInk LD, culめ14.00
駆珊意想Ⅲ胸5
24 pages of beaut引回coiol’
Photos and new ideas on
res書o「ing a= styles of t田nks丁
inside and out.
CIea「 inst叫Ctions. $6.50
Texas res. add 7% tzⅨ
Apparel
ExoTIC F廿RS. Beaver bear, COuga「 th「u wolverine, WOIves.
ExotiC, tamed fur peit. Ma= 0「de「 Catalog, $5・ Fu「S, Box 26151-B,
Kansas City MO 64196
Thousands of Famous
CHERI WRAP SKIRTS
Sold throughout USA People
love the航十qUality Siim look.
Wl=航any sIZe Just send waist
measure SiZeS SX, S, M工, X-L
Made ln USA Send second coIor
Choice Poly-COttOn Khakl, Pow-
der Blue, Leaf Green, Belge, Plnk,
Navy Chlna Ped Postman’s
Blue, lvory White. Wlne, Coco
Brown, B「own, Lavender Lt. ‘胸一
iow lOO%　cotton lO-OZ Blue
Denim and PlnWhale Cordu「oy
Lavender Wlne, Belge, Brown,
Navy Pinwale Corduroy Only
$24.50 prepald anywhere ln
USA. Money back guarantee
Baiieys #1 Designer
47 Wiggin St., Princeton, NJ O8540
Phone 6O9-921-6527
JARANESE WboD BLOCK PRINTS boughtand
SOId. John BradIey RR 3, Box502, Pl[e Bush, NY12566. (914) 744-
3642.
LovE YANKEE/NEW YoRKER cove「a「t. Frame
it! mEE brochure from WhaIe Frames, Box 519-M Po「t Had10Ck, WA
98339
IcART ETCHINGS bought and so!d Majo「 speciaifet in
field. Cail CLiFF (215) 323-0304 coiiect in eveningS.
KA叩I McC廿E lim甲edit10巾nts in pr剛ve styies’
WhimsiCaI Cape sce[eS, Victo「lan WOmen and chiid「en. Se[d $1 for
CO10r b「OChure to Karri McCue Ltd. PO. Box 1357 SandwICh, MA
O2563
GENUINE AFRICAN Sc廿LPTURE imported
什Om AfrICa, bea]t剛gi「affe 18’’ta帖Sold elsewhere for over $130,
now onIy $29.95 satisfactio[ guaranteed. F「ee gift, CataIog with order.
J A. White lmports, PO Box302-BM, F「eeport, NY 「1520
BEFORE You INVEST両artJearn how big co=ectors
know who, What and whe「e to buy Send $15 to THE ART INSiDER,
PO. Box529, Ca[ai St StatiOn, NewYbrk, NYlOO13.
Arts & Craft
FISH DECOYS, A廿THENTIC old and new $35to
$600. Famous artists a[d ca「ve「S aVailabie川O reP「OS. Send wants.
P「ice list available; Send a SASE Largestsupplle「On the East Coast
んe∴∴∴∴M A YI J　= [ I 9　8　9∴∴∴寄　0 !丁O　= i A
Dealers welcome Wanted new fish decoy carvers. A「tist’s Showcase,
PO. Box609, lslip, NYl1751.
THE CARPENTER’s SHOPPE, Box B70, lth, SD
57064. Free cataiog.
DISCOUNT SILK PLANTS, 30-60% savings同ce list
$2. SILKS-BOS, 15125 Hayden, Scottsdaie, AZ 85260.
Audio/Vid e o
OvER 600 NAUTICAL VIDEOS fo「sale and rent.
Ca= Seven Oceans Video, 23 Wa「ner St Newport, PI O2840. (401)
846-0001.
Autographs
A廿TOGRAPHS of ra「ity F「ee cataiog: W冊am Linehan Auto-
graphs, Box 1203, Concord, NH O3301.十800-346-9827 (NH 224-
7226).
CoLLECT A廿TOGRAPHS, S画ed photos, histo「ical
documents. $20 yea「 U.S. $25 Canada/Mexico, $30 0ther countries
Autograph Co=ector’s Magazine, Box 55328, Stockton, CA 95205
Bed and Breakfast
ToRONTO, CANADA Bed and Breakfast言ustm両es
to the U面ve「sity of to「OntO. Restored centu「y home. Rates from $40.
Ashleigh Heritage Home∴T引. (416) 535-4000.
MT CARDIGAN Bed and Breakfast. 0n 「OOacresofcoun-
tryside, Outdoor enthusiaStS Welcome. RR「, Box 718A, KnowIes Hi=
Rd. Aiexand「ia, NH O3222. ‾r引. (603) 744-5803
PEACEFUL NEW HAMPSHIRE iakeside B&B;
CanOe, Paddieboat, rOWboat and windsu「fer fo「 guests. Recomme[ded
by six inn books. Healthy, nOnSmOklng lnn 90 miies [Orth of Boston.
Folla[Sbee lm, (603) 927-4221, No「th Sutto[, NH O3260.
BED & BREAKRAST CAPE CoD. Seiectfrom60
「 mantic hiStOric lnnS Or host homes. Beaches, Whaie watches, Seafood
and hospitality at its best. Deluxe or modest accommodatio[S Box
341, W Hyannisport, MA O2672. (508) 775-2772.
FREE BED & BREAKRAST DIRECTORY
descrIbes choice accommodat加S in/aro皿d Boston 「eserved th「Ough
Host Homes of Boston, Box l17B, Waban B「anch, MA O2168 (617)
244-1308.
UNIVERSITY 
e　e　BEDANDBREAKFAS丁 
LTD. 
LooklngforalternativestoexpenslVehotels? 
WehaveroomsinG「eate「Boston,Cioseto 
PubilCtranSPOrtation,forvisitingprofessIOnais・ 
Breakfasttoo! 
Ca=(617)738-1424Hostinquirieswelcome・ 
Books/ Publications
TV EvANGELISTS, PaStandpresent. EyeOpe両g Oniy
$5. Ordertodayf「om: Daitech, Box 560724, Da肱S, TX 75356-0724.
REFERENCE BooKS ON ANTIQUES, 「etali
-Wholesale Sendforf「ee cataiog 」WBookSaies, PO. Box69, Gas
Cit〉=N 46933.
SMITHCO P廿BLICATIONS. Business/ProfesstonaIs
get50%to80% offA…uai magazineSubscriptions・ ListingS$2 3326
Quanah, EI Paso, TX 79936. (915) 592-5698.
WHO OR WHOM? punctuation a iitIe 「usty? W「itejorf「ee
b「ochure on grammar/PunCtuat10n WOrkbook. De Forge Ente「PriSeS,
479-C Dub町Euge∩e, OR 97404.
Business Opport皿ities
REMARKABLE SELF-HELP PROGRAM. A[
OPPO「tunity for both fi[anCial a[d seif achievement. For free informatiO[
Write L.C’s Mame「, 2440 EastTudor Boad, Suite 950-AA, Anchorage,
AK 99507
SoARING DEMAND for pu「e d「inking water. Cash in with
the water fiite「 used by astronauts. Eve「y home needs pure d「inking
Wate「 Dist「ibutors required. We trai[. Bostonia Box #30, 10 Le[OX
Street, Brookii[e, MA O2146.
SE十LING Yo廿R HoME? Make the most p「ofitfrom
your lnVeStment. Compiete guide. $5 postpaid・ Associates Sha「ing
Knowledge, 526-B Gregory Ave. Bridgewater, NJ O8807
FoRANExpERIENCED B廿sINESSMAN,s
report on sta「ting a buslneSS O「 WO「king … the Caribbean’Send
$19.95toCHESLEYAND DUNN, PO Box42810, Dept. 177, Houston,
丁X 77242.
BuY CARPET & VINYL DIRECT Savingsto
80%. Name brands shipped dlreCt. JOHNSON’S CARPETS, 3239 Dixie
Hwy Daiton, GA 30720 1-800-235-1079, GA (404) 277-2775.
WbRLD,s LARGEST INVENTORY! ove「 a m服用
PieCeS Of disc 面nued China, earthware, C「yStaL and flatware ln StOCk.
Buy and seii. Send patte「n name and ma両actu「er- SASE please.
T引ephoneo「de「sweicome. (919) 668-2064. Repiacements, Ltd　302
Ga…mo「e Dai「y Road, Dept. B丁Greensboro, NC 27409-9723
MATCHING MosT FINE CHINA. Espec甲y French
& Ame「iCan Hav"and, Lenox, Castleton, Noritaki, & FranciSCan. WE
BUY MOST FINE CHiNA. For lnfo「matio[ Ca= 「-800-634-6920 0「 Write
Treasu「e Hunt, 792 Nadeau Road, Monroe, Mi 48161.
DISCONTINUED CHI町A 0Ve「150 pattemsof Lenox
AIso have some訓nt「idge, FrancISCa[, Oxfo「d, Pope & Goss[e「
(earthenware), Royai Doulton and Syracuse. Never used. SASE fo「
repiy Silve「 & China Exchange, Dept. B, PO Box 4601, Sp「ingdale,
C丁O6907.
WHOLESALE CoIN PRICE LIST Phone: (713)
649-2394. B tter Coin , B x 266564-B, Houston, TX 77207
Collectibles
DISNEYANA: 9Ye「 apO quaIity Disney coIiectlbles in my maii
o「de「 cata10g. SpeclalIZ川g in P「e-1950 Disneyana. Se[d $3 for the
la「gest Disney ma= order cata10g ln the world. The Mouse Ma[ Ink'
PO Box 3195, Wakefield, MA O1880
Dating Services
C廿LTURED SINGLES, NATIONWIDE Oide「
women/younger men; yOunge「 WOmen/Oide「 men. Enciose business
Size S A.S.E.. ANACHRON, Box B-326, NYC l1367.
MEET CHRISTIAN SingIes⊥ocalNor剛de- Phone/Maii
introductiOnS. Free Brochu「e. Ca旧-800-323-81 13 Ext. 177.
DISCREET i〔t「oduct10nS in yourarea. Successful since 1972.
Don’t just daydream-Caii川atime, Box 3355, Ybrk, FA 17402 (717)
848-1408.
SEND a seif-add「essed stamped enve10Pe (317) 831-5077. USA
ChriStian DatIng ServiCe. PO Box 193, Camby lN 46113.
Day案ilies
BEAUTIFUL MAINE GROWN DAYLILIES.
Over 300 cultivars oId and new 45c stamp for sixth cataiog. Vaiente
Gardens, RFD 2, Box234, E. Lebanon, MEO4027
Ed cation
LEARN SRANISH in Guatemala five hours da時famlIy
iiving CXE, Box l1264, Miiwaukee, Wi 53211 (414) 372-5570
NoRTH WhLES BECKONS S廿MMER ’89!
RoseCamastro-P「itchett, B.FA M.S. invitesyoutojoin he「in Waies
fo「 a pajnting holiday you,ii want to repeat. Superior instruct血and
Iocatio[, g川ded t「avei a=d seaside llVing. 8 partieipants per 2-Week
wo「kshop W「ite or caii・ David Pritchett, Camastro-Pritchett A「t lnter-
natlOna=nc. 41 Hicko「y Grove, Qui[Cy lL 62301. (217) 224-4772.
CYPRUS BECKONS FALL ,89! R。Se Camast.。-
Pritchett, B.FA. M S. inviteS yOu tO join he而Cyp「usfora Mediter-
ranean painting holjday Mountai= hotel accomodations, SuPerio「
instruction・ guided t「avei/ancient and mode「n sites lO participants
Pe「 2-Week session. Write or call: David Pritchett, Camastro-P「itChett
Ar=nternationai言[C. 41 Hickory Grove, Quinc申し62301. (217)
224-4772.
MoNTESSORI At Home Learning Kit. A complete guide to
teachi[g yOu「 P「eSChooier at home using the Montesso「j Method.
Free b「ochu「e・ American Montesso「j Consu冊g, Box 5062, Rossmoor
CA 90721-5062.
Want to b細ush
forelgn Ial賞guage?
With AUDIO-FORUM’s intermediate and advanced
materials’it’s easy to maintain and sharpen your for-
elgn language skills. We offer forelgn -1anguage mys-
tery dramas, muSic, gameS, dialogues recorded in
Paris and more. Call l -800-243- 1 234 for FREE 32-P.
Catalog, Or Write:己U〇i〇・f回教Um ⑪
叶pon種
Dept. 501　Guilfo「d,CTO6437
Casa Nicaragbense de Espafrol offers you
the opportumty tO‥ Study Spanish 4 hours
daily, live with a Nicaraguan family, traVel
to different reglOnS OfNicaragua, and more.
For further Information, Please send a
SASEto:2330W ThirdSt. Ste.4,Los
Angeles, CA 90057. (213) 366-8077.
】セar-rOund 2-8 Weeたsessions
Flatwa冒e
SIIIVER PLATE FLATWARE Matching discontinued
Patte「nS. Satisfaction guara=teed・ Kinzie,s-B, Box 522, Tu「iock, CA
95381.
WILD RICE　3 ibs.-$14 pp, Land「eth, Box 79-1823, Sa[
Antonio, TX 78279 Check, VISA/MC. (512) 366-3333. Qua冊y lOO%.
Fb皿tain Pens Wねnted
FARKER, WhTERMAN, SHEAFFER, Other
qua冊y oId pens wanted Be町2400 S. Ocean #2231, Ft Pierce, FL
34949.
VINTAGE Fo廿NTAIN PENS. Sales, Service, Res-
to「at10nS Phone sales. (614) 299-0476; (614) 263-0284. PO. Box
8212, Columbus, OH 43201
Fumiture
TREMENDOUS SAVINGS o[ majorbrandsoffurniture.
Ca= 0「 Write Lof血Biack Fu「nitu「e Company 「「「 Sedge剛D「ive,
Thomasv時NC 27360・ T引ephone (800) 334-7398. Nat10[Wide home
deiivery
ADIRONDACK CHAIRS AND FuRNITURE.
F「ee brochure. F「0nt Po「ch Woodwo「king, RR IA, Box 30, Cobden,
I」 62920 (618) 893-2901.
Garden量ng
●
BoNSAI TREES, Pots, toOIs, Trays, Books, Supplies and
So-is. Cata10g $2.50. Bonsai Creat-OnS, PO. Box 7511B, Ft Lauderdaie,
Fし33338.
BoNSAI PLANTSタPOtS, tOOIs, books. Cata10g $1. BONSAi
FARM, Box 130B, Lave「nia, TX 78121
H廿NDREDS OF DIFFERENT lrlS and Dayiilies.
SASE・ Co…try View 13254 McKeighan, Chesa…g,剛48616.
BEAUTIFUL F廿cHSIA piants ShiPPed m 3“ pots, 150
Variet-eS) Cata10g $1 G「ower,s choice Spec証6 plants, ail different,
$1750ppd G & G Gardens, 6711 Tustin Road, Sa冊as, CA93907
C L A S SI FI田D S
Gazeb
GAZEBOS・ Hand-Crafted, uSing the flneS朝PT Southe「n
Pine and Ceda「 Shakes. Shipped compiete -n a Va「iety of sIZeS &
Styles. Kiote「 Farms,酬いgtOn, CT O6029. l-800-289-3463.
Genea o y
IRISH GENEALOGY Write‥ Hibernian Res。。「。h Co. Ltd。
22 Windso「 Rd. Dub冊6, l「ela[d. Ca= 011-353-1-966522 (24 hours ).
ExcELLENT ExECUTIVE t「ave川ggage sets a[d
b「iefcas s, many mOre items. Unique gifts・ Fabu10uS Cata-og $5
Smith Enterp「is s, 1009 Autu… Woods Lane, Suite lO5, VIrg面a
Beach, VA 23454.
PRODUCTS To INSPIRE handmade gIftsand natu「al
fiber ciothing that reflect an app「eciation of art a[d our ervi「Onment.
Write or ca旧or free cataiog‥ A「tventu「e, 211514 Ashby Dept- BA5,
Be「keley CA 94705. (415) 548-3030.
WEATHERVANES, SuNDIALS, Bi「dbaths, Eagies.
Variety oI sizes’O「namen置§・ ExceIIent Iong-一a§ting gi!ts. Brochure:
D印しBO’WesIwinds, 3540 76th, CaIedonia, MI 49316. 1-800"635-
5262.
DoILIES, ScARVES, PLACEMATS hand-。,。_
Cheted i[ China. F「ee sample and p「iCeS. SASE and $1 (「efundabie).
MNE-F Box 15134, Chesapeake, VA 23320-0134.
You「 Name in Wood
Handcrafted New Hampshire Pine
2′′ Connected Lette「s
$11ietter + $1.25 P&H per name
Send check or M.O. to:
The Sign Doctor⑪
RFD#1 Box391CB
Claremont, NH O3743
Gourmet
LARGEST SELECTION SpICES, COffee beans,
bulk teas. Free cataiog・ Rafai Spice Company 2521 Russe= Street,
D pt. B, Detroit, M1 48207
Health
HoMEORATHIC MEDICINE! p。We。ful natu,ai med_
icines Books, taPeS, medicines. SASE‥ Homeopathic EducatjonaI
Services, 2124Z Kittredge, Be「keiey CA 94704.
CoMPULSIVE EATER? Gua「anteed Weight Loss!
Stamped Enve10Pe for“ details. Box H, Harbor City CA 90710-0330.
To廿cHA TEA. Found by FRENCH DOCTOR t。 b。 eff。。tiv。 in
reducing Choleste「oI Send SASE for information. D「 Song, 327 Clark活
Ct. Walnut Creek, CA 94596.
INCONTINENT? vinyl panties (WaterPrOOf) $3.95/「ubb。「
$9.95. Aii s融s, PPd. Perfect, Box 5374, Po「tIand, OR 97228-5374.
WoRLD-FAMOUS ANTI-AGING FoRMULA
now ava冊Ie! Cailed “Founta-n Of Ybuth,, by 60?nutes Overcome
StreSS・ fatigue, depression. PE-VllALIZE! FREE DEIAILS: P H.Sっ5575
Baltimore, #105124B, La Mesa, CA 92042.
Now ON beau剛Lake Hamilton. Fasting, rejuvenati。n, d。t。X_
lfication. Lose weight, StOP SmOking, 10Wer b100d pressure. Lose
「O-20 pounds in the fi「st week. $695 0ne Week, $1250 two weeks,
$1850three weeks. 1NCLUDES‥ thermal bath, maSSage, St「eSS reduc-
tion・ EVERGREEN MANOR, PO・ Box 「154, Hot Sp「ings, AR (501)
525-0600.
N廿FACE SKIN SYSTEM. Deveioped by PIasti。 Su○○
geo= Send $3 for sampies and information. DARR COSMETICS, PO.
Box 8040, Jonesboro, AR 72403 Phone・ (501) 935-0198.
Kitchen Accessories
PROFES?IONAL CooKWARE. Have a commerciai
kitChen! Aluminum and sta面ess. We have CalphaIo[. Custom oak
POt and glass 「acks・ CataIog‥ Chatta=00ga Cookery 725 Eas=「th
Street, Chattanooga, TN 37403 (615) 266-6112.
GuARANTEED S賞GNATURE LoANS to $25,000
V nture nd PeaI Estate 10anS also available. A= appiiCation 「equests
aCCePted. Appiieation requests write‥ Bailey Ente「p「lSeS,師ance Dept.
1507 Congress, Fo「d Hts. 1し60411.
MoNEY AvAILABLE Signature 10anS uP tO $25,000.
Debt co[SOiidation up to $100,000. No co凪erai needed. No c「edit
Check. Send$2fo「postage & ha剛ngto‥ Caro冊a C「editCi面C, 7300
Mo踊tain B「00k D「ive, Suite 202, Coiumbia, SC 29209 0r CaIi (803)
783-6040.
Massage
MASSAGE - BoB WADDINGTON Therapeutic
bodyworkfor relaxation and emotionaI we冊eing. Licensed. Newto[,
MA (617) 965-1787.
RELAX NG MASSAGE for wome[ by expert masseu「.
Outca帖Respond to PO. Box 2354, Quincy MA O2269.
VbICE LESSONS. A「e you 100king for an outiet to your
VOCal abiiity? ProfessiOnal singer/teacher Rob Maher o什e「s freei[g,
relaxlng・ PreSSu「eless tech画ue to help you make the most of your
tale[t. (617) 876-1393. Step out ofthe showera[d be heard.
Musica=nstruments
蝕欝鵠紫‡鵠嵩器露盤謂
Mi 48090-0040 1-800-325-1832.
ERIC HERZ HARPSICIIORDS since 1954. Hera
harpsichords are 「enowned forthei「 musiCa- exce=ence, reliab冊yand
SuPerio「 craftsmanship. For free brochJre, Please w「ite o「 ca帖12
Howard St Camb「idge, MA O2139 (617) 868-6772.
New Products
BICYCLE TRAILER. Strong, lightweight, Carry ioads
and children. Contact Biue Sky Cycie Ca「ts, Box 704, Redmond, OR
97756・ $1 for coio「 brochure. (503) 548-7753.
棚o〃ど○○層〇
〇〇伽cれ惟
「WIS 「?
At血ch awa巾wlnning
lWISTFREETM to e請er end
露語器欝瑞講評
鵜島諾腔維持鴨同。
雷鳴霊能蹴鞠瑠湘誓“鞘轢灘離賎業各’
態欝欝籠蒜
imprjnt or custom packaae. h
川　0「 Wit∩Ou【 yOur OWn
PaCkage・ Copyright 1 98(凋
Pen Friends
INTERNATIONAL PEN FRIENDS spa画g 153
COu[trIeS eXChange letters: Fo「eign/USA, yOu「 ChoICe. AppIicatjon $1,
SASE, DEし:町Box 4231PFBOS, Flushing, NY 11372.
ScANDINAVIA-EuROPE-USA-Austr。ha, th。 W。皿
Sjnce「e’…attaChed’educa ed members seeki=g CO「「eSPOnde[Ce
Scanna剛, PO. Box 4-BT Pittsfo「d, NY 14534 (716) 586i3170.
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Periodicals
RARE NEWSPAPERS! 1644-1876 Genuine, hlStOricai
「eading. ExtensiVe Seiectio[. CataIog $1. Hughes’830 St. Davids
Road, W冊amspo「t, FIA 17701.
Personal Transformation
Co廿NSELING THROUGH numeroiogytoachieVe ha。-
monic imk to seif, Othe「S, yOur POtential Send yours, Othe「s, fuIi
bi「th[ame, birthdate $15. Jeanne Ha「monic Connections, PO. Box
4843, Stockton, CA 95204
SpRAY MILLET La「ge12.,・ 5一冊OX$12.45 Postagepald
in U.S (UPS). MONISA/MC. Caifro「nla reSidents add 6% tax. SPRN
MILLET PO Box40BO, Keyes, CA 95328. 1-800-635-9359. CA Res.
Ca= collect● (209) 634-8522, M-F 8-4.
蘭画
Anywhe「e wlththe
ad」uStable NYLON
書重ANDY HARNESS.
C‘ombmes a sllP-PrOOfflgu「e-8 ha「-
ness & lead　$5.65 ppd. m Red,
Blue, Green, Brown, Black, Gold.
Or While, PPd Sa柄/c/(.//()n Gl/ar-
の)/〔′(′イ　W「lte fo「什ee folder o(‘
Sa!tguard Accessories for Pels.
SL G. SALES/NC., P0. BOX2002
NO凧TH 〃AVEN CT O`473
Phonographs
VICTORIAN TALKING MACH量NE Co. 261
Rc廟nson Ave. Newburgh, NY 12550 We se" & repai「Antique Phon-
OgraPhs, Pho[Og「aPh Books & Supp"es Steel Needies, 100 @ $3.
Cata10g: $3. MCNISA. Phone: (914) 561-0132. Caiis weicome 6-9 p m
BosTON PoETS. 10th A[niversa「y ・くLove Poem” Contest,
$350　Send SASE for rules and Write「s’Guideiines o「 send $3 fo「
Same and sample copy of magazlne. Dead冊e August l. Quaiity quarterly
MIDWEST POETRY REVIEW, Box 4776B, Rock isiand, iL 61201.
Psyc血ic
BILL LINN lnte「natio剛y Known Psychic, for private group,
busineSS a=d telephone consultations and deve10Pme[t Ciasses.
Di「ector, MEIAPHYSiCS & FARAPSYCHOLOGY INST INC. 6 Pleasant
St. Maiden, MAO2148 (617) 397-8552.
Real Estate
RESORT PROPERTY FoR SALE MARYLAND/
DELAWARE BEACHES -for you「 FREE copy of J/R’s BEST BUYS -
Ca= 1-800-437-7600, eXt. 6503 0r W南e JERRY J/R” RiVKIN-REALTOR,
Moore, Warfield & Giick, lnc 12003 Coastal Highway Ocean City
MD 21842.
Recipes
CHILDREN’s CoqKPOO草Delightfui・ Kid-teSted,
AduIトtaSted 「ecIPeS. 140 pages, ilne drawlngS $5.50. A=sha’s Cook-
book, PO. Box7,鴫rHee上NC28392.
CHEESE PIE INFALLIBLE $3. SatisfactiOn guar-
anteed or ref川d.面a冊Ie, 7846 Bankside, Houston, TX 77071.
AMERICAN INDIAN TACOS. Deiicjously different
Recipe and instructio[S. Send $3 to Magic Menus, Box 3610, Edmond,
OK 73083-3610
TREASURED EsTATE FAVORITES・ Three eiegant
間COmPliCated rich f「uit desserts. Send SASE and $4 to: BLACKBERRY
HiLL, RFD 2, Lyndo[Ville, VTO5851.
Records/C asse調es
FREE CASSETTE CATALOG! over 7000細es.
CHEAPEST PRiCESANYWHERE! Send $1 forpostage. Musicby Mali,
Box O90066, Dept. B, Ft Hamilton St. BrookIy[, NY l1209-0002.
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C L A S S音F萱E D S
FREE CD CATALOG. Ba「「y PublICatiO[S, 477 82nd
St「eet, Brookiyn, NY l1209.
Retre ats
THOMAS MERTON SEM.INAR. May 6-7. Wins-ow
Maine to enhance and nou「ish our piigrlmage by immersIng Ou「SeIves
in the冊e and writing of the very human poet/mystic/monk Thomas
Merton. Led byJames Thu血e. Ca= (207) 799-1024.
Reunio
CAMP TEVm, BrookIlne, NH画tes fo「mer staff and campers
to attend the 50th season 「eunion astheirgueStS On Sunday; Ju[e 25,
1989・ Send names and add「esses to Camp鴫vya, 30 Main St. Ashland,
MA O1721.
S l十Help
REVISE LIFE’s Jo匹NEY! psychotherapiSt,s unique
ma[uai shows how! Prove∩ P「inCiPles expIai[ed! Detailed pe「sonai
PrOf川es help you understa[d you「 enti「e lifel Hundreds of se剛elp
methods! Lifetime gua「antee! $17 postpaid. info「matio両「ee. LiFE-
COURSE, Box 「O591J3, West Hartford, C丁O6110.
Services
AsTROLOGICAL SERVICES　2page natal calcu-
iatio[, $2. Nata冊terpretation (With chart), $15. include b冊date,
time, Place. Chart Un=mited, PR l, Box 7140, Stowe, VTO5672.
FLOORS. Hardwood fioors instalied, Sanded and refinished
Expert and cou「teous serviCe. PIease cal事(617) 923-8β71. THE FLOOR
SANDERS COMPANY
Ski Reso巾s
BALSAMS/WILDERNESS, A Mo.bii 4 Star & AAA 4
Diamond 15,000-aC「e WO「id of skiing and se「v鵬in N H:s White
Mountains. Ski down帥I where courtesy abounds. 50 km of deveIoped
CrOSS-CO囲try t「 iIs most double tracked. t七IemarkIng Fabu10uS
American pian Hot l. Awa「d-Wi[ning cuisine Dancing, entenalnme[t.
ne pr/Ce COVerS eVeryming. lnfo「matio[/Video brochure: 1-800-
255-0600 (US), 1-800-255-0800 (NH), (603) 255-3400. Box l17 Dixville
Notch, NH O3576.
CAPE CoD GoLF To廿RS. CalI J.F Murphy 「O4
i[dian Tra町Demisport, MA O2639. (508) 394-7772 for b「ochure
GoLFERS. Ever wondered what your handicap IS? We will
Calcuiate you「 handicap and much more. m旺demo: GOLF STATSI
Dept. GS, Box 943, Akron, OH 44309.
HIGH HANDICAP?
し且ARN ● sYS了と調
Ih'I cmしOW朗you
HANDIC^P 5O% or
調〇〇〇 ln 3〇 〇AYSl
THE ’’SIMP鵬SET SYSTE調● is ITI WorkHamous・stJaIghl・ShoI
A面sI COUNT YOGl.S secro1 1ormub I You can m畿tor the
SYSTE川n 1 5 mlnules a day p「actke uSINc l OO% SeIトTeaching
畦血 a順 d ‘’PしATFOロ調TO PERFEC¶ON“’a ma削erly guide-
川ned GOしF-MÅT; SlmpIy FOしLOW lhe lNSTRUC¶ONS白川y
leVeakr=n Yogi’● BOOKし馴“ and VIDEO. AII available now.
To ordel. 8end $69.OO check ol mOney Orde「 to:
P C旧C GOしF (Coum YogD. Box 433. S(an(On, Ca. 90680
P.s. 1NCRとDIBし各COuNT YOcI. MANY 11▲lL各D ▲S “HOuDINI OF F▲lR.
W▲YS“ IS CAししED “調Y TE▲C11ER-… BO寄11OPE, ’’“暮1iE aRE▲TES丁.
uKE調E“ W.▲Ll　輸GRE▲¶;ST SWINc lN cOLF-　o. M▲剛lN. ▲ND BOB
’roSKI S▲Ys -cR各▲T P各RFORMEl:r : HOしt?c R各CORD OF 55 11OLESL
かしON阜▲ND ▲MAZ嘗D MIしuONS OF PEOPLE VWTH NCREDIB」E FE▲TS:
YOCI T▲UcHT MOR各THAN 21,OOo COしF各RS. 1NCしuDINa THEしiKE§
PRとSIDENT EISEN11oWE鼠l iK日NNEDY, TIl各BしINDS, "▲NDiC▲PP各o,
F▲調OUS CELEBRm各S ▲ND PC▲丁oUR WINNERS FORし▲ST5o YE▲RS...
OlトYE▲寄■OLD YOG=S S11しし▲C丁IVE IN Tと▲C軸Nc COLF_...
Stamp Collecting
UNITED NATIONS. 3 Complete Mint Sets oniy 25. Peト
SOna=zed, Qua=ty J.N. U.S.A Foreign Approvais. Discounts with
Pu「Chases Cometta, PO. Box 1509-BC, Lake Placid, FL 33852.
$2 CoLLECTION FREE 「equestapp「ovaIs. Stamps,
716 South Sixteenth, Mattoon, lL 61938.
Tai-Chi
TAI"CHI. Lea「n a 4000-year-Old Chjnese exercise. Video by
Master Che[g T Lu, 1015 East 3900 South, Salt Lake City; UT 84124.
‾圃. (801) 261-8565.
Trave l
1989 is the yea「 to make you「 c「uising d「eams conle true! C「uise
the best o=taIy F「anc , & the Greek isles. 16-days air-Sea. Njce to
Venice Departi[g August 2nd. 1f you’ve neve「taken a cruiSe ln the
Mediterranea[, yOu’r  in for the t「avei experie[Ce Of you「 iife廿0「
mo「e information, Ca= Marcja C「eighton, Bosto[ UniVe「Sity Alumni
Travel (617) 353-2228.
BIKE ARIZONA offers 3 to 7-daytoursthru scenicArizona.
Fuily supported tours inCiude motels and meals. Free b「ochu「e 7454
E. Broadway, Suite lO2, T cson, AZ 85710 (602) 722-3228.
ENJOY THE REAL NEW ZEALAND interesti[gIy
and comfo「tabIy with knowledgeable New ZeaIa[ders. Write: Grant
Simpson, W冊i ga, Me「cury Bay NewZeala[d.
ENGLAND. VacationIng in London. We offerafriendly岬血「
Se「Vice and accommodation in Engiish homes. Finders, 85 Mawney
Road, Romford, Essex, RM7 7HX, EngIand 44-0708-762-2084.
BE MoRE THAN A To葛JRTST in F「ance. Personaliy
SeIected famiiieS Weicome you as a paying houseguest. From B冊a[y
to the Rivie「a言「Om fa「mhouse to chateau. Fo「 f「ee brochure con-
tact‘ Friends in France, PO. Box lO44G, Rocky H町CT O6067
(203) 563-0195
GLID早THROUGH VANICE in agondoiaand ma「vel
atthe maleSty Ofthe SwissAIps. CIassIC italyand the SwissAIps have
Charmed travele「S fo「 Centu「ies Now iet them charm you too! For
mo「e information about these i[triguing destInations ca= Marcia
Creighton at (617) 353-2228 0r Write: 10 Lenox St. Brookline, MA
O2146.
ExpERIENCE CANADA,s UNSPOILED
WEST few of the world・s regions can match its beauty ard
g「a[deur. This lO-day tour l[Cludes visits to the cities of ViCtOria,
Vancouve「 and Edmonto[ aS Weil as Jaspe「 Park, Lake Louise and
Banff. Fo「 more info「matIOn abouta tourofthe Canadian Rockies caII
Marcia Creighto[ at (617) 353-2228 0rW「ite: 10 Lenox St. B「ooklIne,
MA O2146.
WINGS OvER THE RIVER NILE Beapartof
Our greateSt ai「 Safari See the Sp冊x gLla「ding the Pyramld of Cheaps,
expio「e the great Temple of Ramesses ll, Visit the tomb of Tutankhom飢
and much more. Ybu can cruise down the Niie discoverlng the wonde「s
Of ancient Egypt. For more information cail Marcia Creighton at (617)
353-2228 0rW「ite: 10 Le[OX St. Brookiine, MA O2146.
WATERRALL , VbLCANIC Mo廿NmINS, and
e[dIess windi[g SeaSCOaSt abound i[ lceiand. Don’t be deceived by
the name. Expiore these beaut剛features a[d see for yourseif that
IceIand is [Ot an lCy Windswept Arctic country Ma男1989. Visi=ceIand
and expect the unexpected. For more information call Ma「Cia Creighton
at (617) 353-2228 0rWrlte: 10 Le[OX St. B「OOkline, MA O2146
Jo廿RNEY OF THE CzARS. 9ruise甲olga Rive「
through Moscow and Lening「ad and visit Russia’s u叩ue featu「es-
the K「emlin, Red Square, the fountains of Petrodvorets, St. Basil’s
domes, and much more! Fo「 mo「e而0「mation call Ma「cia Creighton
at (617) 353-2228 0「W「ite: 10 Lenox St Brookline, MA O2146.
DISCOVER THE BEAUTY and牢「m ofScand面a,
the Viking’s homeland, and expio「e the historlC Sites of Stockhoim
and Copenhagen. Enjoy the landscapes at the BaitlC COuntries and
VentUr  lntO Leningrad For more information ca= Marcia Creighton at
(617) 353-2228 0rW「ite: 10 Lenox St. B「00kiine, MA O2146.
Ⅶcation Renta看s
AspEN-SNOWMASS. LARGE VAR惟TY OF LUXURIOUS
TO ECONOMICAL SKI HOMES AND CONDOMINIJMS. ASPEN SNOW-
MASS CARE, iNC. PO. BOX 6028, SNOWMASSVILLAGE, CO 81615
(303) 923-2230
ON LAKE OssIPEE　20 mins. f「om Conway, NH.
Condo fo「 「ent, SeaSO[aI, Weekiy and weekends, 2 bedrooms, 11万
baths, Sieeps 7. Cali early for best dates- (617) 663-6420.
RENT A LoNDON HoME SeIected, Wel冊「nished
homes ava=able for 3 weeks to l yea「. Britannia Lettings, 19 South
End上Ondon, W8 5BJ, EngIa[d. T引ephone: 0ト938 3755.
ST THOMAS/U.S・ VIRGIN IsL.ANDS. New
Private oceanf「Ont home. B「eathtaking pano「amic vIeWS Of U.S and
British Vi「gi[ isiands工OCated wit帥Mahoga[y Run Golf and巾nnIS
Resort. 3 bed「00mS. 31A baths. Poo上Weekly and mo[thiy rates.
(612) 472-6999.
OcHO RIOS, Jamaica. Fu「nished vilia, 2 bedrooms, 2 baths,
PanO「amic view of Ca「ibbean, maid, COOk, POOi. Contact: Wiliiam
McDaniels (617) 354-6622.
VILLAS, TbwNHOUSES, SINqLE FA甲IJY
Ho廿sES. S…y Sa「asota. Fio「ida,s premier gOif, temiS COm-
munity Quality exceilence, Way O冊e. $70,000 to $400,000. Look at
Fio「ida’s success story $600 credit for travei. Free coIo「 brochure.
(809) 772-6145. DOWARD REA晴Y PO Box 3956, C’sted, St. Croix,
VI. 00822-3956.
KIAWAH IsLAND, SC ?elect one to five bed「oom
accommodations・ Pam Harri[gtO[ ExclusiVeS. 1-800-845-6966, (803)
768-0273.
MoNTEGO BAY Bosto面an invitesyouto sha「e her “home
away f「Om home A quaint, One O「 tWO bedroom condo巾alcony
POOi, COOk, maid, SeCurity From $560 a week. Panoramic views.
(617) 696-8378.
NANTUC KE T - Ma[y eXCePtionai 1989 rentais avaiiable. $900-
$3000 per week・ Ca= Nantucket Real Estate Co. (508) 228-2530.
GRENADA, WI Luxury vi町uily-Staffed, 5 bedroom, 5
bath, P「iVate beach, One Week m面mum. HeidiしOe個e「, Box882464,
The Rockies, Steamboat Piaza, CO 80488. (303) 879-8300, eXt. 2128.
HoRSE FhRM VACATION Deiuxe fac鵬S, 「ive面t[
VleWS, NC 「eso「t area, riding inst「uction. Brochure’Gieneagles, PO.
Box 7-B, Deep Gap, NC 28618 (704) 262-5002.
C L A S S漢FI EI)S
NANTUCKET EscAPES. We comect vacatio[erS tO
OWn rS Of resort entais. Write: Box 192, Nantucket, MA O2554 o「
Ca= (508) 228-3005
ST MAART甲N Pelax in comfortand p「ivacy ofyou「own
Iuxu「y, 3 bed「00m ViIla o「2 bed「00m COndo. Both with pooi, fantastic
OCean VleW; StePS tO beach, da=y maid service, fu‖y equlPPed. Casa
del Mar, Box 219, Phiiipsbu「g, St. Maarten. 011-5995-23687To「OntO
(416) 439-6405.
OssIPEE, NH. New waterfront condo, 2 bed「ooms, 1.5
bath「OOmS. Deck off the maste「 bed「00m. F州y fumished with a=
ame両es i[Ciuding dishwasher, WaSher, dryer, COIor tv etc P「iVate
Setting on the wate「. Ciose to Mt. Washington and White Mountains
attractions such as Sto「y La[d, Attitash wate「 Siides, a[d shop叩g
areas. C剛d safe swimming. Cai川OW for best summerweeks. $400
Pe「Week for non-ho冊ay weeks Mostweeks open. Cali 663-6420 0「
66T1 849.
EASTMAN, GRANTHAM, NH・ Luxu「y 3-bed「oom,
iakeside condo. Golf ten用s, SWlmmi[g, CanOe $650/Week. (617)
631-7605.
Videos
VHS ONIJY FROM THE BRITISH COLLECT10N @ $39.95
each. Edinburgh M冊ary Tattoo-70 m川utes/Oueens Birthday Pa「ade-
88 minutes/FaikIands巾sk Fo「ce-110 m血tes. British Regaiia lmports,
Depa「tment 25, PO. Box 50473, Nashv川e, TN 37205.
Wねllcoverings
PHENOMENAL DISCOUNTS on waiicove「ings叩
Window treatments. AIso pleated shades and m油川inds. Fo「 PrlCe
quotations cali wlth your patte「n numbe「. To= f「ee 「-800-777-2737
AMERiCAN DISCO]NT WALLCOVERiNGS. Ask for extension 35.
W宣nted Tb Buy
BASEBALL, Sports memo「abiiia, Ca「ds, POLITCAL PlnS,
ba冊ers, AUTOGRAPHS, STOCKS, BONDS, Wanted. High p「ices paid.
Pau廿OngO, Box490-BM, South O「Ieans, MA O2662,
Sco廿TS (GIRL, BoY) oid badges, medais, memOrabilia.
Hoiden, 257BN Church, Doylestown, OH 44230 (216) 658-2793.
ABE LINCOLN To John Ke間edy poIitical pins, medals,
flags, ba[nerS, autOg「aPhs wanted. Don Beck, Box 15305, Ft. Way[e,
冊46885. (219) 486-3010.
P ETSW▲NTED 
戸「e ?lnfo&GuideIinesForS葛A.S.E. 
POETS月EV/EW 
806KING-SROW 
COHUTTA,GA30710 
Wlter Disti案lers
WHO NEEDS to d川k pu「e, Clea[, heaithy distilied water?
Ybu do! Own a distilIer fo「 your home o「 Office. W「ite: Du「as帥, Box
76641-B, Atlanta, GA 30328. Ca町816) 454-5260.
W)rd Processlng●
WbRDWRIGHT Give us your manusc「ipt-On diskette -
in 「oJgh d「aft or dictated-a[d we wl= p「OVide you with a lase「 P「inted
O「igina上We are fast, reaSOnable and expe「ienced (617) 395-4941.
Whit Wむter Rafting
ARTA RIVER TRIPS・ Join us on.the West・s finest
rivers. Choose f「Om reiaxing VaCations to chaIiengIng adv帥tu「eS. 1
to 16 dayt「ips in Caljfo「nia, 0「egon, ldaho, Utah, and A「izona. Paddie
boats a[d infiatable canoes. Free b「OChu「e. ARm, Star Route 73,
Groveiand, CA 95321. 1-800-323-ARTA.
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A嵩霊詳言器誌設計蕊‡
talking on a cordless telephone to the exhilaration
Ofthat first bike ride minus trainmgWheels. In the
magazine,s 1988 Buying Guide, the Southwestem
Bell FF 1700 Cordless Phone is still rated tops for
range in controlled tests among 21 brands and
models. By handling lnCOmlng and outgoing calls
to a range of lOOO (the article rated a maximum of
1500 ft.), With outstanding speech quality and
COrIVenience features, the FF 1700 ended up on top
Of the consumer magazine ratings reports. Base
unit serves as freestanding speakerphone with
dialpad, SO yOu get twO Phones in one. Plus
intercom, Pagmg and lO-Chamel selection. Digi-
tal security code prote(
line from outside access.
$179.95　#2130.恥
take your freedom a
SteP further, Southwestem Bell’s FA-450地lephone Answering
Machine glVeS yOu the latest technology and newest features at a　4
most attractive price. Single cassette operation, Call screenlng膏7
household memo function, VOice吃ctivated record, One-tOuCh play-
back. Two-Way reCOrd for messages or conversations. Beeperless
remote lets you retrieve messages from any pushbutton phone,
also allows remote amouncement changes. These Freedom
Phones connect you in without tying you down. $99.95 #2140.
書脈○齢鵜く軸音軸Å書O
YOU教晴漢▲晴軸
ncient mandarins dating
back 800 years believed that
these Chinese Exercise
Balls indueed well-being
Of the body and serenity
Of spirit. These treasured
包fts were given to Presi-
dent Reagan and his
Wife while visiting the
Peoples Republic of
China. The Chinese say that
rotating the balls in the palm of each
hand stimulates the fingers and
acupuncture points, and improves circula-
tion of vital energy throughout the body.
Sports enthusiasts, muSicians, COmPuter uSerS
and health-COnSCious people everywhere consider
them great muscle conditioners. Arthritis suf
ferers feel a decided benefit from this gentle but
Challengmg eXerCise. very effective for relaxa-
tion and meditation, Chinese取ercise Balls emit a
distantly mysterious chime as you tum them.
Beautifully handcrafted, 45mm. hollow polished
Chrome balls are perfectly weighted and fit com-
fortably into the average man’s or woman’s hand.
In exquisite silk brocade box. $29.95 #1701
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Chef,sChoice㊥ Knife Sharpener safely and
⊥ easily hones the dullest of knives to razor
sharpness in minutes‘ According to Fbod αγ}d
脇ne, the Chef,sChoice Knife Sharpener is “un-
questionably the best‘)凋opulaγ Sc乞脇ce calls it
“idiot proof.,, Its ingenious patented design is the
brainchild of former DuPont englneer, Daniel
Friel. His unique sharpenlng method uses dia-
mond abrasives to sharpen a knife in three
StageS tO form a progressively sharper edge.
Since magnets hold the knife at the precise
angle required for each operation) the guesswork
of traditional methods is eliminated. The result-
mg triple bevel edge stays sharper longer than
COIrVentional edges. Only the minimum amount
of steel is removed during each stage, making it
safe for all high quality steel or alloy knives.
W)rld class chef, Pierre Franey, in hisN y nmes
COlumn, hailed the Chef’s-Choice as “unpar-
alleled, in my experience) for putting an exceed-
mgly sharp and long-lasting edge on knives of all
kindsI, Manufacturer,s two year limited warranty,
UL listed, meaSureS 9’’x 3粧x 4’’$79・95 #2450.
腿
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甲his handsone digital-analog chronometer willswim with you (to a depth of 150 feet), fly with
you, Calculate your speed) Wake you in the mom-
1ng, and tell you the day and date. A push of a
button will convert the digital display to 24-hour
timekeeping. A11 functions digital and analog
timekeeplng, Calendar, alam, Chronometer and
tachymeter are powered by a highly accurate
electronic quartz movement. The analog hands
and hour mackers are luminous. The stopwatch
times to帰oth ofa second, and the rotating bezel
can be used for such practical matters as telling
you when the parking meter will need another
quarter. A仕iustable fit. $39.95. Teflon coated
durable black matte anodized stainless steel
#1051, Stainless steel and gold-Plated #1061
音晴漢書漢書漢音営軸漢CY議
冒he Lifeline Gym lSthe most space e綿-
Cient, time e綿cient
home fitness device on
the market today %u
Can Simulatejust about
any of the exercises
done on the expensive
machines found in
health spas and gym-
nasiums the reason is latex. With this unlque
stretchal)le latex cable, reSistance increases
with movement your muscles are challenged
through their餌1 range of motion. These variable
resistance exercises provide an excellent wokout
for a beginner as well as a challenge for a pro. The
Lifdine Gym lS SO SuCCeSSful it is used by mem-
bers of the Chicago Bears, the U.S. Ice Hockey
team, and the UCLA track team to name a few
A側ust bl  for individual strength levels and for
di餓3rent body shaping and toning. The gym m-
Cludes a皿ing bar, reSistance cable, Stirrups,
exercise b lt door attachment and a comprehen-
sive fitness guide that outlines over 25 e}rerCises.
Everything packs into a compact carry case, SO
you can e巾Oy the benefits of a complete workout
a ywhere. $49.95 #1841 Ladies or #1851 Men’s.
エO軸格O書く▲獲M
N謀議謹書豊蒜嵩
everywhere seriously interferes with our abili-
ties to relax, read, Sleep, COnCentrate Or Other-
Wise function at optimum e綿cieney But you
needn’t be victimized by noise pollution. The
ne砂Marsona Sound Conditioner electrically
Synthesizes a variety of pleaslng natural sounds
that help mask out and reduce the annoyance of
unwanted noise. A 5 inch speaker brings you
the sounds of ocean surf, Summer raln, mOun-
tain waterfalls as close to nature as youwi11
find. %u control not only the volume but also
Wave Pattem, Wave Or rain rhythm, the seeming
nearness or distance of the source. Solid state
electronics designed for continuous use. UL
listed. Manufacturer)s l year limited waI‘ranty.
$139.95井220l.
灘醗醗鵜醗醗鱒鱒輔弼幣
胸筋ひou与e γul海砂Shoγ母h棚, a擁one
Qfouγpho幼e opeγαまo篤αbouれ邪Blue Lαbel
de初e砂力o mosきcαSeS,砂e Cα偽getgOur
Sh吻mel祝O gOu海ihγee O砂γ u)0γ鳥海dαひS.
舗髄鞘離職踊鵬鰯璃臨麒蘭
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Many will argue that these compact clas-Sics are “too well made,,, but we know
the rewards of craftsmanship - eSPeCia11y in
an emergency Made in the U.S.A., the Mini
Maglite㊥ AA flashlight is from the famous
flashlight family renowned for ruggedness and
beacon-brightness. It shines up to 70 times
brighter than a AA penlight, and is first cousin
to the 40,000 Mini Maglites that lit up this
year)s Presidential Inauguration. Fast action Linear-FocuslngTM flood-tO-SPOt beam with a
twist ofthe wrist. Head removes and leaves you with a powe血I stand-alone candle. Anodized,
high strength aluminum components assure corrosion resistance. Only 5%′′ small, With bat-
teries) SPare bulb and manufacturer)s lifetime limited warranty. The companion Swiss Amy
Pen Knife by VIctorinox of Switzerland is a slim 2沈′′ gem. Includes a surgical steel blade’創e with
SCreWdriver tip, SCissors, tweeZer; tOOthpick and keyring. TWo originals you,ll treasure. $39.95 #2530.
Å軸AM話脈書くÅ軸を」ÅSS書く
冒慧
he very best of the Adirondack Chairs are still made in the Adirondacks,
Willsboro, N.Y, On the shores of Lake Champlain. Willsboro,s skilled
WOOdworkers have done more thanjust re-Create the orlgmal Adirondack Chair
theybe added refinements such as a fully contoured seat and 6′’wide ams for
the ultimate in comfort. And the workmanship! The seat and backrest are hand-
dowled and glued to the frame for strength, uSing solid hardwood pegs (not
CapPed screws) in the true Ya‘nkee mamer. The rich rock maple is an extremely
dense and attractively grained wood, all sanded no sharp comers or
SPl ntering. VIllsboro’s artisans have incorporated a unique (and patented)
tongue-in-grOOVe folding mechanism that lets you fold the chair to a mere lO′′
hickness for storage; Sturdy hardwood locking plnS SeCure it in the open
POSition. When each piece is completed言t is treated with a wood protectant,
ready fo you to.apply a clear finish or paint, Or leave it to weathematurally There has never been
an Adirondack Chair like this‥and we have a matching footrest, designed to create a chaise
l u ge and an end table to go along side both constructed in the same fine tradition. The chair is
38’′x 14’’x20’’, $139・95 #1881 Thefootrest is 14’’x20′’x22′′, $79.95 #1891 The end table is 16′′x
14’’x 24’’, $69.95 #1901. Some assembly required.
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0ften I am
told that I
庇k Ⅲ絶仇e
SO巾of peト
son who is
deathly afraid of tech-
noIogy I don’t know
how anyone can rea11y
tell. But my friends
Say this even when I
am fiddling with my
COmPuter Or the
advanced telephone
SyStem in my home.
These high tech
friends don,t like me
to use the word, “fid-
dling,’’when refer-
rmg tO teChnoIogy,
however They say it
SOunds too pedes-
trian. They say it
would be better if I
used the word朽uti-
1ize.,, But I have never
in my life “utilized’’
anything, at least not
knowingly, although I
恥Chnica園Di臆cu帖es
have fiddled around
with many things, ln a Very Pedestrian
Way, Of course.
Technology does scare me. It has a way
Ofmaking us al1 look stupid. I am especially
afi.aid oftechnoIogy that used to be limited
to the home or o飴ce but has now been
made more mobile. Stereo cassette players
for example.
I see people all the time who Iook like
they have just blown some cosmic fuse
and are desperately in need ofrepair tbu
must have seen them too. They have wires
commg Out Oftheir ears. There is a mu鍋ed
buzz租oating from their heads and they
are movmg their mouths as if trying to
Say SOmething I tell myselfnot to worry.
These people are only listening to stereo
cassettes. But it still scares me.
The advances in telephone technoIogy
SCare me the most. Car phones are at the
top ofthe list. I have seen many people
talking on the telephone as they race dovm
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the highway I can’t imagme Whom they
are talking to. Maybe they are talking to
Other people with car phones.
``Hello, yeS, this is the blue BMW racmg
up behind you. Do you think you could let
me pas ? Oh, tha k you. And by the way,
nice bumper sticke ’’
I hope car phone technoIogy doesn’t
expand to include other equlPment. I’d
hate the idea ofsomebody racmg uP behind
me just as his car-WaShing machine hits
the spm CyCle.
My t lephone answermg maChine scares
me too. I never know when it might go
haywlre On me and send the cosmic hum
Of my life careemng arOund, Willy-nilly.
Some days I run into friends who Iook
SurPrised that I am sti11 alive.
“My God, I thought you were dead:’
“Why on earth would you think that?’’
I ask. I know I’m afraid oftechnoIogy, but
I’m not going to kill myself over it.
“lめur message on
your answering
machine sounded so
suicidal:,
The message I put
On my telephone
answermg maChine is
SuPPOSed to be cheer-
ful.バHe11o. This is
Cash. I’m sorry but I
can,t come to the
Phone right now
Please go on and leave
a message. I’ll ca11 you
back unless it gets too
late. Thanks:,
Here is the mes-
Sage the callers often
get when my answer-
mg maChine goes
haywlre: “He11-O-O-O.
This is Cash. I,m
SOrr y　(garble,
garble). I can’t
(garble, garble
go on. (garble, garble)
it,s too late
(garble, garble):’
What scares me
most about technoIogy lS a11 this talk about
artificial intelligence. Actually it has to do
With the ability of machines to think on
their own. With my luck, my neXt
answerlng maChine wi11 have artificial
intelligence.
“Hello. This is Cash. Actually this isn’t
Cash. This i  his answermg maChine. Heも
hom , but the lazy bumjust won’t answer
the phone. I’ll take a message:’
I can only hope that technoIogy won’t
advance to the stage where it develops
artificial ethics too.存Hello. This is Cash.
Oh, it’s you. Ybu knoW he never really
liked you and probably won’t call you back:’
I should stop complaining. I have been
able to pr gram my answerlng maChine
SO I can reverse the charges on my long
distance calls home. That is somewhat
COmforting, eSPeCia11y in a world where
many are called but few are willing to
accept the charges.
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Listen for instructions,
then press this code:
For lnternat10nal news headllneS 24 hours a day,丁HE
call The TALKING PHONEBOOK’s World
News Llne. It,s only a local call, but lt Can丁ALKiNG
鵠窃盤㍗theworld. pHONEBOOK⑬
*Outslde Greater Boston see The TALKING PHONEBOOK foryour local access number
「SURGEONGENERAL’SWARNIN60uittIngSmoklng 
NowGreatlyPeducesSe「iOu§RskstoYou「Heaith 
